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ABSTRACT 

 
A time difference of arrival (TDOA) based locating system determines the location of an aircraft by 
measuring the time difference between transponder emissions received at ground station antenna 
(GSA) pairs. To locate multiple aircrafts, the TDOAs are first grouped according to each aircraft 
using an association algorithm prior to the individual aircraft locating process. The ability to 
correctly associate the TDOAs to the right aircraft depends on the received signal to noise ratio 
(SNR) and the separation between the aircraft. For a given horizontal range, azimuth and altitude 
separation between an aircraft pair, a technique is developed to evaluate an association algorithm 
capability to group the measured TDOAs to the correct aircraft. The performance of the association 
algorithm considers three different military flying formations using emissions from the onboard 
weapon control radar (WCR) and replies to a secondary surveillance radar (SSR) interrogator. The 
simulation results show that with the technique, it is possible to determine the probability of correct 
association of the estimated TDOAs to the right aircraft by the association algorithm. Furthermore, 
based on a horizontal range and azimuth separations of 50 m and an altitude separation of 1,000 ft, 
the TDOA based locating system coupled with the association algorithm has the best locating 
performance using TDOAs obtained from emissions through the main lobe of the WCR antenna. 
 
Keywords: Military flying formation; time difference of arrival (TDOA); weapon control radar; 

association probability; air defense radar. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
  
The demand for air travel for transportation of goods and in support of the tourism industry has 
resulted in high air traffic density. An average growth in air traffic density of greater than 4% has 
been forecasted in Latin America, Africa, Asia-Pacific and Middle East, in addition to the already 
packed air traffic density in North America and Europe (IATA, 2017). Among the measures 
implemented by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) to meet this challenge are the 
implementation of the reduced vertical separation minimum (RVSM) initiative, reduction in the 
horizontal lateral separation between aircraft at the enroute flight levels (FLs), and the introduction of 
satellite based locating systems (FAA, 2014; CANSO, 2016; ICAO, 2016). Prior to the 
implementation of the RVSM initiative, enroute FLs within the 29,000 ft and 41,000 ft were at an 
interval of 2,000 ft (600 m), resulting in a total of seven FLs. With the implementation of this 
initiative, the FL interval is reduced to 1,000 ft (300 m), which brings about six new FLs, resulting in 
a total of 13 FLs (ICAO, 2016). The horizontal lateral separation between aircraft at any of the 
enroute FLs is 5 NM (~9 km). However, at areas with high traffic demand, such as the terminal 
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maneuvering area (TMA), the lateral separation can be reduced to a minimum of 3 NM (~5 km) by 
the appropriate air traffic services (ATS) authority (ICAO, 2016). Through the next generation 
(NextGen) program initiated by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), a satellite-based locating 
system referred to as automatic dependent surveillance broadcast (ADS-B) has been introduced to 
revolutionize ATS surveillance in the civil aviation industry. This initiative is expected to meet up 
with global traffic demands with full global deployment by the year 2025 (ICAO, 2014; Strohmeier et 
al., 2014; CANSO, 2016). Compared to the conventional systems for ATS, which are surveillance 
radar and time difference of arrival (TDOA) based systems, ADS-B has the highest update rate and is 
the cheapest in terms of installation and maintenance cost (CANSO, 2016).  
 
Military aircrafts ranging from fighter aircraft to transport aircraft utilizes the same airspace used by 
the civil air aviation. However, these aircraft follow a different flight profile, such as formation flying, 
depending on the operational requirements, including training, aerial refueling, attack and 
interception. Whenever military aircrafts fly in formations, they do not follow the conventional 
separation standard set for the civil aviation, but rather the military authority assumes responsibility 
for separation of aircraft (MARSA) (Ray, 2015). This means that the pilots use visual inspection to 
maintain separation. Therefore, the ATS systems used in civil aviation, such as primary radar, 
secondary radar and radio based locating systems, are not expected to detect military targets correctly. 
The flight profiles of military aircrafts are considered in the design of air defense radars (ADRs) 
(Martin, 2018). In general, the ADR should be able to detect aircrafts used in both civil and military 
aviation, and in some instances used to perform ATS in the event of surveillance radar failure (UPI 
Archives, 1992). Compared to radars used in civil aviation, the ADR performs aircraft position 
estimation (PE) in 2-dimensional (2-D) or 3-dimensional (3-D). It has a range resolution accuracy of 
about 50 m, azimuth resolution accuracy of about 0.220, with an elevation resolution accuracy of 
about 0.30 (Martin, 2018). The reason for such high range resolution accuracy is due to the use of 
pulse compression as compared to the civil aviation radars, which normally are based on simple pulse 
modulation, where the range resolution is determined by the pulse width (a pulse width of 1 µs 
provides a range resolution of about 300 m) (Christian, 2018).  
 
As mentioned earlier, ADS-B may be the main component in the NextGen surveillance system. 
However, it suffers security vulnerability, such as the lack of authentication of aircraft transponder 
emissions used in the location process and it is also possible to fake the location of an aircraft 
(Strohmeier et al., 2014; CANSO, 2016). The TDOA-based locating system, also known as 
multilateration (MLAT), has been recommended to complement ADS-B (CANSO, 2016). Besides 
verifying the integrity of aircraft locations estimated from ADS-B, MLAT could serve as a back-up in 
the event of satellite failure. Both military and civilian aircrafts are equipped with airborne radar – 
whether as weather radar or weapons control radar (WCR) – operating in the X-band (8 to 12 GHz) 
and / or transponders that transmit signals as response to an interrogator by the secondary surveillance 
radar (SSR) or independently periodically transmit signals to the ground-based system (ADS-B) 
(Ahmad & Sha’ameri, 2015; Sha’ameri et al., 2015). These emissions are detected by the ground 
station antenna (GSA)s and are used by the TDOA-based locating system to determine the position of 
the aircraft (Yaro et al., 2017). The system first estimates the TDOAs of the emissions detected at 
GSA pairs and secondly, estimate the position of the aircraft using a lateration algorithm with the 
TDOAs as input variable. In the case of multiple aircrafts, the TDOAs are grouped according to 
aircraft in a process called association by an association algorithm prior to the PE with the lateration 
algorithm (Ni et al., 2013; Li & Li, 2014). The multiple aircraft locating capability of the TDOA-
based systems depends on how accurate the association algorithm groups the TDOAs to the right 
aircraft. The major contributing factors to the TDOA association accuracy are the separation between 
aircraft pair; the effective horizontal range of the aircraft pair from the locating system; and the 
received signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the aircraft emissions. In this paper, a technique is developed 
to assist in systematically determining the TDOA association capability given the horizontal range, 
azimuth and altitude separations of a pair of emitting targets.  

 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 provides the description of the signals 
used for the TDOA estimation, while Section 3 presents the development of the technique to 
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determine the performance of the TDOA-base association algorithm. The simulation results and 
discussion are presented in Section 4, and the conclusion is presented in Section 5.  
 

2. SIGNALS AND TDOA ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY 
 
In this section, a brief description of the different type of signals used by military and civilian aircrafts 
for TDOA estimation is first presented.  This is followed by the mathematical derivation of multiple 
aircraft TDOA estimation.  
 
 
2.1 Military and Civilian Aircraft Signaling Formats 
  
Aircrafts used in civilian or military operations are equipped with different signaling formats, 
resulting in different emissions (Neven et al., 2005; Christian, 2018). In civil aviation, the aircraft 
emission is either the reply to the interrogator of the SSR (Neven et al., 2005) or ADS-B transponder 
(Ahmad & Sha’ameri, 2015) at 1,090 MHz, and the weather radar in the X-band (8 to 12 GHz). Both 
downlink emissions in the civilian aircraft are at 1,090 MHz frequency band. Similar bands are also 
used by military aircrafts, except the WCR, which is similar to the weather radar that also operates in 
the X-band (Christian, 2018).  
 
The aircraft emission in response to the SSR interrogator contains information about the aircraft and it 
depends on the mode of operation of the SSR interrogator. There are three SSR interrogator operation 
modes, namely modes A, C and S (Christian, 2018). In modes A and C, each emission contains a 12-
bit message with information about the aircraft identity number and its current altitude respectively. In 
mode S, the emission could contain either a 56- or 112-bit message with information about both 
aircraft identity number and its current altitude amongst other information about the aircraft 
(Christian, 2018). The ADS-B transponder emission is periodic at intervals of either 0.5 or 1µs, and 
not in response to an interrogator as compared to the SSR. Its emission contains a 112-bit message 
similar to the SSR mode S, commonly known as extended squitter (Neven et al., 2005; Abdulaziz et 
al., 2015).  
 
Using the emissions from civilian (SSR or ADS-B) or military aircrafts received by the GSA pair, the 
TDOA is then estimated. The TDOA estimation is not the scope of this work, but it is assumed that 
the TDOAs have already been estimated using the available techniques in literatures ( Neven et al., 
2005; Marmaroli et  al., 2012), but they contain errors. All that is left for the association algorithm is 
to group the TDOAs according to aircraft for subsequent PE using the lateration algorithm of the 
TDOA based locating system.  
 
 
2.2 Multiple Aircraft TDOA Estimation  
 
Consider two aircrafts labelled A and B, and their emissions are  and  respectively. If  

 and  are from a WCR, then they both have different carrier frequencies, but if they reply 
to an SSR interrogator, then both share the same carrier frequency (1,090 MHz). For the reception of 
weather radar or WCR signals, the actual carrier frequency of each signal is not known, but lies within 
the X-band and it is assumed that a channelized receiver is used, which operates in the X-band 
(Lopez-Risueno et al., 2005). Within an observation window, the signal received at the GSA labelled 
1 and 2 respectively are:  

 

1 1,[ ] 1,[ ]( ) ( ) ( )a a b b
s sx t x t x t            (1) 

 

2 2,[ ] 2,[ ]( ) ( ) ( )a a b b
s sx t x t x t            (2) 
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where  ,  and ,  are the time of arrivals (TOAs) in s, indicated by the subscript [s] of the 

emissions of aircrafts A and B respectively at the GSA labelled 1, while ,  and ,  are the TOAs 
at GSA labelled 2 of the emissions of aircrafts A and B respectively.  
 
Taking the cross-correlation of  and , the resulting expression is (Marmaroli et al., 2012): 
 

       
     

1 2 1,[ ] 2,[ ] 1,[ ] 2,[ ]

1,[ ] 2,[ ] 1,[ ] 2,[ ]

a a a b
x x s s s s

b a b b
s s s s

R R R

R R

      

     

     

     
    (3) 

 
Due to statistical independency of the emissions from the different aircrafts, then: 
 

  1,[ ] 2,[ ] 0a b
s sR              (4a) 

 

  1,[ ] 2,[ ] 0b a
s sR             (4b) 

 
Substituting Equation 4 into Equation 3, the resulting expression is: 
 

     
1 2 12,[ ] 12,[ ]

a b
x x s sR R R               (5) 

where: 
 

12,[ ] 1,[ ] 2,[ ]
a a a

s s s             (6a) 

 

12,[ ] 1,[ ] 2,[ ]
b b b

s s s             (6b) 

 
where ,  and ,  in Equation 5, presented by Equations 6a and 6b respectively, are the TDOAs 
of the emissions of aircrafts A and B detected at GSA labeled 1 and 2.  In a practical scenario, the 
TDOAs in Equation 6 are obtained with error due to several factors such as quantization error, noise 
in the emission and ground station clock synchronization error. By modelling the TDOA error as a 
zero mean Gaussian random variable (Li et al., 2016), the estimated TDOAs are: 

 

 12,[ ] 12,[ ] 12,[ ]ˆ 0,a a a
s s sN            (7a) 

 

 12,[ ] 12,[ ] 12,[ ]ˆ 0,b b b
s s sN            (7b) 

 
where ,  and ,  are the TDOA error standard deviations (SDs) in obtaining the TDOAs of the 
emissions of aircrafts A and B respectively. 
 
3. TDOA-BASE ASSOCIATION PERFORMANCE METHODOLOGY 
 
The ability of a TDOA-based association algorithm to correctly associate estimated TDOAs to the 
right aircraft depends on the received SNR of the aircraft emissions and the separation between the 
aircraft. Therefore, the conditions that will result in a wrong association, which is an association error 
of the estimated TDOAs derived in Equation 7. Secondly, a mathematical expression is established to 
determine if there is an association error when the conditions for the wrong association are valid. 
Finally, the probability at which the estimated TDOAs are correctly associated to each aircraft is 
presented.  
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3.1 Conditions for Wrong Association of Estimated TDOA  
 
The correct association of the estimated TDOAs in Equation 7 results in the correct PE of the aircraft 
by the TDOA-based locating system. In this sub-section, the conditions for wrong association of two 
aircrafts are presented.  
 
For association error to occur in the estimated TDOAs of two aircraft, they must be closely spaced 
(Reale et al., 2013).  This leads to their estimated TDOAs to be close together in the TDOA domain to 
the extent that their TDOA error probability density distributions (PDFs) have an overlapping region 
(regions A and B), as shown in Figure 1. When the TDOAs are estimated in either of the overlapping 
regions, there is a likelihood that an association error will occur.  
 

 
Figure 1: TDOA error conditional probabilities of aircrafts A and B. 

 
There are two conditions that could lead to an association error of the estimated TDOAs. The first 
condition is when three times the sum of the TDOA error SDs (refer to Figure 1) is greater than the 
absolute difference between the mean TDOA values ( ,  and , ) in Equation 6. When this 
happens, the overlapping region in Figure 1 is created and there is likelihood that the TDOAs are 
estimated in this region. The mathematical representation of the first condition for an association error 
to occur is: 
 

 12,[ ] 12,[ ] 12,[ ] 12,[ ]3a b a b
s s s s             (8) 

 
The left-hand side (LHS) of Equation 8 is the distance between the mean TDOAs of aircrafts A and B 
obtained from Equation 6, whereas the right-hand side (RHS) of the equation is the distance between 
the TDOA error distribution of aircrafts A and B. The RHS of the equation is used to determine if the 
overlapping region given as regions A and B in Figure 1 are created and this happens only when it is 
greater than the LHS.  
 
The second condition is that either ,  is estimated in region B or , 	is estimated in region A. 

When both ,  and ,  are estimated in either regions A or B, the association algorithm is not 
able to decide which TDOA belong to which aircraft. As such, both TDOAs are considered to belong 
to the same aircraft. This leaves no TDOA assigned to the other aircraft, resulting in an association 
error.  
 
In the next sub-section, a technique to systematically determine if there is an association error given 
the effective SNR of the aircraft emissions and the separation between the aircraft pair is presented. 
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3.2 Association Error Determination Methodology 
 
In this sub-section, a mathematical approach is presented to determine if there is an association error 
given the locations of the aircraft and the SNR of their emissions detected at the GSA pairs. As earlier 
presented in Section 3.1, the first condition for an association error to occur is when Equation 8 is 
valid. Let the RHS of Equation 8 be:  

 

 ,[ ] 12,[ ] 12,[ ]3 a b
s s s            (9) 

 
It can be seen that ,  in Equation 9 is a function of the TDOA error SDs. According to Galati et al. 
(2012), the TDOA error SD is a function of the SNR of the received emission and their relationship is 
mathematically expressed as follows: 
 

12,[ ]
1 2,[ ]

1 1 1

2
w

s w w
f Hz


 

 
   

 
  for ∈ ,     (10) 

 
where , is the bandwidth of the receiver in Hz, and  and  are the SNR values (in linear 
scale) of the received emissions at the GSAs labelled 1 and 2 respectively.  
 
The SNR in Equation 10 is obtained from it decibel (dB) value as follows: 
 

,[ ]

10
10

w
i dB

w
i





 
 
 
      for   ∈ 1,2    (11) 

 
Recall that for an association error to occur, the aircraft must be closely spaced to the extent that: 

 

1 1 1
a b             (12a) 

 

2 2 2
a b             (12b) 

 
This means that from Equation 9:  
 

12,[ ] 12,[ ] 12,[ ]
a b

s s s             (13) 

 
The revised version of Equation 10 after substituting Equation 10 into Equation 13 is: 

 

1,[ ] 2,[ ]

,[s]

,[ ]

10 103
10 10

2

dB dB

f Hz



 




   
       
            (14) 

 
Furthermore, substituting ,  and ,  with the effective SNR value ( , ) between the 
GSA pair (Stein, 1981), Equation 14 after further simplification is rewritten as:  
 

,[ ]

,[s]
[ ]

103
10

eff dB

f, Hz







 
  
          (15) 

 
where:  
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 ,[ ] 1,[ ] 2,[ ]min ,eff dB dB dB          (16) 

 
The LHS of Equation 8 is a function of the mean TDOA values in Equation 6. The mean TDOA 
values have a geometrical relationship to the locations of the aircraft and are expressed as follows: 
 

,[ ] 1,[ ] ,[ ] 2,[ ]

12,[ ] 53 10
a km km a km kma

s





x - s x - s
                           (17a) 

        

,[ ] 1,[ ] ,[ ] 2,[ ]

12,[ ] 53 10
b km km b km kmb

s





x - s x - s
               (17b) 

 
where ,  and ,  in kilometer, as indicated by the subscript [km], are the locations of 
aircrafts A and B respectively, while ,  and ,  are the coordinates of the GSA labelled 1 and 
2 respectively.   
 
Therefore, given the locations of the aircraft, Equation 18 is used to determine if there is an 
association error at a given ,  value. This occurs if the numerical value of the RHS is greater 
than that of the LHS: 

 

12,[ ] 12,[ ] ,[ ]
a b

s s s            (18) 

 
where ,  a function of ,  of the emission as shown in Equation 15.  
 
 
3.3 Association Error Probability  
 
After it has been determined using Equation 18 that an association error occurs, the next step is to 
determine the association error probability  which is presented in this sub-section. It can be 
recalled from Section 3.1 that for association error to occur, either ,  is estimated in region B or 

,  is estimated in region A (Figure 1). The mathematical expression for the PDFs of the estimated 
TDOAs for aircrafts A and B respectively are: 
 

 
2

12,[ ]
12,[ ]

[ ][ ]

1 1
exp

22

a
sa

s
ss

p
 

 
 

  
        

             (19) 

 

 
2

12,[ ]
12,[ ]

[ ][ ]

1 1
exp

22

b
sb

s
ss

p
 

 
 

  
        

     (20)  

 
The probability that ,  is estimated in region B from Figure 1 is mathematically expressed as: 
 

  ,[ ] 12,[ ]

12,[ ]

[ ]

a

s sa

s

s

P e Q  







 
 
 

       (21) 

 
while the probability that ,  is estimated in region A is: 
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  ,[ ]12,[ ]
12,[ ]

[ ]

s

b
sb

s
s

P e Q 



 

   
 

       (22) 

where 

12,[ ] 12,[ ]

,[ ]
2

a b

s s

s

 



         (23) 

 
Thus, the association error probability is mathematically obtained as: 
 

   12,[ ] 12,[ ]

a b

error s sP P e P e                                (24) 

 
where P ,  and P ,  are obtained from Equations 21 and 22 respectively. 
 
The performance of an association algorithm is evaluated using the probability of correct association 

  and is obtained from  in Equation 24 using Equation 25.  
   

1correct errorP P                    (25) 

 
In the next section, the evaluation of the performance of an association algorithm based on 	is 
presented considering certain aircraft positions. 
 
 
4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 
This section evaluates the capability of a TDOA-based association algorithm using the technique 
presented in Section 3 to associate estimated TDOAs to the correct aircraft. The performance is 
quantified by the probability of correct PE of individual aircraft locations by a TDOA-based locating 
system.   
 
 
4.1 Simulation Parameters  
 
As mentioned in Section 1, military aircrafts fly in close formation, which contributes to association 
error. Thus, the analysis considers aircraft locating in various military operating scenarios. The 
aircraft locating capability of the TDOA-base system coupled with the association algorithm is 
compared with the ADR since it is designed specifically to locate military aircrafts. Table 1 shows the 
range, azimuth and elevation accuracies of the ADR based on 90% probability of detection.  
 

Table 1: ADR aircraft locating accuracy (Martin, 2018). 

Parameters Values 
Range accuracy 50 m  
Azimuth accuracy  0.22°  
Elevation accuracy 0.28° 

 
The parameters shown in Table 1 describe how well the ADR accurately estimates the aircraft 
position. The range accuracy of the ADR indicates the minimum range separation between aircraft on 
the same FL that it can accurately differentiate and locate. The use of pulse compression technology 
allows a range of accuracy of about 50 m. This is achieved by the choice of modulation (frequency or 
phase), sub-pulse duration and bandwidth (Skolnik, 2009). As for the azimuth and elevation accuracy, 
they are respectively the minimum distance and FL between two aircrafts at the same range that the 
ADR can distinguish and separate. Both the azimuth and elevation accuracy are functions of the 
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aircraft range from the ADR system. For instance, at a range of 100 km, the minimum distance and 
FL between a pair of aircraft that the ADR can distinguish are 383 m and 1,603 m respectively.  
 
The parameters of the aircraft transponder, WCR, and ground-based system considered for the 
analysis are shown in Table 2. For the aircraft transponder, it is considered to have a downlink 
frequency of 1,090 MHz connected to an antenna with a gain of 3 dBi (Sha’ameri et al., 2015). A 
transponder transmit power of 250 W is chosen as it is commonly used onboard aircrafts capable of 
flying above 15,000 ft (Francis et al., 2011). As for the WCR, emissions through the main and side 
lobes of the antenna are considered with gains of about 35 and -15 dBi respectively (Ahmad & 
Sha’ameri, 2015). The peak power of a WCR could be within a range of 5 to 20 kW. However, this 
paper considered a peak power of 10 kW (Ahmad & Sha’ameri, 2015). The system parameters 
presented in Table 2 are chosen to conform to both civilian and military surveillance purposes. Free 
space path loss propagation model is used for the SNR calculation. This is because at the operational 
FLs (above 15,000 ft) of the aircraft,  line of slight (LOS) exists between aircraft and GSA (Yaro & 
Sha’ameri, 2018).  
 

Table 2:  Transmitter and receiver parameters (Francis et al., 2011; Ahmad & Sha’ameri, 2015). 

Parameters Values 

Aircraft 

WCR 
Antenna gain 

main lobe 35 dBi 
side lobe -15 dBi 

Peak transmit power 10 kW 
Operating frequency 8 to 12 GHz 

transponder 
Antenna gain 3 dBi 
Peak transmit power 250 W 
Operating frequency 1090 MHz 

Ground 
 system 

Antenna gain 12 dBi 
Sensitivity -95 dBm 
Antenna height 200 m 

 
Three flying formations are considered as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2a and Figure 2b, both fighters 
are on the same FLs, but are separated in range by about 50 m as shown in Figure 2a, while are 
separated as shown in Figure 2b in azimuth (side by side) at the same range by about 50 m (Alcatraz, 
2016). As for flying formation C, as indicated in Figure 2c, both fighters are at the same range, but are 
separated in altitude by about 1,000 ft (300 m) (FAA, 2014). For each of the flying formations in 
Figure 2, the probability of correct association of the estimated TDOAs obtained from the fighter 
emission is determined for horizontal ranges within 200 km from the TDOA-based locating system at 
intervals of 20 km.   
 
 
4.2 TDOA-Based Association Performance Validation  
 
By varying 	from 0 to 70 dB, the relationship between ,  and  in Equation 15 is 
determined and presented in Figure 3. This is to determine the minimum effective SNR (MES) for a 
given aircraft pair separation at which an association error occurs. The value ,  decreases 
exponentially with  from 0 to 61 dB, with , = 0 nsec at  > 61 dB. At  values of 20, 40 
and 65 dB, the numerical values of	 ,  are 30, 3 and 0 nsec respectively. For a given aircraft pair 
separation in which , 	= 30 nsec, the MES for correct TDOA association is = 20 dB based on 
the results presented in Figure 3. This means that when  of the fighter emissions received are   
below 20 dB, an association error will occur as indicated in Equation 18. For the aircraft pairs with 

, , 	= 3 nsec and , , 	= 0 nsec, the MESs for correct TDOA association are 
= 40 dB and 	= 65 dB respectively.  
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(a)  (b)  

 

(c)  

Figure 2: The three military flying formations: (a) Flying formation A  (b) Flying formation B  (c) Flying 
formation C. 

 
 

 
Figure 3: The relationship between ,  and SNR. 

 
 
4.2.1 Probability of Correct Association Based on Flying Formation A  
 
From Figure 2a, the , 	= 0 nsec irrespective of horizontal range of the fighters from the locating 
system. This corresponds to	 = 62 dB from Figure 3. To correctly associate the estimated TDOAs 
to each fighter,  ≥  = 62 dB while an association error occurs when  < . Hence, the 
probability of correct TDOA association is determined based on the approach presented in Section 
3.3. Table 3 gives the summary of ,  and  based on an SSR transponder reply and 
WCR emissions for the fighters flying in formation A.  
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Table 3: TDOA association performance based on flying in formation A.  

Target 
range 
(km) 

 (dB) 
SSR based transponder 

WCR  

Main lobe Side lobe 
  

(dB) 
  

(%) 
  

(dB) 
  

(%) 
  

(dB) 
  

(%) 

20 

62 

45 0 

≥ 62 

100 24 0 

40 39 0 100 18 0 

60 36 0 100 14 0 

80 33 0 100 12 0 

100 31 0 60 57 10 0 

120 30 0 58 28 8 0 

140 28 0 57 16 7 0 

160 27 0 56 9 6 0 

180 26 0 55 6 5 0 

200 25 0 54 4 4 0 

 
The value of  for both the SSR reply and WCR emissions decreases with the horizontal range of 
the fighters from 20 to 200 km. At horizontal ranges of 40 and 140 km, = 39 dB and =38 dB 
respectively for the SSR reply. As for emissions from the main lobe of the WCR antenna,  ≥ 62 
dB and =57 dB respectively, while = 18 dB and =7 dB for emissions from the side lobe 
of the WCR antenna.  Within the 200 km radius of the locating system,  = 0% for the 
association algorithm using the emission in response to the SSR interrogator. This means that for 
fighters flying in formation A and the emissions detected at the GSAs as replies to the SSR 
interrogator, the algorithm is not able to associate the estimated TDOAs to the correct fighter. Thus, 
the TDOA based locating system cannot correctly resolve the individual positions of each fighter.  

 
As for WCR emissions, the association algorithm has = 100% within 80 km for emissions 
from the main lobe of the antenna, while within the 200 km, = 0% for emissions from the side 
lobe of the antenna. In summary, the TDOA based locating system accurately estimates the individual 
locations of the fighters using emissions from the main lobe of the WCR antenna for up to about 80 
km horizontal range. This is because beyond the 80 km horizontal range, the  of the received 
emission is less than the .  
 
Comparing the locating performance of the TDOA based system with the ADR, the horizontal range 
accuracy of the ADR is about 50 m at 90% probability of detection. This means that within the 200 
km radius, the ADR can individually locate each of the fighters flying in formation A, whereas the 
TDOA-based system can only locate within 80 km using emissions from the main lobe of the WCR 
antenna. 
 
 
4.2.2 Probability of Correct Association Based on Flying Formation B 
 
As the fighter horizontal range increases from 20 km to 200 km, ,  decreases. This means that 
	  increases. Table 4 gives the summary of ,  and  based on the SSR transponder 
reply and WCR emissions for the fighters flying in formation B.  Using the fighters’ SSR interrogator 
reply transponder emissions, = 100% within 120 km. This means that the association 
algorithm can accurately associate the estimated TDOAs to each fighter flying in formation B within 
120 km coverage. As for the estimated TDOAs obtained from the emissions of the WCR, = 
100% within 200 km for emissions from the main lobe of the antenna, while = 100% within 
20 km for emissions from the side lobe of the antenna.  
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Table 4: TDOA association performance based on flying in formation B.  

Target 
range 
(km) 

 (dB) 
SSR based transponder 

WCR  

Main lobe Side lobe 

 (dB)  
(%) 

 (dB)  
(%) 

 (dB)  
(%) 

20 14 45 100 

≥ 62 

100 24 100 

40 20 39 100 100 18 98 

60 24 36 100 100 14 67 

80 27 33 100 100 12 44 

100 28 31 100 60 100 10 29 

120 30 30 100 58 100 8 19 

140 31 28 97 57 100 7 15 

160 33 27 90 56 100 6 12 

180 34 26 81 55 100 5 9 

200 35 25 71 54 100 4 7 

 
 
The azimuth accuracy of the ADR depends on the range of the fighter from the ADR. Table 5 shows 
the minimum azimuth separation between fighters for different horizontal ranges within 200 km. The 
azimuth separation increases with the horizontal range. At horizontal ranges of 40, 80 and 160 km, the 
azimuth separations are 154, 307 and 614 m respectively. This means that at a horizontal range of 40 
km with fighter flying in formation B, the ADR can individually determine the positions of each 
target if they are separated by at least 77 m. As for fighters at 80 and 160 km, the minimum separation 
that the ADR can individually determine their positions are 307 and 614 m respectively. With a 50 m 
fighter azimuth separation as shown in Figure 2b, the ADR cannot individually estimate the positions 
of each fighter as it is less than its minimum azimuth separation.  

 
Table 5: ADR’s minimum azimuth separation. 

Horizontal range 
(km) 

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 

Minimum azimuth separation 
(m) 

77 154 230 307 383 461 537 614 691 767 

 
 
4.2.3 Probability of Correct Association Based on Flying Formation C 
 
Table 6 gives the summary of ,  and  based on the SSR transponder reply and WCR 
emissions for the fighters flying in formation C.  The value of  differs for each fighter horizontal 
ranges. At horizontal ranges of 80, 140 and 180 km,  is 100, 48 and 23% respectively using 
the emissions in response to the SSR interrogator by the fighters. Within a 80 km coverage,  = 
100%, which means the association algorithm accurately grouped the estimated TDOAs obtained 
using the transponder emission in response to the SSR interrogator.   

 
Extending the analysis to the associating estimated TDOAs obtained using the WCR emissions, 

 = 100% within 200 km using the emissions from the main lobe of the WCR antenna. 
However, using emissions from the side lobe,  = 100% only within 20 km. This means that 
the TDOA-based locating system coupled with the association algorithm can accurately locate each of 
the fighters up to a range of 200 km using their WCR emissions from the main lobe of the antenna. As 
for using the emissions from the side lobe only within 20 km, the TDOA-based locating system can 
accurately estimate each of the fighters.  
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Table 6:  TDOA association performance based on flying in formation C.  

Target range 
(km) 

 (dB) 
SSR based transponder 

WCR  

Main lobe Side lobe 

 (dB)  
(%) 

 (dB) 
(%) 

 (dB) 
(%) 

20 9 45 100 

≥ 62 

100 24 100 

40 19 39 100 100 18 99 

60 27 36 100 100 14 54 

80 33 33 100 100 12 26 

100 36 31 93 60 100 10 13 

120 38 30 74 58 100 8 7 

140 43 28 48 57 100 7 5 

160 49 27 33 56 100 6 3 

180 52 26 23 55 100 5 2 

200 54 25 17 54 100 4 1 
  

 
Table 7 shows the relationship between the fighter horizontal range and minimum altitude separation 
between the fighter pair that the ADR can resolve. The minimum altitude separation increases with 
horizontal range from 20 to 200 km. At fighter horizontal ranges of 20, 60, 100, 160 and 200 km, the 
minimum altitude separations of the ADR are 320, 96, 1,603, 2,565 and 3,207 ft respectively. With a 
fighter altitude pair separation of 1,000 ft based on flying formation C, the ADR accurately estimates 
each of the fighters up to a range of 60 km.  

 
Table 7: ADR minimum altitude separation variation with horizontal range. The red shade indicates 

fighter horizontal range with altitude pair separation greater than the minimum altitude separation of 
the ADR.  

 
Horizontal range 

(km) 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 

Minimum altitude separation 
(ft) 

320 641 961 1,283 1,603 1,924 2,245 2,565 2,886 3,207 

 
 
5. CONCLUSION  
 
In this paper, a technique to verify the accuracy of a TDOA-based association algorithm measured 
from the emissions of a pair of fighters flying in close formation is presented. The probability of 
correct TDOA association is used as the performance measure and is compared with the ADR in 
terms of aircraft locating. Three fighter formations are considered, in which the horizontal and 
azimuth separations are about 50 m, while the altitude separation is about 1,000 ft. With regards to the 
source of emissions for TDOA estimation and association, emissions from the fighter’s transponder in 
respond to the SSR interrogator and that from the WCR onboard the fighters are considered. Based on 
the range, azimuth and altitude separations considered, the proposed technique shows that the TDOA 
association algorithm has the best association performance using emissions from the main lobe of the 
WCR.  Using the emissions of the main lobe, the TDOA-based target locating system can accurately 
locate each fighter flying with a minimum azimuth and altitude separation of 50 m and 1,000 ft 
respectively for up to a range of 200 km. As for the fighters having a range separation of 50 m, the 
system accurately estimates the location of each fighter up to a maximum range of 60 km. As 
compared to the ADR, its best performance is resolving fighters with a 50 m range and 1,000 ft 
altitude separation up to about 60 km, but cannot resolve fighter pair having 50 m azimuth separation. 
The results verify that the technique can be used in determining the TDOA association capability of 
the association algorithm given the locations of the fighter and the received SNR of their emissions.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
The exponential growth of copter drone usage and the threats posed by drone users, such as 
unauthorised imaging and filming in restricted areas, illegal surveillance, air collisions, drug 
smuggling, terrorist attacks, and radio frequency (RF) jamming, have led to many efforts and 
research projects aimed at drone detection. The attempted methodologies include using acoustics, 
cameras, cascades (audio-visual) and radio frequency. In addition, there are the nontechnical 
methods such as shooting and netting. This paper presents radar systems as a method for copter 
drone detection. It presents the state of the art review of the efforts so far made towards detecting 
drones given preference to radar systems for micro-Doppler-based analysis. It also introduces 
passive forward scatter radar (PFSR) as an emerging methodology, presenting its reported 
achievements for both ground and airborne target detection. In an attempt to improve the detection of 
low-profile targets, this paper discusses the basic parameters aiding Doppler and micro-Doppler 
analysis of a copter drone. The paper concludes by proposing digital video broadcasting satellite 
(DVBS) based PFSR for drone detection due to its improved capabilities, thereby making micro-
Doppler analysis for a low-profile target, a feasible endeavour. 
 
Keywords: Micro-Doppler; passive forward scattering radar (FSR); drone; low-small-slow (LSS); 

radar cross section (RCS). 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Radar, which is an acronym for “Radio Detection And Ranging,” is an electronic device designed to 
detect an object, usually called a target, at a predefined distance (De Luca et al., 2015) and is achieved 
by transmitting radio frequency at the speed of light and echoing a reflection from the referenced 
target at a distance that a normal eye (unaided) cannot see. At the same time, radar can estimate the 
distance of the object (Abdullah & Ismail, 2006). The history of radar can be traced as far back as the 
year 1800 from an experiment conducted by Michael Faraday, who proved that an electric current can 
produced a magnetic field that returns the energy contained in this field to the circuit even if the 
current is absent (Willis, 2005). James Maxwell, Christian Hulls Meyer and Gughelmo Marconi 
formed the vanguard studying this magnetic field and its applications (e.g., radar), leading to the 1922 
studies on the observed issues of radar effects by Dr. Albert Taylor of the Naval Research Laboratory 
(NRL) in Washington D.C. Resulting from an NRL test conducted in 1930, the emergence of the use 
of co-located transmitters and receivers was a breakthrough for tracking aircraft and ships after the 
observation that a plane flying through a beam generated by a transmitter distorts the signal. Thus, the 
finding led to a competitive experimental approach among the USA, UK, Soviet Union, France, Italy, 
Germany and Japan. 
 
World War II was an avenue of exploration for radar applications, initially as a defensive weapon, but 
later became an automatic aircraft tracking device (De Luca et al., 2015). Despite the low frequency 
and other attributed limitations of the very-high-frequency (VHF) band, it formed the basic building 
blocks of radar technology prior to its application for war. Although radar applications were explored 
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(c) 

for military uses, progress in radar technology diversified to civil marine and other civilian 
applications (Willis, 2005). Recently, the popularity of using various illuminators of opportunities 
(passive) for target detection and classification were explored by many scholars, ranging from 
monostatic to bistatic approaches, as illustrated in Figure 1. The use of illuminators in a passive 
bistatic approach (PBR), such as a global navigation satellite system (GNSS) (Golabi et al., 2013), 
long-term evolution (LTE) signal WIFI-based (Hassan & Mazhar, 2016), digital video terrestrial 
broadcast (Peto & Seller, 2016), digital audio broadcast (DAB) (Weiß, 2014) and FM-based (Rao, 
2016) became a boosting tool for radar worldwide, thereby making it a prominent tool for both 
military and civilian applications. The active radar approach, e.g., forward scatter radar (FSR) 
approach (see Figure 1c), formed another breakthrough as to how well the effect of the radar cross 
section (RCS) of the target could be minimised (De Luca et al., 2015). Although many implemented 
applications were achieved via the aforementioned approaches, exploring more advantages is of 
paramount importance. This exploration may involve enhancing the current radar capability by 
implementing the passive mode via a forward scattering approach through their bistatic characteristics 
and simplify target detection and/or classification (Clemente & Soraghan, 2012), hence achieving a 
passive FSR topology.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Radar configurations: (a) monostatic (b) bistatic (c) forward scatter. 

 
 
The need for drone detection can be traced back to the increase in consumer drone usage by civilian 
society, apart from military applications, as a result of its low cost and operational flexibility (Ganti & 
Yoohwan, 2016). A drone is an ambiguous term and is synonymously used for an unmanned aerial / 
aircraft vehicle (UAV) because every drone can be regarded as a UAV, but not every UAV is 
considered to be a drone. Regulatory agencies, aircraft engineers and other stakeholders, such as the 
media and general public, each view drones and UAVs in their respective perspectives. The 
regulatory agencies consider several terms, such as unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) and remotely 
piloted aircraft systems (RPAS), which is a UAS subcategory. Aircraft engineers view the terms 
drone and UAV as interchangeable, but normally, UAV is used to differentiate a military drone from 
a hobbyist drone. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) designated UAS to describe remote-
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controlled helicopters, and the Department of Defense uses UAV to define a software-controlled 
aircraft or balloon from a distance (Door, 2017).  
 
Summarily, a drone may mean a non-piloted aircraft autonomously controlled via a remote on the 
ground or another vehicle, while a UAV is more or less a military term used to identify drone-like 
remote-controlled (RC) airplanes, remote-controlled piloted (RCP) aircraft and drones that have 
autonomous flying software (Maartens, 2015). In this paper, a drone is viewed as an UAV, usually 
regarded as a hobbyist drone or a copter drone, characterised by multiple rotors, such as a quadcopter, 
hexacopter, and octocopter (unlike a UAV with fixed wings) that is controlled by remote and/or 
mobile apps, can have a programmable Global Positioning System (GPS) route to follow, usually has 
a video camera with a live view streamed to mobile phones, and can carry a payload (Osamu, 2017). 
Figure 2 (a-c) portrays a typical example of copter drones while Figure 2(d) shows an example of a 
fixed-wing UAV. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: (a) DJI Phantom-3, (b) Yuneec Typhoon, (c) octocopter, (d) fixed-wing UAV (Sources: Dedrone, 
2015; Maartens, 2015).  

 
 
Drones are therefore tagged as an emerging threat for both the military and civilian domains (Ritchie, 
et al., 2015). Despite its applications in areas such as aerial imaging, monitoring, search and rescue, 
security surveillance, entrepreneurial hobbies (Petrides et al., 2017) and precision agriculture (Nguyen 
et al., 2016), drone usage has gone viral because of users’ abuse of these devices for nefarious 
activities, such as drug smuggling, conveyance of contraband materials such as weapons (Osamu, 
2017) and other significant vulnerabilities (Sturdivant & Chong, 2017), privacy violations, antisocial 
activities and other unsafe acts (Wit et al., 2012). Drones equipped with RF jammers pose challenges 
to GPS receivers and cell phones, and at the same time can launch a long-distance attacks while 
allowing the perpetrators to remain unnoticed (Hoffmann et al., 2016). The dangers posed by drones, 
according to Sziill et al., 2017), can crash aircrafts while taking off or landing if there is a collision or 
by getting sucked into a jet engine. The damage caused may be no different than a collision with 
birds.  
 
As far back as 2000, a Technical Cooperative Committee (TTCP) led by the US Action Group 6 (AG6) 
and other countries such as the UK, Canada and Australia with some critically identified goals toward 
investigating and curtailing the potential dangers posed by small drones (Pham & Srour, 2004) and have 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
(d) 
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stressed the foreseen threats. The dangerous potentiality of drones was brought forward by a rogue party 
to Chancellor Merkel in September 2013, and many drones have been spotted near French nuclear 
plants, posing significant potential threats to those power plants (Busset et al., 2015). Figure 3 shows a 
photo illustration of illegal activities that have misused drones. For example, a drone was used in 
smuggling a package to a prison cell window (Figure 3a), while Figure 3b shows an unmanned drone 
that was spotted two miles from a New York airport, which seemed to be an unsafe situation, proving 
the potential abuse of drones (Diego & Mich, 2017). Figure 3c shows an image of recovered drugs, 
hacksaw blades and other destructive materials that were carried by a drone.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3: (a) Drone smuggling a package to a prison (Dedrone, 2015).  (b) Drone spotted around the New 
York Airport (Diego & Mich, 2017).  (c) Drone carrying forbidden items crashed (Brandes, 2015). 

 
A drone crashed while carrying illegal objects into Oklahoma prison and five other reported cases, in 
less than a month between 30 July to 19 August 2017, while 28 lb of heroin were dropped into the 
border town of Calexico, California. A drone was spotted by a border patrol agent swooping over the 
border fence. Three people were arrested after a drone dropped a cell phone and drugs into a prison yard  
(Dedrone, 2015). Recently, a distressful situation was caused by a sighted drone over the Gatwick 
airport London, causing much chaos that resulted to incoming flight diversions (BBC, 2018). In 
summary, the exponential increase in drone usage within the past decade poses a security challenge as a 
result of drone misuse and has become a matter of concern, hence mandating the need for drone 
detection. Although achievements have been made regarding attempts toward drone detection, some 
information is missed due to the target’s smaller size, high speed, low altitude and disturbance caused by 
its blade rotation, rendering micro-Doppler analysis difficult (Clemente et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 
2016; Contu et al., 2017; Osamu, 2017).  
 
The aim of this paper is to review the efforts made so far towards drone detection, thus addressing some 
trending challenges, by proposing an emerging passive FSR approach to improve the performance of the 
previous methods. Although some aspects of drone classification may yet be reported, a thorough signal 
processing-based classification of the drone is beyond the scope of this paper. The remainder of this 
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paper consist of Section 2, presenting attempted non-radar methodologies, while radar-based systems for 
drone detection is discussed in Section 3. An aspiring passive forward scatter radar (PFSR) methodology 
is discussed in Section 4, identifying the achievements so far made using this method and proposing 
how possible it is for use in drone detection and classification. The challenges deemed worthy of further 
study are presented in Section 5 followed by some recommendations. The paper thus concludes with 
achievements summary so far made, citing some grey areas for future studies in Section 6. 
 
 
2. NON-RADAR METHODOLOGIES FOR DRONE DETECTION 
 
This section is aimed at discussing some attempted methodologies toward drone detection, thereby 
highlighting the achievements made so far and suggesting the need for further studies. The 
methodologies to be discussed are acoustic, video, and hybrid systems, thermal and radio frequency 
(RF) techniques and other unclassified systems such as netting. 

 
 

2.1  Acoustic Method 
 

Acoustic means of detecting aircraft remained popular prior to the proliferation of radar technology 
and can be traced as far back as World War I (Becker & Güdesen, 2000; Namorato, 2000). After the 
formation of the Technical Cooperative Team (TTCP) led by the US action Group-6 (uAG6) of the 
Army Research Laboratory (ARL), the TTCP-AG6 confirmed the feasibility of detecting UAVs using 
acoustic sensors after collecting experimental data and signal processing of the array signal, and 
conducting four different experiments (Pham & Srour, 2004). Recent work by Case et al. (2004) also 
proved that commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware can detect and locate the sound source of a 
drone. The work used a far-field antenna array, and a calibration and beamforming algorithm coupled 
with a relatively simple software for signal processing. To address this issue, UAV sound detection 
that considered audio fingerprinting and mathematical solutions via GPS technology (correlation) was 
adopted by Mezei et al. (2015). A sound sample was recorded and stored in the GPS database such 
that it compared / correlated every value with a newly detected sound, allowing matching based on the 
source of the original sound. The challenge usually faced by this method was that the stored samples 
have no noise content in them, unlike the detected sound, thus deforming the result obtained.  
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Array of microphone and Omni360 cameras (Source: Busset et al., 2015). 
 
An array of cameras and speakers to track acoustic sound in real time was made possible by analysing 
the signal phases using an acoustic imaging algorithm (Figure 4), thereby following the sound source 
(tracking) using the tracking algorithm in Busset et al. (2015). The object type is identified through its 
sound signature extracted by a beamforming algorithm from all the tracked sounds. The obtained 
result so far manifested a detection range between 150 to 290 m with a 7 to 26 ha coverage area, 
depending on the drone type. Mezei & Molnár (2016) later improved the correlation approach in 
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Mezei et al. (2015) by introducing a noise filtering module. Normalised maximum, cross correlation, 
Pearson, Spearman rank, and Kendall rank correlation were used with each quadcopter, AR-drone and 
airplane model, thereby selecting the best correlation suitable for the target. Three other sounds 
compared with were an electric mower, a hairdryer and music. 
 
The Spearman rank seemed to be the most suitable, as it yields the most impressive matching for all 
cases, but it is not good at identifying similar disturbing sounds, similar to the Kendall rank. The 
Pearson and the normalised maximum correlations were thus selected as the suitable correlation 
methods recommended for the selected drone. Research by Nijim & Mantrawadi (2016) was aimed at 
audio classification of a drone through data mining (algorithm used for pattern extraction), thereby 
identifying the drones from one another. The Quadcopter FPV-250 model and Quadcopter DJI 
Phantom-3 were the drone types used in this experiment. A data mining library stored the sounds of 
multiple UAV platforms. Clustering techniques were adopted for training the data during the 
processes. The detection is purely dependent on the UAV-generated sound, while the data bank is for 
classification purposes.  
 
Detecting and thwarting a drone within an airport using a baseline concept for a system of systems 
(SoS) solution was introduced by Sturdivant & Chong (2017), which simply involved identifying the 
already existing independent systems within the airport premises and integrating them to work as one 
through system architecture using ilities (SAI). In Vilimek & Burita (2017), a proposed designed 
algorithm for UAS detection highlighted some identified opportunities for improving the system 
based on the evaluated algorithm parameters. The newly developed system recognises sound 
irrespective of its source hence there is need to improve for sound identification coming from 
different sources. It claimed that linear predictive coding (LPC) coefficients can be used to identify 
copter UAS and may be improved by connecting the system database. 
 
2.2 Video (Appearance) Method 

 
An attempt was made based on video imaging to overcome the problem of detecting a small moving 
object appearing in a complex background with a single moving camera. The method involved the 
object’s appearance and motion cues as illustrated in Figure 5 (Rozantsev et al., 2015). An object-centric 
motion was developed to compensate for the changes in the object and the background appearance. This 
approach can potentiality be used for collision avoidance in addition to detection and can therefore 
improve a vision-guided tracking algorithm. Hence, this feature gave the method an upper hand when 
compared with other state-of-the-art techniques. The advanced version of this method used a single 
moving camera to film and record the object occupying a small portion of the field view (Rozantsev et 
al., 2017).  
 

 
Figure 5: Detecting a small drone against a complex moving background: (a) Drone almost invisible to 
the human eye.  (b) Proposed motion clues algorithm make the drone visible (Source: Rozantsev et al., 

2015). 
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Three approaches (appearance-, motion- and hybrid-based methods) are the approaches adopted so far. 
The appearance-based method (which relies on machine learning) is considered when the object is 
clearly visible and large, whereas the motion-based method relies on background subtraction and optical 
flow, while the hybrid approach combines both. Background subtraction was found to be best when the 
camera is static or in slow motion, while the optical flow depends on the quality of the flow vector. The 
results proved that temporal information from a sequence of frames has a great impact toward detecting 
and tracking a small, fast-flying moving object. An object-centric learning-based motion was therefore 
developed to compensate for both object and motion appearance. A Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) camera based 
convolutional object detectors was used by Park et al. (2017) for real time drone detection. Six 
convolutional object detectors were compared based on their speed and accuracy. Once a trace of drone 
presence was detected, a command will be sent to the PTZ camera to track the detected drone, and 
maintain the horizontal and vertical field of view (FoV) using the calculated zoom action. Faster region-
based convolutional neural network (R-CNN) was considered the best in term of accuracy of F 
measures but slowest, while solar system dynamics (SSD) with Mobile-Net is better in term of speed. 
Aker & Kalkan (2017) further introduced a convolutional neural network (CNN) for drone localisation 
within a video frame through training the network with artificial dataset of real drone and images of 
birds. 

 
 

2.3 Radio Frequency (RF) Method 
 

The lack of an automatic, cost-effective approach for drone detection was addressed in Nguyen et al. 
(2016). The adopted approaches involved continuous transmission of wireless signals and then 
listening to the reflected component (active) from the detected drone (Figure 6). The second was 
based on tracking the RF transmission between the drone and its controlled point (passive), which 
after analysis concluded the detection of a drone via its signature. COTS technologies involving WIFI 
and software-defined radios (SDR) were implemented in this work, and a subsequent number of 
conducted experiments addressed the challenges. Both the active and passive approaches presented 
promising results, with few challenges having to be subsequently addressed. In addition, RF was used 
to detect and classify a DJI Phantom 4 from other micro-drones (Osamu, 2017).  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Experimental setup to validate the feasibility of drone detection by using an RF signal in the    
(a) active and (b) passive approaches (Source: Nguyen et al., 2016). 

The author adopted three stages, i.e., detection, location and mitigation of the RF communication link. 
The received signature was matched with the bank of signatures stored, using a banded search 
software. The result seems to be successful, while some remaining challenges include the fact that 
new emerging drones face some complications while operating with the 2.4 GHz ISM band, and some 
drones do not emit RF signals while operating. This setup is considered to be less expensive, with 
only three sensors to geolocate a drone and isolate the signal via the proposed software. Basak & 
Scheers (2018) described how a mini-RPAS system can be localised through estimation of its 
direction of arrival (DoA). This was made possible by passively detecting the position of the drone 
and that of the operator using spectrum sensing techniques through their two-way radio control 
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communication. The DoA can be estimated through direction finding algorithm, and thus localisation 
was achieved via the triangulation method. 
 
2.4 Hybrid Method 

 
An acoustic system plays a vital role towards the detection of a small drone, although a camera was 
sometimes implemented as well to optimise the detection performance. A hybrid approach of acoustic 
and camera methods (Nguyen et al., 2016) demonstrates a cost-effective method with a kind of 
robustness in drone detection. As an alternative, a cascaded audio-visual involving image processing 
and mechanical tracking are the two hybrid methodologies as applied in Ganti & Yoohwan (2016). 
The proposed system consisted of a camera, microphone, tracking mechanism, software and hardware 
module, and a single computer for image processing. The parameters under surveillance were the 
drone motion when the UAS occupies more than the threshold amount of the pixels, sound and 
colour.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: System view of a camera array coupled with microphones mounted on the frame for large-scale 
surveillance (Source: Liu et al., 2017). 

 
 The description made Sedunov et al. (2016) (which is focused on aircraft detection) is relevant in this 
review paper due to the concerns regarding the low-flying characteristics of the target and the acoustic 
nature of the system. Autonomously powered clusters of microphone sensors, a pre-processing system 
and a camera formed the basic building blocks of the entire system. Acoustic aircraft detection (AAD) 
was deemed successful in tracking the detected target (a low-flying aircraft) as well as classifying it in 
real time. Research by Liu et al. (2017) demonstrated the ability of a camera array for large-scale 
airspace surveillance coupled with microphones to serve as a detector for a Phantom 4 drone (Figure 
7). This setup was achieved by implementing 30 high-resolution cameras and three microphones 
mounted on a hemispherical frame, with sets of four cameras integrated into a workstation to provide 
a complete coverage of the sky. The method was considered to be more accurate than the visual-
feature-based method.  

 
 

2.5 Other Methods 
 

There have been several other methods adopted, among which some involved non-technical 
approaches, such as shooting down the drone (Schulman et al., 2014). Others achieved detection by 
using a drone machine access code (MAC) address, allowing detection to be possible as described in 
Peacock & Johnstone (2013). After presenting other approaches, video, acoustic, RF, etc., the net-
shooting method was among the reviewed methods in Sathyamoorthy (2015),  whereby netting can be 
implemented at restricted sites such that the drone can be under surveillance and simply brought down 
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when sighted as described in Figure 8. Schaaf (2014) presented countermeasures for a future missile 
threat extending to 2040. The countermeasures were made possible by shooting a laser beam to 
disable the operating drone  in addition to specially trained eagles (BBC, 2018). Electronic means can 
also be used to hack the control mechanism of approaching drones (Pleban et al., 2014), and drone 
localisation can also be deceived by GPS spoofing, as reported in Humphreys (2015). In an attempt to 
showcase an alternative to radar airspace surveillance implementation, Boddhu et al. (2013) used a 
software-based intelligent smartphone application capable of a capturing drone’s attribute, thereby 
predicting the possible path and direction of a hostile drone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8: A Malou Tech MP200 interceptor UAV: (a) A net to intercept the drone.  (b) Interceptor catching 

the intruding drone (Source: Humphreys, 2015). 
 
The advantages of this approach were demonstrated in cities by humans on the ground with personal 
hand-held smartphones that were preinstalled with UAV-T flight path (Figure 9). Detection was 
achieved simply by having either the operator sense a UAV or being notified by the software that 
another person nearby sensed a UAV. Once the UAV was spotted, the apps will be launched and start 
tracking after inputting the pre-installed general direction vector, a back-facing camera view will then 
appear, allowing the user to view the flight route, and even snap pictures or record flight activities 
(Boddhu et al., 2013).  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9: UAV-T flight path app: (a) Home Screen  (b) Dialog Setting  (c) Data Record Screen  (d) User 
observational data input Screen (Source: Boddhu et al., 2013). 

3. RADAR FOR DRONE DETECTION 
 
The previous section elaborated on drone detection based on acoustic, video imaging, RF, thermal, 
software-based smartphone and other non-technical (shooting and netting) methodologies and listed 
some notable achievements. Nevertheless, there could be some unresolved challenges that may need 
attention towards small drone detection and tracking. For instance, detecting drone-generated audio 
frequencies (usually approximately 40 kHz) may fail due to a higher noise ratio in urban cities (Ganti 
& Yoohwan, 2016). Some drones have been identified that follow a predefined GPS path, and as 
such, there is no link to trace the RF link (Busset et al., 2015; Osamu, 2017). While the drone’s 
signatures need a constant update in a referenced database, it also has become a challenging issue for 
RF-based systems (Osamu, 2017). Noise is another challenge due to many users of unlicensed WIFI 
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RF bands as described in Nuss et al. (2017). A target with a dynamic background suffers from few 
representative pixels and may be hidden in the case of camera-based detection. These methods may 
also have difficulty in differentiating a drone from flying birds (Busset et al., 2015; Ganti & 
Yoohwan, 2016). Ganti & Yoohwan (2016) further explained that thermal detection is less efficient 
because of a drone’s plastic frames and minimal heat exhaust. Thus, as an alternative, a radar system 
is considered important due to its confirmed capability in automotive and military applications, and in 
dark, noisy and blurred or misty environments (Nuss et al., 2017; BBC, 2018). We therefore 
categorised the detection in terms of main Doppler and micro Doppler (drone and other airborne 
targets).  

 
 

3.1 Main Doppler for Drone Detection by using Radar 
 

This section presents a summary of trends of radar base systems targeted at main Doppler analysis for 
drone detection. Various configurations, signal processing techniques of the echoed signal and other 
parameters that make detection possible are all involved. For simplicity, a summary in tabular form is 
presented in Table 1.  
 

 
Table 1: Main Doppler analysis for drone detection. 

Author(s) Configuration Analysis 

Blyakhman et al. 
(2014)  

Ground-based  CW-FSR RCS analysis to improve efficiency for drone 
detection 

Krátký & Fuxa 
(2015) 

X-band pulse (ReVISOR) 
Military radar 

Verified the detectability of mini-drone via RCS 
comparison 

Jahangir & Baker 
(2016) 

L-band holographic radar  To produce an inherent 3D multibeam surveillance 
sensor from 2D antenna array 

Jahangir et al. 
(2017) 

L-band holographic radar  To detect the main and micro Doppler of different 
drones over different clutter background 

Drozdowicz et al. 
(2016) 

35 GHz FMCW coherent radar Speed estimation and localisation of target 

Sung et al. (2016) Keysight MXG N5182B 
measuring instrument 

Signal analysis using pseudo-random binary 
sequence (PRBS) to verify detection possibility 

Knoedler et al. 
(2016) 

GSM based PCL using BCCH 
channel 

Small UAV detection and localisation  

Yang et al. (2016) Passive radar Processing of (OFDM) echoes of drone for 
detection 

Ochodnický et al. 
(2017) 

Ku-band battle field radar SNR and RCS derivation for detection of multiple 
drone targets 

Shin et al. (2017) K-band FMCW radar  Fiber optics link-based distributed FMCW for 
drone detection 

Nuss et al. (2017) MIMO OFDM Comparative measures of objects with a known 
RCS 

Sziill et al. (2017) Multistatic passive (WIFI and 
UHF) coupled with RF-based 

Detection base on the time of arrival of the signal 

Gaigals et al. (2017) Compress sense passive radar Signal processing for detection using Monte Carlo 
simulation 

Martelli et al. (2017) WIFI based passive radar Drone localisation in 3D adopted from an achieved 
2D small aircraft  

Nakamura & 
Hadama (2017) 

Ultra wideband (UWB) Radar Drone features characterization under different 
trajectories 

Fang et al. (2018) Multistatic (MSDPR) Radar Detection and localization of the drone 
Solomitckii et al. 
(2018) 

5G mm wave base stations 
(BSs) as Radar 

For amateur drone detection 

Stasiak et al. (2018) Continuous wave radars in C-
band 

Detection comparison among the three subsystems 
(analog, digital and noise) radars 
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Jian et al. (2018) C-band phase-interferometry 
Doppler radar  

RCS estimation for Doppler and micro Doppler 
detection 

Rzewuski et al. 
(2018) 

Off-the-shelve equipment for 
radar application 

RCS estimation 

Pisa et al. (2018) Monostatic radar Carrier frequency selection for designing anti-
drone radar device through RCS evaluation. 

 
The presented radar system based methods for drone detection as depicted in Table 1 are uniquely 
related to feasibility of detection, tracking and localisation of the drone, all embedded to the target 
main Doppler. While portraying the efforts made so far within half a decade, Sung et al. (2016), Yang 
et al. (2016) and Gaigals et al. (2017) dealt with echoed signal analysis to verify the target presence 
and establish the detection feasibility. Others such as Blyakhman et al. (2014), Krátký & Fuxa (2015), 
Ochodnický et al. (2017) and Rzewuski et al. (2018) evaluated the target RCS by verifying the 
capability of the configuration used. The simulation in Solomitckii et al. (2018) explored how 5G 
mmWave base stations can be adopted for amateur drone detection. Krátký & Fuxa (2015) and 
Ochodnický et al. (2017) addressed the implementation of military radar for civilian applications. 
 
All the presented works, except Jahangir et al. (2017), worked with the drone main Doppler analysis 
in their quest of making drone detection feasible. Although achievements were made, yet some 
pending challenges rendered micro Doppler analysis difficult due to the target size, speed, altitude and 
other factors such as the altitude and operating frequency. To serve as our reference point, some micro 
Doppler analyses of non-drone airborne target (e.g. aircrafts) are therefore presented.      
 
 
3.2 Micro-Doppler for Drone Detection and other Airborne Targets 

 
Until now, this paper has discussed the capability of a radar system to detect drones without delving 
into detail about the utilised characteristics of the drone. It focuses on a copter drone, which has a 
moving propeller that inherently carries Doppler information. Hence, drone detection is possible by 
analysing the motions and / or micro-motions apart from the main body’s silhouette. Therefore, 
available micro-Doppler-based papers for drone detection are also discussed.  
 
In a situation where different parts of the target produce micro-movements with respect to the main 
silhouette-generating centre, the resulting additional frequency modulations of the reflected wave is 
termed as the micro-Doppler effect (Clemente et al., 2013; Kamil Ba et al., 2015; Xia et al., 2016). 
The signal is determined by a moving or rotating part of the target that is different from the main 
body’s motion (Harmanny et al., 2014). The micro-motions may involve rotation and / or vibrations 
(Chen, 2011; Clemente & Soraghan, 2012) due to multiple combinations of point scatterers 
(Cammenga et al., 2014). Therefore, the micro-Doppler signature forms the basic parameter used for 
the detection, tracking, classification and RCS analysis of drones and other airborne targets, as seen 
subsequently. Although there have been various micro-Doppler analyses performed so far for targets 
other than airborne ones, such as human gait (Zhang et al., 2007; Zhang & Andreou, 2008; Seifert et 
al., 2017), remote sensing (Koo et al., 2013; Raja Abdullah et al., 2017), vital sign detection (Ren et 
al., 2016), and optimised human classification (Francesco et al., 2017), this paper is concerned about 
airborne targets, specifically for the analysis of quadcopter drones. Section 3.2.1 consists of an 
analysis of non-drone air targets while Section 3.2.2 provides a micro-Doppler analysis attempted for 
drone detection. 

 
3.2.1 Micro-Doppler Analysis of Non-Drone Air Targets 

 
This part discusses some efforts made towards detecting and classifying airborne targets such as a 
helicopters via its generated micro-Doppler signals, as this can serve as a reference point when 
dealing with the intended quadcopter analysis. A helicopter is an airborne target that can be detected 
and/or classified via its extracted micro-Doppler signals, even though this seems to be less 
challenging looking at the two important Doppler resolution parameters of the target, i.e., size and 
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speed (Contu et al., 2017). Theoretical radar returns generated due to a rotational part of the airborne 
target, giving preference to the helicopter blades (Martin, & Mulgrew, 1990), describing how each 
blade effect changes with its distance from the centre of rotation and with its angular position with 
respect to time. Wavelet scales was used in Thayaparan et al. (2007) describing how the received 
radar returns were decomposed into multiple components and later reconstructed by applying an 
inverse wavelet transform for further time-frequency analysis. Different types of battlefield targets 
were identified via their generated micro-Doppler due to vibrations caused by their movement and 
engine speed. It was concluded that wavelet transform may be an effective tool for extracting micro-
Doppler features. In Barber (2008), used a physical optics approximation to analyse a synthetic radar 
aperture (SAR) image produced. An analysed X-band SAR structure of an image resulting from 
flashes generated by a hovering helicopter revealed how the receding and leading blade edges were 
shifted in opposite directions and clearly portrayed the image structure of the blade rather than the 
cross section.  
 
A feasibility study by Clemente & Soraghan (2012) extracted a micro-Doppler effect of a helicopter’s 
main and tail rotor for detection and classification. A forward scattering (FS) mode was used to 
compensate the illuminator’s setback of low power produced at the receiver output. Carmine (2014) 
further used physical optics to simulate an AW-109 Agusta, AH-64 Apache, a UH-60 Black Hawk 
and an MD 500E Defender, thereby extracting their signature via a generated micro-Doppler and 
validated in  Clemente et al. (2015) experimentally using flying helicopters at Cumbernauld Airport in 
Scotland to analyse the helicopter’s rotor blades effect on radar returns. Kamil Ba et al. (2015) 
implemented a digital video broadcast terrestrial DVBT-based method to model a multi-static 
scenario at the receiving end i.e. single input multiple output (SIMO) to enable a view of the micro-
Doppler effect at different bistatic angles of the main and tail rotor, thereby obtaining additional 
information for classification. An experimental approach of the above scenario revealed that the 
flashes of the helicopter’s main rotor blades and that of the weak tail rotor are all visible, with a time 
shift between the four receivers due to their different bistatic angles. It was further highlighted that the 
number of blades and their rotation velocities can be obtained as well through these flashes.  
 
 
3.2.2 Micro-Doppler Analysis for Drone Detection 
 
For drone micro-Doppler analysis, Park et al. (2012) proposed a modified Hilbert Huang transform 
(HHT) micro-Doppler analysis of a nonlinear, nonstationary rotating target with a small RCS. Effort 
was made by Wit et al. (2012) to provide a reliable basis for classifying different drones by adopting a 
coherent radar approach. His effort resulted to the ability of detecting micro-motions of a small object 
and its advantage in scanning a large volume of objects, irrespective of weather conditions. The 
method can then address some of the challenges due to the target’s hidden features resulting from 
terrain, long buildings and a false alarm caused by flying birds. A simulated spectrogram of two 
blades (or an even number blades) showed symmetrical flashes, while three blades (or an odd number 
blades) resulted in an asymmetrical spectrum. In the resulting experiment, the Doppler features of the 
quadcopter blades could be extracted. However, it is difficult to be certain about the signals due to the 
plastic nature of the blades as compared to the metal blade of a helicopter.  
 
New robust features could be extracted from the micro-Doppler analysis in Molchanov et al. (2013), 
who used 11 targets with an X-band continuous wave radar with a 9.5 GHz carrier. The new proposed 
classifier used was successful with a correct classification probability of 95% was reported. The 
extracted signatures using a spectrogram and cepstrogram for distinguishing flying birds from UAVs 
based on their generated micro-Doppler effects were described in Harmanny et al. (2014). Much 
emphasis was given to the fast classification of man-made objects, e.g., drones, from that of other 
targets, such as birds, in an effort to minimise track overload. The man-made object was further 
classified by its number of rotors, approximate size and the drone type in the second stage. The 
simulation of the spectrogram and cepstrogram was done for a helicopter with different rotors to 
confirm its capability to extract key features for visual and automatic recognition from a lifeform and 
low (altitude), small (RCS) and slow (speed) LSS target. Further experimental validation was then 
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conducted. Differentiating maneuvered motion from the ground clutter while tracking the drone was 
described in Hoffmann et al. (2016) to curtail transporting suspicious items by extracting the centroid 
features of the drone. Both simulated and experimental RCS of the small drone were discussed. The 
UAV was accurately tracked in the second scenario in the transmit-receive beam overlap region. The 
third scenario showed an accurate tracking following the ground truth.  
 
Simulated and experimental validation was conducted in Ritchie et al. (2015) on the RCS of a DJI 
Phantom Vision 2, who analysed its magnetic scattering feature variation as a function of its 
polarisation, frequency and azimuthal angle, in addition to its material choice or effect. It confirmed 
that the micro-Doppler additional signatures that may be good for classification.  In Ritchie et al. 
(2016), signatures of a hooded vulture, a Eurasian eagle owl, a barn owl and a DJI Phantom Vision-2 
were compared. The receiving effect between a monostatic horizontal-horizontal (HH) and horizontal-
vertical (HV), along with a coherent bistatic HH measurement of different birds and micro-drones 
were used to evaluate the key differences of their radar returns. The drone RCS was found to be larger 
than that of the barn owl but was smaller than that of the hooded vulture and the eagle owl, which 
may be due to the plastic nature of the drone blades that is virtually invisible to radar. A bird’s wing 
was also observed to have a better RCS than its body and hence may be an avenue to differentiate a 
bird from a drone. In the quest of improving the previous systems despite their acknowledged 
achievements, passive FSR is worth considering and may be an avenue of taking forward the previous 
system. 
 
 
4. PASSIVE FORWARD SCATTERING RADAR (PFSR) TECHNIQUE 

 
This section introduces an improved methodology that involves a passive transmitter (using an 
illuminator of opportunity) coupled with a forward scattering receiving (FSR) end, cascaded to be a 
passive FSR. The FSR is a special mode for a bistatic radar arrangement such that the target is near 
the baseline (Salah et al., 2009), as seen in Figure 10. The FSR enhances the radar performance due to 
some important features, such as a long coherent interval of the received signal, and improves the 
target RCS regardless of the target’s surface shape and relative simple hardware (Abdullah & Ismail, 
2006). These and other features of similar robustness to stealth technology ( Cherniakov et al., 2005; 
Sizov et al., 2007) are the attractive advantages that make the method a good candidate. A beneficial 
feature of an FSR used in micro-Doppler extraction was further presented in Raja Abdullah et al. 
(2017), to enhance its potential ability for target recognition. Based on the aforementioned features, 
the PFSR methodology may be able to improve small target detection due to its cascaded nature of 
concatenating the two independent methodologies, i.e., passive and FSR methodologies, thus 
complimenting the setbacks of one another. The implemented PFSR-based methodology for both 
Doppler and micro-Doppler extraction as well as efforts made toward the detection, tracking and 
classification of both ground and airborne targets are presented. The achievements recorded by the 
PFSR approach since its emergence to the point of this write up are also presented. Some attempted 
efforts via PFSR for both ground and air target detection exploiting various illuminators of 
opportunity are therefore summarised and presented in Table 2.  
 
As seen from the summarised PFSR approaches depicted in Table 2, it is revealed that some of the 
implemented work was based on a ground moving target, (e.g., Figure 11). Other studies involving 
airborne targets were Suberviola et al. (2012) for the RCS verification of different aircrafts, feasibility 
of cascading PCL into FS mode in Gashinova et al. (2013), an algorithm for aircraft detection (Marra 
et al., 2015), a micro-Doppler analysis of the main and tail rotor for helicopter detection and 
classification (Clemente et al., 2015; Radmard et al., 2016a) aiming at air surveillance of a shuttle 
orbiter. The recent efforts have been small, light Cessna 172 aircraft detection (Contu et al., 2017), 
SNR verification to detect a target without crossing the baseline (Liu C. et al., 2017), SISAR imaging 
of aircraft (Hu et al., 2017), velocity estimation (Arcangeli et al., 2017) and a passive bistatic for 
detecting and tracking a Phantom 4 drone in a cluttered background via its generated micro-Doppler 
signature described in (Liu Y. et al., 2017). Among the airborne-based PFSR methods so far 
presented, only Clemente et al. (2015) and Liu Y. et al. (2017) attempted micro-Doppler analyses 
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using PFSR, with the latter focusing on drone detection in a bistatic case. Recently, Kabakchiev et al. 
(2017) described the feasibility of using pulsars in FSR using high gain radio telescope receiver.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10: Topology of DVBS-based FSR. 
 
 

Table 2: PFSR for detection. 

Author(s) Methodology Aim 

Kabakchiev et al. 
(2013)  

GNSSL1-based 
FSR 

Ground target detection 

Kabakchiev et al. 
(2014) 

GPS-based FSR To detect and differentiate velocity and size of two different 
moving targets 

Kabakchiev et al. 
(2015) 

GPS-based FSR Algorithm for automatic detection of radio shadows ground 
targets 

Kabakchiev et al. 
(2016) 

GPS-based 
FSR 

Parameter estimation of different ground target to verify 
target detected to be based on a bistatic RCS or by FS mode. 

Krysik et al. (2013) GSM-based FSR To detect a ground moving target 
Abdullah et al., (2016) LTE-based FSR Vehicle recognition in LTE-based PFSR 
Raja Abdullah et al. 
(2016)  

LTE-based (4G) 
FSR 

Ground moving target detection and classification 

Martelli et al. (2016) WIFI-Ch6 FSR Vehicle signature detection 
Colone et al. (2017) WIFI-based FSR 

 
Performance comparison between two sensor geometries for 
transportation monitoring solutions.  

Non-drone airborne target 
Suberviola et al. (2012) GPS-based FSR To determine RCS of different aircraft 
Clemente et al. (2015) GNSS-based FSR Micro-Doppler based detection and classification of a 

helicopter’s main and tail rotor  
Garvanov et al. (2016) GPS-based FSR Feasibility study as to whether the GPS based FSR is 

achievable in air target detection 
Radmard et al. (2016b) Passive FSR Geostationary for air surveillance of shuttle orbiter 
Liu et al. (2017) GNSS-based FSR Signal to noise ratio (SNR) performance of using 

omnidirectional and horn antennae to detect airborne targets 
without crossing the baseline 

Hu et al. (2017) GNSS-based FSR Signal modelling and experimental detection and imaging via 
designed simplified SAR (SISAR) of aircraft 

Marra et al. (2015) DVBT-based FSR Algorithm for airborne target detection (aircraft) 

Arcangeli et al. (2017) DVBS-based FSR Target velocity estimation (Aircraft) 

Gashinova et al. 
(2013a) 

Multiple 
Illuminators FSR 

Cascading FSR mode into traditional passive coherent locator 
(PCL) for RCS enhancement using a 4x4 vehicle and UAV 
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Figure 11: (a) LTE-based sensor system. (b) Aerial photo of experimental site (Source: Raja Abdullah et 
al., 2016). 

 
 
 

simulated models 

Gashinova et al. 
(2013b) 

Multiple 
illuminators FSR 

Signal characterization PCL in FS mode. Computer 
simulation technology (CST) simulated targets with 
inherently low RCS (ground and airborne targets) 

Kulpa et al. (2015b) DVB-T & FM 
FSR 

To improve detection sensitivity (comparative studies) for 
airborne targets 

Contu et al. (2017) Multi freq._FSR To determine the possibilities of airborne detection  

Kabakchiev et al. 
(2017) 

Pulsars in FSR Feasibility of air target detection using pulsars in FSR  

Drone detection 

Liu et al. (2017) DVB-T passive 
bistatic radar 

Multichannel for detection and tracking of drone under 
different trajectories 
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5. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Biological targets such as insects and birds exist in the same surveillance volume with drones. The 
drone’s small size leads to a very low RCS, with typical value of 0.0005 m2 (-33.01 dBsm) for a 
Phantom-3 drone, an insect of 0.00001 m2 (-50 dBsm) (Stupples, 2015) and a bird of 0.01 m2 (-20 
dBsm) (Ritchie et al., 2015) without reference to aspect angle and the operating frequency. Drone 
RCS is sometimes confused with a comparable RCS value to that of birds, and also the flying pattern 
makes it tough to differentiate. This necessitated the need for additional Doppler information from the 
drone rotating wing to help discriminate it from flapping birds’ wings (Jahangir et al., 2017). Micro-
Doppler analysis of a small sized target with the aforementioned characteristics in addition to 
disturbances caused by the rotating blade was challenging (Contu et al., 2017), making its 
classification from other airborne target difficult. In addition classification of smaller objects within 
few cm is difficult, especially when high-precision radar profiles are used (Molchanov et al., 2013). 
Other factors affecting the RCS are the aspect angle during flight and material type, of which most 
drones are made of either plastic material or carbon fibre (Ritchie et al. 2015). A computer simulation 
technology (CST) simulation is shown in Figure 12 (a-c) describing how aspect angle and material 
makes, affected the bistatic RCS of a Phantom-3 drone blade model ( G'llaume, 2017). Figure 13 (a-c) 
is the Cartesian and Polar RCS representation based on the three different materials. It is clearly 
shown how for perfect electrical conductor (PEC) material; the blade was transformed at (0-0-0) with 
the e-field direction facing the blade face (Figure 13a) yields the highest RSC of 0.736 dBm2 with a 
bistatic arrangement. This is indeed expected to improve when the FSR mode was incorporated. 
 
Drone speed leads to a small integration of time of observation. Low altitude usually within a 
maximum allowable vertical height of 400ft (121.92 m) above sea level, which is outside the range of 
conventional radars, make detection an issue of concern, in addition to regulation allowing the flying 
altitude in restricted areas. The cost of getting a new license to transmit new signal may be deterrent 
to the selection of an illuminator of opportunity with an appropriate sampling rate as a function of the 
Doppler resolution and their characterised low power received from illuminators is of vital 
importance. The illuminators explored in Table 2 with each having their pros and cons, the low 
received power yield of digital video broadcasting satellite (DVBS) can thus be compensated using a 
high gain receiver coupled with a long integration time to improve the SNR (Hu et al., 2017). The 
DVB-S can be an option due to its spectrum capability, coverage area and position, leading to a larger 
target RCS and resulting in the reliable detection of a low-profile target such as the drone (Radmard et 
al., 2016a). This can be seen in a feasibility studies of implementing DBS for air surveillance in 
Shiyou & Zengping (2006), suggesting how targets with small RCS can be addressed despite some 
highlighted difficulties, especially for a high-altitude targets. Another earlier study, which reported 
satellite-based passive bistatic radar (PBR) meant to detect a real-life target, demonstrated the 
detection SNR of three different targets - a truck, a train and an airplane - in relatively close range 
(Palmer et al., 2009). DVBS’ potentiality of detecting a target as determined by its ambiguities, 
described the signal characteristics thus verifying how the detection distance was affected by antenna 
gain, signal bandwidth and integration time (Yu & Peng, 2015).  
 
Summarily, FSR features of a high power yield capable of the FS mode, appreciable RCS, elimination 
of multiple receivers, lack of extra cost for deploying a transmitter, robustness ability to compensate 
the lack of a range resolution in FSR, low environmental impact, and covert operation (De Luca et al., 
2015). The challenge for stealth technology may further be minimised as the features of the passive 
FSR region to devise anti-jamming target detection (Raja Abdullah et al., 2016) are the benefits to be 
derived from the cascaded system, which make PFSR a viable option. 
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Figure 12:  Blade transformation: (a) x-direction  (b) y-direction  (c) z-direction (Source:  
G'llaume, 2017). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13:  Blade RCS simulation of: (a) Plastic (b) Alumina (c) PEC materials. 

 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper described radar generation technologies ranging from the early radars as an electronic 
fence through passive and active approaches (e.g., FSR) to the current passive FSR mode. Drone 
detection and the trending challenges that are deemed to make its detection necessary were discussed, 
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thereafter presenting some attempted methodologies ranging from those that are technically related 
like acoustic, video and hybrid methods through non-technical-based methods, such as netting. It 
further described the state of the art of drone detection by using radar systems following the trending 
techniques so far implemented for airborne target detection. A part from a main Doppler detection 
approach, different implementations of a micro-Doppler analysis for drone detection and other 
airborne targets were also presented. The highlighted authors’ contributions toward ground and 
airborne target detection with the emergence of a passive FSR is an attempt to improve detection and / 
or classification of the previous methods, and was evidence to current trend for radar application. The 
implementation of the cascaded system (PFSR) as seen from Table 2, was an evidence to the lacking 
reported literatures on drone detection using this methodology despite its highlighted 
benefits/advantages. The benefits of DVBS into FSR for drone micro-Doppler analysis was also 
discussed. This work is currently in progress by these authors, with an attempt of designing a model / 
framework for drone blade micro-Doppler analysis for drone feature extraction. The extracted features 
can further be used for detection, tracking and classification. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Earth observation system (EOS) consists of optical or microwave sensors on spaceborne systems in the 
low Earth orbit (LEO) and provides crucial information for effective flood disaster management by 
supporting decision makers or emergency response organisations in their activities during the time 
critical crisis response phase of natural disasters. It is well known that the applications of satellite images 
of multi-spectral sensors in optical spectrum is not suitable for detection and monitoring of floods during 
rainy seasons with  clouds in the sky due to non-penetrating capability of signals restricting its 
applications during clear sky condition. The other limitation of multi-spectral sensors in optical spectrum 
is its acquisition of satellite imageries during day time only.  Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is the 
preferred tool for flood detection and mapping from space due to continuous observation of earth surface 
from the polar orbit, where SAR sensors provides its own source of illumination and is characterised by 
near all-weather / day-night imaging capability independent of atmospheric conditions in the microwave 
spectrum. Open water surface areas during flooding period in rivers behave like flat water surface for 
radar bands in the microwave spectrum and act as specular reflector responsible for scattering of radar 
signals incident from spaceborne SAR sensors resulting into dark pixels in the radar image in contrast to 
non-flooding areas of the Earth surface. Change detection techniques using multi-temporal SAR images 
based on the behaviour of backscattered signals for threshold value for detecting the flood between non-
flooding and flooding periods provide information related to the status of water surface of river systems. 
Recently, radar sensors have received interest in the development of spaceborne bi-static and multi-static 
SAR sensors due its potential to reduce the revisit (repeat orbit) time for monitoring the changes on the 
Earth surface depending upon the repeat orbit and SAR payloads on the satellites. Spaceborne SAR 
payloads can be placed in the orbit into fully active or semi-active configuration based on both transmit 
and receive capability of signals. In this paper, the concept of the bi-static and multi- static space-borne 
SAR sensors is described for the development of real time space-borne SAR surveillance system for 
monitoring of various characteristics of river basins and detection of floods using threshold / change 
detection techniques. Furthermore, the concept for the development of constellation of multi-static SAR 
satellite imaging receivers in LEO and geostationary radar illuminating system is described for real time 
detection and monitoring of floods.  

 
Keywords: Spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR); radar backscattering coefficient; detection and             

monitoring of floods; bi-static and multi-static SAR sensors; rain drop size distribution 
(RDSD).  

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Earth observation system (EOS) consists of optical or microwave sensors that can provide crucial 
information for effective flood disaster management by supporting decision makers or emergency 
response organisations in their activities during the time critical crisis response phase of natural disasters.  
The information with respect to detection, monitoring and mapping of flooded regions is very critical for 
emergency and rescue operations during flooding periods. Spaceborne optical sensors in the visible and 
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infrared range during favourable weather conditions can be the preferred information source for flood 
mapping due to their straightforward interpretability and rich information content. However, it is well 
known that flood events often occur during long lasting periods of persistent cloud cover during rainy 
seasons, which restrict the use of optical sensors for continuous monitoring of flood disasters. Synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR) is the preferred tool for flood detection and mapping from space due to continuous 
observation of earth surface, where SAR sensors provides its own source of illumination and 
characterised by  near all-weather / day-night imaging capability in the polar orbit independent of 
atmospheric conditions in the microwave spectrum. Smooth open water areas during  flooding period 
behaves like flat water surface acting as a specular reflector responsible for scattering of radar signals 
incident from spaceborne SAR sensors in different bands of the microwave region resulting in dark 
pixels in the radar image data in contrast  with non-flooding areas of the Earth surface. SAR sensors 
provide unique opportunity to detect to a certain extent standing flooding water beneath vegetation / 
forest due to the multiple bounce effect of radar signals depending upon its wavelength and 
characteristics of vegetation, such as branches, leaves, trunks and pattern. This is due to penetrating 
capability and backscattering characteristics of radar signals from horizontal water surface and lower 
sections of vegetation / forest. The applications of satellite images of multispectral sensors in optical 
spectrum is not suitable for detection and monitoring of flood during rainy season and clouds in the sky. 
The other limitation of multispectral sensors in the optical spectrum is the acquisition of satellite 
imageries during day time only (Vilches, 2013; White et al., 2015; Liu, 2016).  
 
The development of spaceborne SAR technology due to its imaging capability during day and night as 
well as during rainy periods makes it most appropriate for monitoring and prediction of flood 
management in recent years. One of the major advantages of SAR images is its characteristic to generate 
high contrast between surfaces such as soil and water due to very low backscattering coefficient of radar 
signals from water bodies acting as a mirror reflecting surface. Furthermore, the Earth surface gives 
higher backscattering coefficient due to surface roughness, which consists of soil characteristics and 
vegetation, resulting into increased radar reflectivity of the surface (Verma et al., 2017, 2018). Therefore, 
the comparison of multitemporal SAR images before and during the flooding provides the mapping of 
flooded areas with high degree of precision. Change detection techniques using multi-temporal SAR 
images based on back-scattered signals for threshold value provide information related the status of water 
surface of river systems, an overflow stream and the flooding of the surrounding area. In coherence maps 
of a pair of SAR images acquired before and during floods, the flood-affected areas have significantly 
lower coherence than in dry areas, making it possible to clearly identify these areas (Vilches, 2013).  
 
The Ganges, Brahmaputra and Yangtze are three major Himalayan rivers of South and East Asia, where 
around 500 million people, or 50% of the population in India and Bangladesh, and about 300 million 
people, or about 25 % of the population of China, live within the flood basins of these three Himalayan 
rivers. Southern Asia is already the wettest area on the continent and one of the wettest regions in the 
world, which receives at least 1,000 mm of rainfall a year. Due to increasing severe weather conditions 
triggered by climate change, heavy rainfall events are expected to increase in the next 30 years in Asia, 
putting hundreds of millions of people at risk across the rapidly developing countries of southern Asia 
(Zheng et al., 2018). As rainfall events increase, more people in India, Bangladesh and China will be put 
at risk of coastal or inland flooding as compared to the rest of the Asia-Pacific combined due to 
aggravating flooding through poor drainage and short-sighted planning of urban growth across South 
Asia to accommodate the millions of rural residents moving to cities. Ganga, Brahmaputra and Indus 
originate from the Himalayan snow and ice fields. The water yield from a higher Himalayan basin is 
roughly twice as high as that from an equivalent basin located in the peninsular part of India. The 
Himalayan region and its foothills covering the adjoining plain area of Ganga River basin experiences 
thunderstorms and convective rainfall of very high rain rate intensity frequently, which is responsible for 
causing flooding in the Ganga river basin and its catchment area, apart from melting of Glacier 
(Goswami ,1985; Anand et al., 2018). Flooding in rivers is caused due to excessive rainfall and discharge 
of water in the river basins. The spatial and temporal characteristics of rain rate and RDSD plays very 
important role to cause flooding in the river basin, apart from siltation from plain / hilly areas of terrain 
(Verma et al., 2017). 
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The recent development of space borne SAR systems is focused on the reduction of the repeat pass 
period (revisit time) from 35 days to sub-days for acquisition of SAR images using bi-static or multi-
static micro SAR receivers (payloads) on satellite in the low Earth orbit (LEO) in fully active or semi-
active configuration suitable for real time surveillance of the Earth surface including flood disaster 
management (Krieger et al., 2006). In this paper, the characteristics of Indian river basins and rainfall 
characteristics are described for the understanding the causes of river floods. Furthermore, the potential 
advantages of backscattering of SAR signals for separating between  flooding and non-flooding water 
surface areas are discussed in addition to the modelling of SAR-backscattering of water bodies for 
different SAR sensors having multifrequency and multipolarised radar signals in the L, C and X-bands.  
In this paper, the concept of the bi-static and multi-static space-borne SAR sensors  is described for the 
development of space-borne SAR surveillance system for the Indian sub-continent as a Disaster 
Management System (DMS). The concept of geostationary radar illuminator and constellation of multi-
static SAR receivers on micro-satellites in LEO or medium Earth orbit (MEO) are described for real time 
space-borne SAR systems for flood detection, monitoring and surveillance for disaster management. 

 
 
2. ASIAN RIVER SYSTEMS AND RAINFALL CHARACTERISTICS  
 
South Asia is home to 54 rivers of varying sizes linked to the Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra river 
basins, all originating in China’s Tibet Autonomous Region. While the Indus basin connects China with 
Afghanistan, India and Pakistan, the Brahmaputra and Ganges basins connect Bangladesh, Bhutan, 
China, India and Nepal (Benn & Owen, 1998). A recent study by the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) reveals a wetter future of South Asia based on global climate change models. It 
is expected to have 20 - 30% increase in mean annual run off in the South Asia region for the period 
2046 - 2075 relative to the study baseline period of 1976 - 2005 based on the study carried out by the 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Australia. According to the study, the 
change will be driven by higher temperatures from global warming, leading to more rain. Average daily 
temperatures would rise by 2.9  –  4.0 °C in 2046 ‒ 2075, relative to the baseline, which predicts that the 
winter seasons will be slightly warmer and the summer seasons may see noticeably higher temperatures, 
especially in the northern (high altitude) regions (IPCC Press Release, 2018). The Ganges, Brahmaputra 
and Yangtze are three major Himalayan rivers of South and East Asia, where around 500 million people, 
or 50% of the population in India and Bangladesh, and about 300 million people, or about 25 % of the 
population of China, live within the flood basins of these three Himalayan rivers   (Anand et al., 2018). 
Every major city in Asia, such as Mumbai, Shanghai, Hanoi, Beijing, and Phnom Penh, has had a major 
flooding event, which is urban flooding, in the last five years as a result of expected impacts of climate 
change of the world’s weather due to hotter temperature, higher sea levels and heavier rainfall event        
(Anand et al., 2018; Zheng, 2018).  
 
A heavy rainfall event means very high precipitation over the course of one day or one hour, resulting in 
urban flooding depending upon the topography and infrastructure of the city, which puts lives in danger 
across Asia. Flooding in urban environments is due to the absence of adequate provisions of the natural 
way to disperse the floodwaters due to heavy rainfall events causing the damage beyond the scope of 
realriver flooding. As the cities expand into floodplains and built hurriedly to accommodate their citizens 
in the fast developing cities of the Asian region in an unplanned manner, urban flooding is becoming 
important for urban disaster risk management (Susantono & Schellnhuber, 2017). According to the 
World Bank Data (2016), 17 % of the population of China residing as urban population in major cities in 
1976 has grown to 56 % of the population, whereas, during the same period in India, urban population 
growth has doubled with 33% of its people in large cities. India, Nepal and Bangladesh are among the 
countries with the highest flood risk. Some 12% of the territory of India (400,000 km2) is made up of 
potential flood zones along the banks of rivers, while in Bangladesh, three quarters of the country is 
affected. More than half the population of Nepal lives in the 20% flood zone area. Urban flooding in 
most of the major cities in Asian countries is caused due to very heavy / torrential rainfall rate of the 
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order of more than 100 mm rain within 1 h in addition to long-term monsoon / summer rainfall events 
causing river flooding.  
 
The National Atlas and Thematic Mapping Organization (NATMO) of India have divided the country’s 
drainage into 11 major basins, 30 minor basins and the West Coast Drainage. Among the major rivers, 
the Ganga–Brahmaputra–Meghna (Barak) system is the largest. Three major basins, viz. Indus, Ganga 
and Brahmaputra are snow-fed, while the remaining  is purely rainfall dependent. The water yield from a 
high Himalayan basin is roughly twice as high as that from an equivalent basin located in the peninsular 
part of India. The Himalayan sector receives 500 cm of rainfall per year, the lower ranges receiving more 
than the higher area. There are increasing trends of rainfall over the Indus, Ganga, Brahmaputra, Krishna 
and Cauvery river basins from 1954, 1993, 1988, 1953 and 1929 onwards respectively. Similarly, there 
are decreasing trends of rainfall over Sabarmati, Mahi, Narmada, Tapi, Godavari and Mahanadi river 
basin from 1960, 1964, 1950, 1965, 1964 and 1962 onwards respectively (Verma et al., 2018).  
 
 
2.1 Rain Drop Size Distribution (RDSD) Spectra   
 
For tropical climate such as in the Indian sub-continent, the characteristics of  RDSD were measured by 
many research scientists, which follow lognormal RDSD. Verma & Jha (1996) developed a log-normal 
RDSD model for Indian climate based on the measurement of rain drop size data using a distrometer 
during 1989 - 1993 at the Defence Electronics Applications Lab (DEAL), Dehradun. The Indian Space 
Research Organisation (ISRO) also conducted rain drop size measurements using distrometers at various 
locations such as Shillong, Kharagpur, Ahmedabad, Trivendrum, and Hassan during 2004 - 2007 of the 
Indian sub-continent for log-normal RDSD model. The rain drop size distribution confirms log - normal 
distribution as number of rain drops increases rapidly and then decreases gradually (Jassal et al., 1994; 
Verma & Jha, 1996). The tropical RDSD follows log-normal distribution of rain drop sizes and can be 
written as:  
 

N( )= 
√

exp 	 0.5 ⁄ 		 ]                                                                         (1) 

 
where 	 is the total number of drops of all sizes,  and   are the mean and standard deviation of  
(drop size i-channel, i varies from 1 to 20 drop sizes ). Here, ,  and  are the functions of rain rate 
and can be written as:  
 

 ;    ; 	                                                            (2) 
 

The log-normal RDSD model developed based on the rain drop size data measurement at different 
locations in the Indian tropical region have different value of coefficients of ,  and .  
 
Figure 1 shows the variability of the rain drop size characteristics of the rainfall using RDSD models 
developed for Indian climate based on the rain drop size measurements at Dehradun during 1989 - 1993        
(Verma & Jha, 1996), and Shillong, Kharagpur, Ahmedabad, Trivendrum and Hassan during 2004 - 2007        
(Das et al., 2010 ; Verma et al., 2018). It is observed that larger rain drop pattern exists in the southern 
part of Indian subcontinent, while the dominance of smaller rain drop spectra in the northern part of the 
Indian subcontinent for the same rain rate. The number of rain drops increases to a maximum for 
particular rain drop diameter (  and then decreases during the rainfall. With the increase of rain rate 
during the rain event, the value of   increases differently, which depends on the climatic conditions as 
well as characteristics of Indian Summer Monsoon. 
 
Figure 1 further explains the variation of rain drop spectra with rain rate for different locations of tropical 
climate following the lognormal distribution. The rain drop size (D) for N(D)max varies with rate from 
0.65 to 1.75 mm for Dehradun, Ahmedabad. However, the corresponding rain drop size (D) for N(D)max 
varies from drop size of 1.1 to 2.85 mm for the same rain rate for other locations such as Shillong, 
Kharagpur, Hassan and Trivendrum. 
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        Figure 1(a): RDSD Spectra at Ahmedabad.                     Figure 1(b): RDSD Spectra at Dehradun. 

 

       
      Figure 1(c): RDSD Spectra at Trivandrum.                       Figure 1(d): RDSD Spectra at Shillong. 

 

       
         Figure 1(e) : RDSD Spectra at Kharagpur.                       Figure 1(f) : RDSD Spectra at Hassan. 

 

The variation in the drop size spectra for the different locations is due to variation in the climatic 
condition and the process of rain formation causing the rain events. The analysis of different models 
shows maximum N(D)  for Ahmedabad and rain characteristics consist of smaller rain drops between 
0.55 and 3.15 mm with the variation of rain rate compared to other locations. The RDSD patterns of 
Shillong and Kharagpur follow the similarity and consist of larger rain drops between 0.75 and 4.5 mm 
for the same rain events as compared to Dehradun and Ahmedabad. Similarly, RDSD spectra of 
Trivandrum and Hassan consist of larger rain drop sizes due to similar climatic conditions. The rain drop 
size spectra for Dehradun consists of both smaller and larger rain drop sizes with moderate N(D) values 
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from 0.35 to 4.5 mm drop size due to variation of the formation of rain process in the Himalayan climatic 
condition.   
 
 
3. SAR BACKSCATTERING CHARACTERISTICS FROM WATER BODY FOR FLOOD  

DETECTION 
 
3.1 SAR Backscattering in Forest and Wetland Covers Including Smooth Surface Water 
 
Radar backscattering mechanisms that occur in forest and wetland land cover types including open 
surface water are shown in Figure 2, which vary as a function of the types and amount of vegetation, and 
the presence of standing water (Townsend, 2002). Smooth water surfaces can easily be detected by their 
very low backscattering value due to the fact that the transmitted radiation is almost completely scattered 
away from the SAR (radar) sensor. For the open surface water category, radar backscattering is specular 
or mirror like with little energy returning back to the sensor, which results in the dark image tones on 
SAR images. This dark image tones is used to discriminate this open water surface class from upland 
land cover. The radar backscattering increases significantly for rougher water surfaces induced by winds 
or currents, which requires sophisticated methods for identifying water surface. On the other hand, 
flooded vegetation produces double-bounce backscattering resulting in bright tones on SAR images; 
whereas, non-flooded vegetation leads to volume backscattering with SAR image diffuse in nature, not 
generally as bright as double-bounce scattering. SAR sensors operating in longer wavelengths (L-Band), 
radar signal penetrates the canopy and images underlying vegetation (Jussi, 2015; Martinis & Rieke, 
2015).  
 

 
Figure 2: Radar backscattering process for forest and wetland covers (Brisco, 2015). 

 
However, single polarised SAR intensity images cannot distinguish whether the radar signals received 
comes from canopy or ground / water surface. Thus, multi-polarized SAR sensors are required for 
distinguishing of different backscattering mechanisms such as volume backscattering, surface 
backscattering and di-plane (double bounce) backscattering involved in identifying water surface beneath 
vegetation or forest cover. Surface backscattering occurs when the Earth surface is rough enough to 
reflect radar signals, but the surface is still smooth in relation to the wavelength of radar sensors, such as 
C-band for RADARSAT-2, L-band ALOS PALSAR and X-band Terra SAR (Schmitt and Brisco, 2013; 
White et al., 2015). Di-plane backscattering or double-bounce backscattering occurs when two 
perpendicular planes are imaged by SAR sensors by means of radar signal reflection twice before 
reception. Double-bounce backscattering is rare and occurs as soon as vegetation / forest cover (grass or 
even trees) is flooded, and the culms or trunks respectively form a di-plane target in conjunction with the 
water surface. Volume backscattering is a purely diffuse backscattering behaviour caused by a huge 
number of disordered dipoles, e.g., inside a backscattering object or volume. Volume backscattering is 
applicable due to radar signal interaction with tree crowns of vegetation or forest cover, while surface 
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backscattering is applicable for the Earth surface or the canopy dependent on leave size and density 
(Schmitt & Brisco, 2013; Brisco, 2015).  
 
 
3.2     Potential of SAR Images for Identifying Surface Water for Flood Detection 
 
Standing water is generated by rainfall failing to infiltrate due to low infiltration capacity or by rainfall 
falling on the already saturated ground. The backscattering of SAR sensors from water surface is also 
determined by many other factors such as soil moisture, vegetation characteristics, soil surface conditions      
(roughness and standing water), SAR image acquisition characteristics (wavelength, incidence angle, 
polarisation) and smoothness  of surface (soil surface roughness, vegetation biomass). Therefore, it is 
very important for the study of identification of standing water surface based on low backscattering of 
SAR signals to consider ancillary data such as soil moisture, in-situ-rainfall and normalised difference 
vegetation index (NDVI) for verification by adopting the methods used by Sentinal-1A (first member of 
constellation of two satellite operational from 2014; revisit time with maximum of five days) working in 
C-band in four imaging modes (Liu, 2016).  
 
Sentinal-1 provides selectable polarization capability (VV or HH) for wave mode and selectable dual 
polarization capability (VV+VH or HH+HV). Since, HH-polarized data is less influenced by surface 
roughness on open water surface by waves, single polarized mode HH is used for flood mapping. The 
dielectric constant increases with soil moisture content, influencing the radar wavelength penetration. 
The longer the wavelength, the greater the sensitivity of the dielectric constant moisture content in soil. 
This means that in the L-band SAR images tend to be more sensitive to moisture in the soil than the 
bands of shorter wavelength such as C-band or X-band.  SAR sensors with multi-polarisation of radar 
signals provide better information on inundated vegetation areas during flooding as compared to single 
polarised SAR sensors. SAR sensors with multi-polarised signals (HH or VV) are used for studying the 
separation of flooded and non-flooded forests. The backscattered ration between flooded and non-flooded 
forests is higher for HH-polarised radar signals as compared to VV polarised signals. A cross-polarised 
radar signal (HV or VH) provides lower backscattering due to very small effect of depolarisation of 
signals from flooded or non-flooded areas. Thus, the uses of multiple-polarised SAR sensors are suitable 
for detecting flooded water below the vegetation canopy as compared with single polarised SAR sensors. 
This capability further makes SAR sensors suitable for wetland mapping and monitoring purpose (White 
et al., 2015).  
 
 
3.3 Radar Backscattering for Flooded and Non-Flooded Water Surface Area 
 
SAR polarisation is a key factor in flood detection and HH-polarised images are considered more 
adequate for flood detection than VV- or cross-polarised images due to the fact that HH-polarisation 
gives the highest distinction in backscatter values between dry and wet forested areas. However, 
combining different polarisations can lead to improved flood maps, as HV polarisation is less sensitive to 
surface conditions of water bodies. The variation of double bouncing backscattering in flooded 
vegetation between flooded and dry conditions, and empirical backscattered threshold value are used for 
flooded vegetation with open flooded areas. The backscattering of SAR increases due to flooding in all 
SAR bands (L, C and X-band) over vegetation. The backscattering difference of SAR sensors between 
flooded and non-flooded areas varies differently for different SAR sensor bands, such as X-band: 10 dB, 
C-band: 6.9 dB and L-band: 9.7 dB, due to very heterogeneous characteristics of vegetation and SAR 
sensors parameters. Thus, threshold values of back-scattered signals are used for detecting the flood due 
to distinct threshold value separating the flooded and non-flooded regions. Therefore, multi-polarised 
SAR sensors are used to generate multi-polarised SAR backscattering data for detecting water below the 
vegetation canopy as compared to single polarised radar data and monitoring of the wetland (Townsend, 
2002; Schmitt & Brisco, 2013; White et al., 2015). However, during the flood monitoring, which 
comprises most of open water bodies during flooding, SAR sensors collect backscattered signals with 
prior knowledge about the existence of flooded vegetation, then single polarised SAR sensors with HH 
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polarised radar signals can be used to derive the flood extent in high resolution mode for monitoring of 
large flood events (Schmitt & Brisco, 2013).  
 
 
3.4 Analysis of SAR Backscatter Signals using TerraSAR-X, ALOS PALSAR and RADARSAT-

2  
 
Backscattering analysis over flooded vegetation areas in the central Europe was carried out in the context 
of  flood mapping using multi-temporal, multi-frequency single polarized SAR sensors with partially 
submerged vegetation during flooding periods using TerraSAR-X (X-band: HH polarised: 3.1 cm) , 
ALOS PALSAR (L-band: 23.5 cm) and RADARSAT-2 (C-band: 5.6 cm) from 17 December 2009 to 9 
June 2013 with nearly identical image acquisition parameters to understand the backscattering behaviour 
of radar signals in the different environments such as (a) permanent water surface; (b) deciduous forest   
(dense, flooded); (c) deciduous forest (dense, non-flooded); (d) deciduous forest (sparse, flooded); and   
(e) cropland ( White et al., 2015).  The variation of backscattered signals from permanent water surface 
ranges from -27.08 to -17.27 dB, which leads to variation of -10 dB over the same incidence angle due to 
different surface roughness conditions, is due to wind effects and seasonal freezing in TerraSAR-X (X-
band) as compared to variation of -4.5 dB (ranging from -20.45 dB to -15.96 dB) in ALOS-PALSAR (L-
band). The optimum threshold value of backscattered signal to separate open surface water and non-
water surface during flood detection is -13.4 dB for X-band and -14.3 dB for L-band time series SAR 
image data. The high variability of the backscattered signal from water surface for flood detection 
threshold is set for each of the scene in X-band for separating water surface and non-water surface areas. 
Backscattered variation in L-band and X-band are found identical for both flooded dense forest (X-band: 
-4.42 dB and L-band: -4.23 dB) and flooded sparse forest (X-band: -1.81 dB and L-Band: -1.62 dB), but 
in partially flooded cornfield, the backscattered difference between flooded and non-flooded conditions is 
nearly identical (X-band: -9.86 dB and L-band: -8.58 dB). 
 
 
4. BI-STATIC AND MULTI-STATIC SPACE BORNE SAR SENSORS IN POLAR LEO 

ORBIT FOR SURVEILLANCE OF RIVER FLOODS AND DISASTER MANAGEMENT 
 
Recently, bi-static radar has received interest in the development of space-borne bi-static and multi-static 
SAR sensors due its potential to reduce the revisit (repeat orbit) time for monitoring the changes on the 
earth surface for detecting surface water for flood monitoring and different radar missions depending 
upon the repeat orbit and SAR payloads on satellite. Space-borne bi-static or multi-static radar is an 
active microwave sensor (SAR) operating with transmitting and receiving antennae separated by a large 
distance, depending upon wavelength to avoid de-correlation and phase ambiguities (Verma et al., 2018).  
Space-borne bi-static SAR based on a small satellite (BISSAT) flying in formation are equipped with a 
receiving-only microwave system for receiving the backscattered / forward scattered radar signals from 
existing mono-static space-borne SAR. As a result, the baseline attains a minimum value at the poles, 
which requires a safety value to be maintained. Bi-static SAR system with close formation with existing 
SAR system provides the effective bi-static coverage to the test area. Small satellites are suitable for 
formation flying missions in LEO orbit, where a large number of small satellites serve as distributed 
sensors for a large distributed antenna sensor platform, or make a large distributed antenna aperture for 
imaging of earth surface for surveillance and monitoring of multi-missions and other applications 
(Krieger & Moreira, 2006).  
 
A formation flying (FF) mission involves a set of spatially distributed satellites in the desired earth orbits. 
It is possible to launch multiple small satellites due to their small size and modular nature of sensors in 
order to accomplish a mission instead of a much bigger and costlier conventional satellite and its 
launching system. There are two possible configurations for space-borne bi-static and multi-static SAR 
imaging, which are active and semi-active configurations, as shown in Figure 3. Bi-static and multi-static 
SAR sensors in the semi-active / active configuration of flying formation of satellites in space orbits have 
many advantages such as (a) distributed functionality allows separation of radar payloads supporting the 
use of small and low cost SAR satellites; (b) satellite constellation allows modular design, where the 
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reuse of major blocks shortens the development time, increases the reliability and reduces the cost; and 
(c) satellite constellation allows re-configurability and scalability suitable for a broad spectrum of remote 
sensing applications (Lombardo et al., 2016). 
 

                                   

Figure-3 : Bi-static or multi-static SAR configurations (Lombardo & Pastina, 2016). 

 

In space-borne SAR systems, the antenna is considered as the eye of the radar system, which is 
responsible for the transmission of radar signals for backscattering from the Earth surface and reception 
of the backscattered radar signals to form radar images. Thus, antenna gain imposes challenges to 
transmit high power to obtain wide swath coverage and demands to develop lightweight reflector antenna 
with digital feed array for cost effective generation of a narrow and high gain antenna beam steerable in 
real time to the varying direction. This innovative SAR concept allows for the use of small satellite bus 
for shorter radar wavelength system (X, Ku or Ka-band) for achieving high gain antenna with smaller 
antenna for reducing the weight of the satellite payloads. The concept of passive SAR sensors further 
reduces the weight of SAR payloads due to only the receiver chain and much reduced power requirement 
of the SAR receiver as compared to the SAR transmitter. The concept of lightweight SAR payloads at 
different radar bands opens up the opportunity for the development of micro-passive SAR sensors 
(receivers) for its deployment in polar LEO orbit in flying formations or constellations of satellite for 
multiple space missions for surveillance and monitoring of the Earth surface. This concept can be 
achieved by placing the radar illuminator in geosynchronous orbit or MEO by combining active radar 
illuminator with one or more passive SAR receivers. The separation of the transmitter from the receiver 
hardware allows for the use of low-cost microsatellites passive SAR receiver for backscattered radar 
signals, thereby enabling the cost-efficient implementation of a sparse array SAR with multiple baselines 
(Krieger & Moreira, 2006). 

The revisit times of the space-borne SAR sensors are very important for applications such as surveillance 
and monitoring of the Earth surface; risk and flood disaster management; and development of flood or 
landslide warning system. The near real-time detection and monitoring of floods by space-borne SAR 
sensors requires frequent revisit of the sensors. Satellite constellations have the potential to shorten the 
revisit times substantially by using bi-static or multi-static SAR sensors in fully active or semi-active 
configurations. The Earth rotates under the polar LEO orbit allowing space-borne SAR sensors to see 
every point at some point of time. Space-borne SAR sensors in the LEO orbit revisit more frequently the 
point on Earth surface by increasing the higher latitude of interest towards the pole as compared to 
equator. Although revisit to the Arctic region occurs daily for current SAR systems, the existing 
coverage, particularly in the time domain, is not significant for the totality of the Arctic region. 
Specifically, multiple SAR payloads optimally configured in number and orbital planes within a polar 
orbiting LEO constellation can provide maximum coverage performance of the Arctic region for 
surveillance. For the Indian sub-continent and Asian regions with flood prone areas close to the 
equatorial with lower latitude, space-borne SAR sensors revisit the orbit after few days (Cooper, 2013).  
 
Walker constellations are used for the SAR constellation to reduce the revisit time of space-borne sensors 
by satellites systematically spacing circular orbits to meet the requirement of missions. There are four 
parameters to characterise a Walker constellation, which are (a) inclination (i); (b) total number of 
satellites (T); (c) total number of satellite orbital planes (P); and (d) spacing between satellites in adjacent 
planes (F). The Walker constellation notations of i T/P/F describe the constellation of SAR payloads. For 
example, the Walker constellation notation of 98.6 4/4/1 describes that there are four SAR satellites in 
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four separate planes inclined at 98.6° with F=1 for the phase difference of 90° ((360°/4) * 1). The Walker 
constellation notation of  80 6/3/1 describes that there are six total satellites in three orbital planes (two 
per plane) at inclinations of 80° with a phase differential of 1, which means  phase differential in adjacent 
planes to equal 60° (360°/6 * 1) (Cooper, 2013).  
 

If RADARSAT-2 is considered as a SAR sensor for monitoring the Arctic region, then the number of 
SAR payloads within a single orbital plane of RADARSAT-2 increase to the limit of eight sensors due to 
orbital period of 100.7 min.  The time to transit 48° of latitude of the Arctic region by RADARSAT-2 is 
determined as 13.3% of a complete orbit. As the orbital period for a full 360° orbit is 100.7 min, the 
estimated time to cover the Arctic region for each SAR satellite: 0.133 * 100.7 min or 13.4 min. Thus, 
the Arctic Circle will be in view of a SAR payload for 13.4 min.  The theoretical minimum number of 
payloads to persistently monitor the Arctic region from an orbital plane is optimised for resolution and 
coverage (RADARSAT-2): 100.7 min / 13.4 min = 7.5. This means that eight SAR payloads are 
theoretically necessary to constantly view at least part of the Arctic Circle from a single orbital plane       
(Cooper, 2013). Figure 4 (a), (b) and (c) describe Polar orbits, Walker Constellation of 80 6/3/1: 6 
satellite in three separate planes (two per orbiting plane), and view of all eight SAR sensors in a single 
polar orbital plane for the Arctic region respectively.   
 
 

       

                   (a) Polar Orbit                                  (b) Walker constellations            (c) View of eight SAR satellites  

Figure 4: View of polar orbit and SAR constellations (Cooper, 2013). 
  

The German Space Agency developed TerraSAR-X in the sky as the first bi-static radar with repeat orbit 
cycle of 11 days, known as second generation SAR sensors, by launching the TanDEM-X SAR system 
for global DEM generation.  The first multi-static space-borne SAR sensor, COSMO-SkyMed-1/4 with 
constellation of four satellites, is operational to provide resolution of 1 m with four days repeat orbit. 
ISRO also launched its first space-borne SAR sensor at C-band in 2012 as RISAT-1 with 25 days of 
repeat cycle of the orbit, which is further followed by X-band RISAT-2 with capability of 14 days of 
repeat cycle of the orbit and near revisit period of three to four days. The distributed functionality of bi or 
multi-static SAR sensors supports small and low cost satellite (Krieger and Moreira, 2006).  
 
In the semi-active configuration of bi-static or multi-static SAR system, there will be one active SAR 
with transmitter and receiver as an active illuminator with one or more passive SAR receiver as shown in 
Figure 5, where Walker constellations of passive SAR payloads (receivers) in polar LEO orbit can be 
used for constellations of satellites in different circular planes for frequent revisit of SAR sensors for near 
real-time monitoring of floods for disaster management mission (Cooper, 2013). This configuration 
requires deployable antenna of smaller sizes and reduced power demands of passive receiver. This 
potential leads to enable an accommodation of many SAR payloads on micro-satellites in LEO orbit, 
which reduces the revisit time of SAR sensors to hours. In this semi-active configuration, the SAR sensor 
from communication or navigational satellites illuminate the Earth surface with very large radar footprint 
for backscattered signals, which are received by multi-SAR sensors (receivers) placed in LEO orbit for 
radar imaging. This results into highly reconfigurable and scalable satellite constellations for various 
remote sensing missions including surveillance as well as risk and disaster management system in the 
sky. The flexible imaging geometry of space-borne SAR sensors in multi-static configuration allows 
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multi-missions to dynamically adapt to different operational tasks. In the future, SAR concepts for higher 
orbits in MEO or geosynchronous mission require very large antenna apertures with beam steering 
capability as the radar illuminator requires apertures on the order of several hundreds of square metres for 
transmitting radio frequency (RF) signals up to 60 kW. For geosynchronous SAR missions, a large 
deployable hexagonal antenna of 30 m by 30 m antenna aperture is deployed, which is integrated with the 
active electronics for proper beam formation and transmit / receive signal amplification. The MEO SAR 
system architecture requires a smaller antenna of the order of 400 m2 with flexibility in antenna geometry 
and lower power as compared to the geosynchronous SAR system concept. There are a number of 
emerging technologies for the development of ultra-lightweight antenna in progress for MEO or GEO 
radar illuminator and to reduce mass, power of lightweight small antenna to make LEO SAR receiver 
mission affordable to launch as constellation of satellites (Edelstein et al., 2005).  
 

                         
 
Geostationary radar illuminator with LEO receivers       LEO / MEO radar illuminator with LEO receivers 
 

Figure 5: Frequent monitoring of the Earth surface with SAR satellite constellation. 
 
 
5.  CONCLUSION 
  
Space-borne bi-static and multi-static SAR configurations have the potential for different applications 
such as frequent monitoring of selected areas of the Earth surface (flood, landslide, earthquake), cross 
track interferometry, differential interferometry, wide swath high resolution imaging and scene 
classification / traffic monitoring. The following potential of bi-static and multi-static configurations can 
be used for different applications for surveillances of the Earth surface such as:  
(a) Several SAR configurations are appropriate for real-time flood detection and management.  
(b) A combination of geostationary radar illuminator with multiple SAR receivers in LEO orbit can also   
perform multiple missions depending upon the constellation of micro / small SAR receiver satellites.  
(c) The configuration of constellation of SAR receivers can be upgraded or reconfigured.  
 
Based on the regular events of flood occurrence in the Asian region causing disasters, a collaborative 
platform can be evolved amongst different space agencies in the Asian region for the development of 
near real-time surveillance and monitoring of floods, such as flood warning system as well as risk 
reduction and disaster management systems considering the recent river flooding and urban flooding due 
to very heavy rainfall characteristics and global climatic change in the region.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
The modelling of maximum useable frequency (MUF) is important in high frequency (HF) radio 
frequency management. Thus, the aim of this study was to develop MUF models and verify the models 
obtained with experimental data. The development of the models were carried out in Peninsular 
Malaysia during the rise of Solar Cycle 24 (2009 to 2011). The modelling parameters were the 
ionospheric F2-layer parameters obtained from the frequency modulated-continuous wave (FM-CW) 
ionosonde at Kototabang, Indonesia (0.2 ºS, 100. 3ºE; 10.36 ºS magnetic latitude), and sunspot 
number (SSN) data obtained from Space Weather Services, Bureau of Meteorology, Australia. The 
experimental MUF data was obtained from STRIDE, Ministry of Defence, Malaysia. The regression 
method was used to derive the mathematical models. MUFTime and MUFSSN were derived from the 
regression method. Observation from the comparison of plots between MUFTime and MUFSSN with 
MUF experimental revealed that the magnitudes for MUFTime and MUFSSN with MUF experimental 
were of similar trend. The mean absolute error (MAE) between MUFTime and MUFSSN with MUF 
experimental were 0.77 and 0.86 respectively. In order to obtain HF operating frequencies, both 
models would need to be combined to implement MUF prediction.  
 
Keywords: High frequency (HF); maximum usable frequency (MUF); MUF modelling; ionospheric 

F2 layers; sunspot number (SSN); regression method.    
 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
High frequency (HF) radio signal propagates using the ionosphere as a transmission medium and it is 
important for long range communications systems, especially in the military (Raab et al., 2002; 
Mudzingwa et al., 2013; Mudzingwa & Chawanda, 2018). Militaries use HF radio for tactical and 
strategic purposes, and for certain military scenarios. For civilian users, HF radio is used in the 
occurrence of any disaster, such as hurricanes, tornados and earthquakes. Therefore, frequency 
management is important to determine the right frequencies to establish reliable communication over 
a given path. The HF propagation medium, namely the ionosphere, is space-time variable. Hence, the 
variation of the ionosphere makes it impossible to rely upon a single assigned frequency since a 
frequency that may provide successful communication now may not achieve so an hour later 
(Hargreaves, 1992; Raab et al., 2002). This phenomenon of HF propagation behaviour is dependent 
on the transmitted frequency, the properties of the ionosphere and solar activity indices, such as 
sunspot number (SSN) and solar flux (F10.7) (Maslin,1987; Raab et al., 2002; Goodman, 2005; Zhao 
& Li, 2010; Mudzingwa et al., 2013; Mudzingwa & Chawanda, 2018). 
 
The HF radio frequency that is used for transmission in ionospheric prevailing conditions is called 
maximum usable frequency (MUF) (Bradley, 1973; Maslin, 1987; Mudzingwa et al., 2013; 
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Mudzingwa & Chawanda, 2018). MUF(3000)F2 is a MUF that can be received at a distance of 3,000 
km when reflected by the ionosphere (Kouris et al., 2000; Adeniyi et al., 2003; Wichaipanich et al., 
2013; Nagar et al., 2015). Liu et al. (2004) reported that the accuracy of MUF modelling is important 
for managing and designating the HF radio frequency. Ionospheric parameters, especially F2-layer 
parameters, are the key factor in the modelling of MUF (Kouris & Nissopoulos, 1994; Liu et al., 
2004; Sharma et al., 2008; Souza et al., 2013). Meanwhile, solar activity indices are important in 
determining the variation of MUF within an hour, throughout the day, from season to season and 
within the 11-year solar cycle (Kouris & Nissopoulos, 1994; Sharma et al., 2008; Hadi & George, 
2011; Joshua & Nzekwe, 2012; Wichaipanich et al., 2013). During the past few decades, there have 
been many published studies on MUF model development, including empirical models (Bradley, 
1973; Kouris & Nissopoulos, 1994; Earle & Desourdis Jr, 1994; Joshua & Nzekwe, 2012; Lu & Liu, 
2009; Chao et al., 2011).  

 
To date, there has been no comprehensive study on MUF modelling and prediction in the Malaysian 
region. However, there have been several publications about HF prediction done by Zain & Abdullah 
(2000) and Abdullah et al. (2000). There have been also publications on HF data communication done 
by Sha’ameri & Boashash (1999) and Sha’ameri (2001, 2006, 2010).  Nevertheless, of late, there have 
been a few studies on MUF in the Malaysian environment (Malik et al., 2010, 2011, 2014, 2015, 
2016, 2017). Therefore, the main aim of this study is to develop MUF models in the Malaysian 
environment, and for verification purposes, the MUF models have been compared with MUF 
experimental. This paper introduces two models, which are MUF model based on ionospheric F2-
layer and MUF model based on solar index, i.e., SSN. This study mainly contributes to the research 
on HF radio communication in the equatorial region / Southeast Asia (SEA), because the equatorial 
ionosphere has special features and consequently poses serious threats to communications and 
navigation systems as compared to the ionosphere in temperate regions (Akala et al., 2011). 
Furthermore, the equatorial and low latitude F region ionosphere presents some peculiar 
characteristics  when compared to the middle and high latitude ionosphere (Oyekola & Fagundes, 
2012; Athieno et al., 2015). 
 
 
2. METHODOLOGY 
 
The F2-layer parameters and SSN data have been designated to produce the MUF models. The F2-
layer parameters were obtained from the frequency modulated-continuous wave (FM-CW) ionosonde 
at Kototabang, Indonesia (0.2 ºS, 100.3 ºE; 10.36 ºS magnetic latitude), which is located at the 
equator. It is one of the five SEALION (South East Asia Low-Latitude Ionospheric Network) 
ionosondes (Takashi et al., 2009). SEALION is an ionospheric observation network in SEA that is 
handled by the National Institute of Information and Communication Technology (NICT), Japan. The 
parameters used for the modelling were critical frequency of F2-layer (foF2), height of F2-layer 
(hmF2) and MUF(3000)F2. The monthly SSN data was obtained from Space Weather Services, 
Bureau of Meteorology, Australia (Bureau of Meteorology, 1998). The MUF experimental data that 
was used for verification and comparison purposes were obtained from HF transmission tests 
conducted by the Science and Technology Research Institute for Defence (STRIDE), Ministry of 
Defence, Malaysia. The HF transmission tests were conducted between April 2009 to September 2011 
at several places in Peninsular Malaysia, namely Kajang (101.8 °E, 2.98 °N) and Batu Arang (101.8 
°E, 3.53 °N) in Selangor, and Lumut (100.6 °E, 4.22 °N) in Perak (Malik et al., 2010). The 
observation and experimental data in this study was obtained during Solar Cycle 24, which is a cycle 
that has risen much more slowly than any other space age solar cycle, with the solar activity in 2013 
being the weakest peak in 100 years (Komitov & Kaftan, 2013; Hao et al., 2014; Kilpua et al., 2014).  
 
 
3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
 
The approach to MUF modelling adopted for this study was the regression method. This method is the 
most commonly used technique for investigating the relationship between two variables (Liu et al., 
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2004; Sharma et al., 2008; Shanableh & Assaleh, 2010; Hadi & Aziz, 2012; Joshua & Nzekwe, 2012; 
Nagar et al., 2015). Before constructing the statistical models, it is important to consider the statistical 
relationship between the dependent and independent variables. This was carried out using correlation 
analysis, i.e., scatter plot between MUF(3000)F2 (dependent) and all the three independent variables 
namely foF2, hmF2, and SSN. The results of the correlation analysis are illustrated in Figure 1. The 
observation from the scatter plots proves that correlation exists between MUF and all the three 
parameters. The correlation coefficient (R) shows strong correlation between MUF and foF2 (0.96), 
followed by MUF and hmF2 (0.72), while the correlation between MUF and SSN is moderate (0.67). 
The R values from all the scatter plots indicate there are strong correlations between MUF(3000)F2 
with  foF2 and hmF2, and moderate correlation between MUF(3000)F2 and SSN. The correlation 
between MUF(3000)F2 and SSN is moderate due to low solar activity from 2009 to 2011. However, 
SSN is considered in the equation because SSN is an important parameter in HF modelling.   

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Scatter plots and R values between MUF with (a) foF2 (b) hmF2 and (c) SSN. 

 
 
The following is the MUF modelling results; three regression methods have been implemented to 
obtain the MUF models in Peninsular Malaysia. The first regression model is a multiple stepwise 
regression to describe the relationship involving more than one independent variable. The goal of 
multiple regressions is to assess the relationship between a dependent variable and several 
independent variables. For this study, the dependent variable is MUF(3000)F2, while the independent 
variables are foF2 and hmF2. The outcome is the formation of regression equations between the 
dependent variable and two independent variables as follows:  
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Model 1 = A + B(foF2)          (1) 
 

Model 2 = A + B(foF2) – C(hmF2)       (2) 
 
Using the multiple stepwise regressions, A, B, and C are regression coefficients. After performing the 
regression, there are two potential MUF models, which are Models 1 and 2, as in Equations 1 and 2 
respectively. A comparison of Models 1 and 2 with MUF experimental is illustrated in Figure 2. The 
plots show that all the magnitudes are in the similar trend, but the plots for Models 1 and 2 are higher 
than MUF experimental. The reason for MUF from Models 1 and 2 being higher than MUF 
experimental is because of the different propagation distance and magnitude dip latitude between 
Peninsular Malaysia and Kototabang, Indonesia. The distance of stations in MUF experimental is 
approximately 200 km, while MUF(3000)F2 from the models are programmed for propagation 
distance of 3,000 km. The frequency is lower when the distance between the transmitter and receiver 
is nearer, while the frequency is higher when the propagation distance is much longer (Barringer & 
Springer, 1992; Lu & Liu, 2009; Wang et al., 2010). The different magnitude dip latitude between the 
areas of study that are located in Peninsular Malaysia (11.18°) and area of ionospheric parameters, 
namely Kototabang, Indonesia (10.36°) also cause a significant difference between Models 1 and 2 
with MUF experimental. Thus, the difference in latitude affects ionospheric parameters even if it 
changed only by 1° (Zain et al., 2006).  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: MUF experimental compared with Models 1 and 2 obtained from multiple stepwise regressions. 
 
Improvements were made to the MUF models in Equations 1 and 2 to get the models to fit well with 
the Malaysian environment. The scaling method was used to lower the models to MUF experimental. 
Dongen (2004) and Lohninger (2012) stated that the scaling method changes the original values to 
different values, involving replacement data and the scale of changes, whether for enlargement or 
reduction of data. Analysis of error through mean absolute error (MAE) was used to analyse the errors 
between MUF experimental with Models 1 and 2. After data scaling, Model 1 is selected for further 
modification because when levelled with MUF experimental, as shown in Figure 3, the MAE for 
Model 1 is lower than Model 2, i.e., 0.96 and 1.32 respectively.   
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 3: Models (a) 1 and (b) 2 that have been modified, which are levelled with MUF experimental. 
 
Polynomial regression as shown in Figure 4 was implemented to Model 1 to get a new model that 
fitted with MUF experimental and was based on time of the day.  Polynomial regression is used when 
the independent parameter is not linear, that is, the scatter plot is non-linear or curvilinear 
(Ostertagová, 2012; Sinha, 2013). According to Daehler et al. (1986) and Hanbaba (1998), a model 
that is based on daily variation according to time of the day is often used to design HF radio systems 
to predict the HF frequency. According to Equation 1, Model 1 only consists of foF2 parameters, so it 
indicates that foF2 is the most suitable parameter for MUF modelling for this study. Lakshmi (1994) 
stated that the increase of foF2 values will increase the values of MUF, but the increase of hmF2 
values will degrade the MUF values. Therefore, hmF2 becomes important in determining MUF values 
when the link distance is more than 1,000 km, while for short links, MUF is only determined by foF2. 
The importance of foF2 in determining the MUF value is also expressed by Liu et al. (2004), Rush et 
al. (1974) and Xue & Boon (2004).  
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Figure 4: Polynomial regression of Model 1. 
 
The polynomial regression equation was derived for up to the 3rd order as in Equation 3, with value of 
R being 0.97, which is strong correlation at the 3rd order polynomial.  
 

MUFTime = -A + B*t ˗ C*t² + D*t³       (3) 
 
Using Equation 3, approximation of hourly MUF values could be determined, where t is the number 
times of day, while A, B, C and D are regression coefficients. Figure 5 shows the comparison between 
MUF experimental and model MUFTime, where it was found that the MAE between the experimental 
and prediction is 0.77.  
 
The plots from Figure 5 show MUF that is constantly changing over a 24 h period. The MUF is high 
during the day, especially during noon and evening, which reaches the peak value at 1500. Then the 
MUF starts to drop before sunset at 1800 and gets lower at dawn until before sunrise (0600). The 
figure shows that both plots of MUFTime and MUF experimental vary according to the time of day 
(TOD). This is because HF radio frequency is influenced by TOD and days of year (DOY), which 
affects the electrons density in the ionosphere that is changing according to solar activity (Gonzalez et 
al., 2007; Hadi & Aziz, 2012). During the day time, the electron density in the ionospheric layer is 
high and this allows higher frequency of HF radio to be reflected. Contrarily in night time, electron 
density is lower, and thus, absorbed HF radio waves are fewer, which causes lower frequencies being 
transmitted better. Hence, MUF is higher during the day and lower during the night until dawn. 

 
Figure 5: Verification of MUFTime by comparison with MUF experimental. 
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Further regression modelling was carried out to complete the MUF model using a linear 
approximation to describe the relationship between MUF and SSN, in which SSN is used to estimate 
MUF values for each month. It is important to find variations of MUF based on SSN because HF 
predictions are usually based on estimates of SSN. Higher SSN allows for better HF transmission 
between two points, but too high SSN will disturb the transmission of HF signals (Dong & Li, 2007; 
Blaunstein & Plohotniuc, 2008; Keller, 2010). Thus, it indicates that SSN influences MUF values 
(Malik et al., 2010, 2014), so to make MUF predictions, SSN must be considered in the MUF 
modelling:     
 

MUFSSN = A + B*SSN                     (4) 
 
Using a linear regression relation, coefficients A and B for MUFSSN were calculated. The variable SSN 
was monthly median data for year 2009 to 2011, so from Equation 4, monthly MUF value could be 
estimated. Subsequently, the MAE between MUF experimental and MUFSSN is 0.86. Figure 7 is the 
plots of MUFSSN compared with MUF experimental.  
 
                                                                         ki 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Validation of MUFSSN by comparison with MUF experimental. 
 
As a whole, to make MUF predictions, the two models, namely MUFTime and MUFSSN ,must be used 
in the prediction, as illustrated in Figure 8. The figure illustrates that the combination of MUFTime and 
MUFSSN will produce the MUF prediction. The HF operating frequencies that will be used in HF 
transmission will be obtained from MUF prediction in the form of hourly monthly median values.  
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7: The MUF prediction process illustrating the two models involved, namely MUFTIME and 
MUFSSN. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
The purpose of this study was to develop MUF models in Peninsular Malaysia. The MUF models are 
based on ionospheric F2-layer parameters, namely foF2, hmF2 and MUF(3000)F2, and solar activity, 
i.e., SSN. Statistical methods, namely linear, multiple stepwise and polynomial regressions, were 
implemented to develop the MUF models. Based on the modelling, two models were derived from 
regression method, which are MUFTime and MUFSSN.  MUFTime predicts MUF values based on time of 
the day, while MUFSSN predicts MUF values on monthly basis based on SSN. Analysis of MAE 
indicated that the MAE between the predicted MUFTime and hourly monthly median MUF 
experimental is 0.77, while the MAE between the predicted MUFSSN and monthly median MUF 
experimental is 0.86. In order to obtain HF operating frequencies, both models would need to be 
combined to implement MUF prediction. The present study fills a gap in the study of HF 
communications systems especially MUF modelling and prediction in the Malaysian environment. 
However, further studies and continued efforts need to be carried out in order to develop better MUF 
models, particularly in Malaysia and the equatorial region in general.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

The rapid development of electronic hardware is strongly supporting the need of modern computing 
technologies and communication systems, but at the same time it is facing the threats of hardware 
Trojans posed by malicious intenders. In this paper, we explore machine learning assisted hardware 
Trojan detection methods as state-of-the-art counter mechanisms. First, we present the possible 
scenarios of hardware Trojan attacks. We provide options and guide of the possible ways of 
implementation to tackle different situations with the examples from previously-proposed methods. 
Finally, we evaluate the methods and provide the future roadmap for this research. 
 
Keywords: Hardware Trojan detection; integrated circuit (IC); hardware security; machine learning; 

feature extraction 
 
 
1. BACKGROUND OF HARDWARE TROJAN 
 
In today’s terminology, “Trojan” is a term often used for describing the tricks employed by individuals 
or organisations with malicious intents for implanting a malicious component (backdoor) into the target 
system while disguising it as normal component (Kapersky, 2018). In hardware terminology, Trojans 
often refer to malicious and stealthy circuits that are integrated into the design of integrated chips (IC). 
Upon receiving the trigger signal(s), the Trojan circuit will initiate the attack; otherwise, it will remain 
hidden and undetected. However, there are scenarios that require the Trojan circuit(s) to activate all the 
time. The malicious activity by the Trojan can range from leaking of secretive information and denial-
of-service (DoS) attacks to the degradation of the system performance. Unlike software Trojans that 
are inserted and triggered by programming and affect the software side of the system, hardware Trojans 
often have a more sophisticated triggering mechanism and can not only affect the payload of the 
system but also the side-channel parameters of different devices in the system. As the circuits are 
getting more complicated and the size of ICs shrinking due to the manufacturing advances, detection of 
hardware-based Trojans is considerably more difficult than software based Trojans. This is as hardware 
Trojans can be implemented by just modifying several transistors, which makes it very difficult to 
detect inside an IC comprised of millions of transistors (Amin et al., 2014).  
 
While security concerns regarding IC designs may not have been an issue until recently, the emergence 
of technologies such as 5G and Internet of Things (IoT) has put every internet connected device at risk. 
If one of the nodes in the network is breached by a hardware Trojan, other devices connected to the 
network will become vulnerable. Making matters worse, it is possible to insert hardware Trojans at 
every stage of the IC’s hardware development as this development is often outsourced to third-party 
designers and foundries (Yang et al., 2016). Even if the client does not have any intention of inserting 
any Trojans into their designs, the intellectual property (IP) core designers, electronic design 
automation (EDA) tool vendors and semiconductor foundries may manipulate the design to introduce a 
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backdoor. The clients, especially military organisations, government intelligence agencies and financial 
organisations, are always at high risk to suffer great losses if they do not incorporate Trojan screening 
and countermeasures, with various governments and research groups around the world looking to 
develop hardware vulnerability screening systems such as the trusted IC projects carried out by the 
Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA) of the US government (Mitra et al., 2015). 
The failure of Syria’s radar systems in 2007 can be considered as an example case of successful 
hardware Trojan utilisation, where experts suspect that a secret built-in kill switch had been planted 
into the radar system which caused Syria failed to detect incoming missiles (Adee, 2008). Recently, the 
world was shocked again by a report of attempts by Chinese spies to infiltrate US technology 
manufacturers by implanting a tiny chip into electronic systems via the supply chain (Robertson & 
Riley, 2018). 
 
The past decade has seen machine learning based classification and screening algorithms being 
increasingly employed by researchers to screen and detect Trojan-infected circuits based on hardware 
Trojan features extracted. Although the application of machine learning for hardware Trojan detection 
is still new, the results obtained by these methods are promising. In this paper, hardware Trojan 
detection methods utilising machine learning techniques along with feature extraction concepts and 
publicly accessible datasets are discussed.  
 
 
2. TRUST ISSUES IN THE IC MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between different industries and companies involved in IC 
development and manufacture. It is observed that there is a possibility of implementing the hardware 
Trojan at each step of the manufacture and design process (Bhunia et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016). 
Therefore, hardware Trojan countermeasures should be implemented by every party to ensure that the 
design is always Trojan-free at each of the development stage, as different parties are capable of 
inserting Trojans using different methods at different abstraction levels (Dabrowski et al., 2014; Francq 
& Frick, 2015). Table 1 summarises different scenarios where these Trojans could be inserted into the  
hardware (Xiao et al., 2016). 

 

 

Figure 1: The parties involved in IC development and their relationship. 
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Table 1: Trojan insertion models as proposed in Xiao et al. (2016). 

Model  Description 3PIP Vendor SoC 
Developer 

Foundry 

A Untrusted 3rd Party IP (3PIP) vendor Untrusted Trusted Trusted 
B Untrusted foundry Trusted Trusted Untrusted 
C Untrusted EDA tool or rogue employee Trusted Untrusted Trusted 
D Commercial off-the-shelf component Untrusted Untrusted Untrusted 
E Untrusted design house Untrusted Untrusted Trusted 
F Fabless SoC design house Untrusted Trusted Untrusted 
G Untrusted SoC developer with trusted IPs Trusted Untrusted Untrusted 

2.1 Hardware Trojan Classification 

While categories of hardware Trojans are not specifically separated in the literature, there are a few 
categorisations proposed. The first taxonomy was proposed by Xiaoxiao et al. (2008) and later 
extended by other researchers to add in more attributes (Karri et al., 2010; Rajendran et al., 2010; 
Salmani et al., 2013; Tehranipoor & Koushanfar, 2010). Although some researchers categorise 
hardware Trojans in terms of trigger and payload (Chakraborty et al., 2009; Bhunia et al., 2014),  such 
an approach provides insufficient information about the Trojan as it only defines the behaviours and 
not the insertion techniques. The most widely referred classification scheme is the one used by a Trojan 
benchmarks library, known as Trust-Hub (Trust-Hub, 2013), proposed by Shakya et al. (2017), which 
is capable of covering all attributes of hardware Trojan in terms of insertion methods and Trojan 
behaviours, with Figure 2 illustrating this taxonomy.  

 

 
Figure 2: Hardware Trojan taxonomy proposed by Shakya et al. (2017). 

2.2 Systematic Threat Modelling Using Hardware Trojan Classification Criteria 

To design a hardware Trojan countermeasure, the threat model has to be determined first. A threat 
model is defined as a structured representation of different kinds of Trojans with different attributes. A 
threat model is important for defining the attributes of the hardware Trojan targeted by a proposed 
countermeasure as it is almost impossible to have a universal screening method capable of screening 
for all Trojan types. The threat model is constructed based on the classification criteria by adding the 
abilities of each design party into consideration with the insertion medium preferred over the insertion 
phase, as the insertion phase lists out all the phases in the IC manufacturing flow. Considering how a 
Trojan could be inserted by different parties involved in the phase, insertion medium would be more 
appropriate as it defines the channel used by the adversary to insert the Trojan.  
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The insertion medium attribute can be classified into more refined classes such as specification, 
electronic design automation (EDA) tools, IP core, system-on-chip (SoC) design, mask data and 
semiconductor parameters. Each of these classes is used by different parties although some of them can 
fall into the same manufacturing phase, as discussed in Table 2. The other attributes that could be used 
to form a threat model are abstraction level, location, effect, activation mechanism and physical 
characteristics, as shown in Table 3 while an example of a threat model posed by a Trojan is given in 
Table 4.  

 

Table 2: The hardware Trojan insertion abilities of each party. 

Party Insertion Medium IC Manufacturing Phase Abstraction Level 

IC Client Specification Specification - 

EDA tool vendor EDA tool  
Design 

System, Register 
Transfer Level (RTL), 
Gate-level, Physical, 
Layout 

3PIP core designer IP core 

SoC designer SoC design 

Foundry Mask data & semiconductor 
parameters 

Fabrication and assembly Physical, Layout 

 

Table 3: Attributes that could be used to form a threat model.  

Attributes Description Examples 

Abstraction level 
Level of implementation used for 

inserting Trojans in a very-large-scale 
integration (VLSI) flow 

System level, register-transfer level, gate-
level and physical level 

Location 
Location on an IC where the Trojan is 

inserted 
Processor, memory module, system bus, 
Input and Output (I/O) module and clock 

Physical 
characteristic 

Physical changes caused by the Trojan 
insertion 

Changed layout, unchanged layout 

Effect The effect caused by Trojan attacks 
leaking secretive information, denial-of-

service issues, reduced system performance 

Activation 
mechanism 

The technique used for triggering the 
Trojan 

A Trojan can be always on, internally 
triggered or externally triggered by digital 

logic signals or analog signals 

 

Table 4: Example of attributes that could be used to form a threat model. 

Trojan name Differential fault analysis (DFA)-based advanced encryption system (AES) 
hardware Trojan (Bhasin et al., 2013) 

Description The Trojan triggering circuit is implemented inside an AES core which injects a 
random “byte-flip” in the last encryption round which makes the cryptographic core 
to be “intentionally-leaky” and with compliance to Piret’s DFA algorithm, the 
guessing of the encrypted key becomes possible (Piret & Quisquater, 2003). 

Insertion medium IP core 
Abstraction level Gate-level 
Location Co-processor 
Physical characteristic Unchanged layout 
Effect Leak information 
Activation mechanism External combinational triggered 
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3. REVIEW ON MACHINE LEARNING IN HARDWARE TROJAN DETECTION 
 
3.1 Performance Evaluation 
 
In this section, the performance metrics commonly used for evaluating different machine learning 
methods are discussed. In the case of hardware Trojan detection, True Positive (TP) represents the 
events where Trojan-cases are identified correctly, while False Negative (FN) represents the incidences 
of Trojan cases wrongly identified as non-Trojan cases. Similarly, True Negative (TN) represents the 
events where events of non-Trojan cases are identified successfully, while False Positive (FP) 
represents the events of non-Trojan cases wrongly identified as Trojans. 
 

Sensitivity, or true positive rate (TPR), measures the rate of success in detection of Trojan circuits. 
TPR is determined by: 

	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	

															 1  

Specificity, or true negative rate (TNR), measures the rate of success in recognising genuine circuits. 
TNR is determined by: 

	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	

														 2  

The accuracy (ACC) is determined by: 

													
	 	

	 	 	 	
																												 3 			 

Precision or positive predictive value (PPV) is determined by: 

																																			
	

	 	
																																																										 4 						 

It should be mentioned that relying on just one performance measure as a possible representation of the 
classification performance is strongly discouraged as the results would not be representative of the real 
performance. As an example, a classifier might have high accuracy but it does not mean that TNR is 
also high as the classifier might only perform well in recognising Trojan cases but not in non-Trojan 
cases. The accuracy will also be affected if the test samples are imbalanced with more Trojan samples 
as compared to non-Trojan sample or vice versa (Elnaggar & Chakrabarty, 2018), or in other words, 
accuracy could be manipulated by dishonest altering of the test samples. The performance of a 
detection method tends to be more reliable if more performance metrics are provided. 

 

3.2 Publicly Accessible Trojan Library  
 
Currently, the only known publicly accessible library for classification of hardware Trojan circuits is 
Trust-Hub (Trust-Hub, 2013). At the moment, there are 94 circuits with different Trojans classified 
based on attributes that are available in the Trust-Hub library. The Trojan designs inserted in different 
circuits are available in gate-level and RTL netlists available in Verilog (.v) or VHDL (.vhd) formats as 
well as layout formats such as GSDII or Design Exchange (.def) formats. The usage of Trust-Hub 
circuits as benchmark circuits can act as a standardised benchmark dataset while resulting in a fair 
comparison between different screening and detection methods.  
So far, the Trust-Hub library is mostly used for pre-silicon gate-level detection, as the proposed 
methods do not have any target functionality. Hasegawa et al. (2016), Salmani (2017), and Xie et al. 
(2017)  developed their detection methods using the gate-level netlists provided by Trust-Hub, with 
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these methods designed to look for similar behaviours between different kinds of Trojans by utilising 
machine learning. 
 
In addition to the Trust-Hub library, self-designed Trojans are also utilised in many studies as the 
circuits in Trust-Hub are limited to several functionalities, such as cryptographic modules (AES and 
RSA), communication modules (RS232-UART and EthernetMAC10GE), simple microcontroller 
modules (8051 and PIC16F84) and sequential circuits specialised for design for test (DFT) (ISCAS’89 
and ITC’99). In some cases where there is a need to design a detection method for an IP core with a 
specific functionality or any other Trojans which are not listed in Trust-Hub, the Trojan for the circuit 
needs to be self-designed. In such cases, researchers have to make sure that the design of Trojan 
circuitry meets the definition of a hardware Trojan, in which it has to be well-hidden and difficult to be 
triggered.  
 
Currently, all the proposed methods for post-silicon Trojan detection utilise self-designed circuits as 
their data source. For example, Kulkarni et al. (2016b) proposed a detection method for a Trojan attack 
on core-to-core communication, in which its abstraction level is system level and demonstrated with 
their self-designed circuit hiding the Trojan modules capable of launching a DoS attack. Their 
proposed method achieved an average accuracy of 93% on a multi-core field-programmable gate Array 
(FPGA) infected with four different Trojans. 
 
 
3.3 Classification of Data Using Machine Learning 
 
Due to the increased performance of machine learning algorithms, hardware Trojan detection methods 
can have promising accuracy while greatly reducing the time and cost associated with the detection 
process. While both supervised and unsupervised machine learning methods could be utilised for the 
detection, supervised methods are by far the most popular as they are able to provide a far higher 
accuracy as compared to other methods. 
 
 
3.3.1 Unsupervised Learning 
 
In unsupervised learning, no prior knowledge regarding the nature of features is assumed as the 
learning algorithm will cluster the data according to their nearest distance from the centroid of the 
unlabelled clusters with the number of clusters usually determined manually. Figure 3 illustrates a 
sample detection flow using unsupervised learning. 
 
In semiconductor manufacturing, inspection technologies such as colour charge coupled devices 
(CCD) sensors, confocal microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) are used to obtain 
decent quality images of wafers for further fault detection and analysis (Sankaran et al., 1999). In the 
field of hardware Trojan detection, Bao et al. (2016) suggested a reverse engineering method that 
eliminates the tedious steps associated with the annotation and schematic recreation. In their proposed 
method, it is only required to capture the SEM image of the physical layout of the IC after d7elayering. 
Then, they extract the area differences between golden layout and layout of the circuit under test, in 
addition to the differences of the geometric centre of mass (centroid) between golden layout and layout 
under test being computed for identifying any malicious addition or deletion. The differences in area 
and centroid are used as input features for k-means clustering, with parameter K=2 indicating the 
Trojan and non-Trojan clusters.  
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Figure 3: Suggested hardware Trojan detection flow using unsupervised learning. 

 

Employing the controllability and observability of the netlist as Trojan features to train a classifier was 
first proposed by Salmani (2017), referred to as Controllability and Observability Trojan Detection 
(COTD) with the detection flow shown in Figure 4. This is plausible as the Trojan’s activation signal is 
always stealthy while being very difficult to be triggered during verification steps using the test 
patterns generated by automatic test pattern generation (ATPG). In their study, three testability 
measures - CC0 (combinational controllability of signal ‘0’), CC1 (combinational controllability of 
signal ‘1’) and CO (combinational observability) of each net inside a combinational netlist - were 
proposed with only combinational testability measures utilised as the tested circuits were loaded with 
scan chains, where the sequential testability is reduced to zero. Since each net has its own 
controllability and observability values, the dataset can be obtained from each net. The Sandia 
Controllability and Observability Analysis Program (SCOAP) (Goldstein & Thigpen, 1980) was used 
to generate the three values of the nets. CC0 and CC1 are combined to form a CC value, defined as: 
 

0 	 1 	   (5) 

 

 
Figure 4: The COTD flow (Salmani, 2017). 
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Each dataset, therefore contains two features value, CC and CO. However, combining CC0 and CC1 
into CC could reduce the Trojan detection rate as some Trojans need a specific signal (either 0 or 1) to 
trigger. In Salmani’s (2017) proposed method, a k-means clustering approach is used with the number 
of clusters K set as 3, defined as genuine signals, Trojan signals with high CC and Trojan signals with 
high CO. If all the signals fall into the genuine signal’s cluster, then the circuit is Trojan-free; 
otherwise, if any signal falls into Trojan’s lists with either high CC or CO values, then Trojan is 
detected in the circuit. Their proposed method was able to achieve 100% TPR and 100% TNR in 21 
out of 23 benchmark Trojan circuits.   
 
 
3.3.2 Supervised Learning  
 
For supervised learning, the samples representing Trojan-infected and Trojan-free circuits need to be 
defined before the learning process, with support vector machine (SVM), neural network (NN), k-
nearest neighbour (k-NN), Bayesian classifier (BC) and decision tree (DT) being the most popular 
approaches. As new hardware Trojans are constantly developed and implemented in real life, the 
Trojan features library must be kept updated to ensure maximum performance, with Figure 5 
illustrating the suggested supervised detection flow. Supervised learning hardware Trojan detection is 
comprised of training and detection steps. During the training, the dataset balancing and feature 
selection are optional but recommended with the trained model then used in the detection phase to 
classify the data from the circuit under test (CUT).  
 

 
Figure 5: Suggested hardware Trojan detection flow using supervised learning. 

 

Before training a classifier, it is advisable to conduct feature selection for increasing the training and 
classification performance of the classifier. As the number of features extracted from each circuit might 
range from several to many, there are often some features that might be redundant or irrelevant to 
hardware Trojans. Additionally, some of these features could be considered as noise that will affect the 
training and detection accuracy, learning time and computation requirement (Chandrashekar & Sahin, 
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2014; Cai et al., 2018). Feature selection allows the classifier model to understand the data structure 
better by removing irrelevant variable and reducing the dimension. Hasegawa et al. (2017b) proposed 
51 gate-level Trojans features as described in Table 5 and performed feature selection using the 
Random Forest classifier and computing the detection accuracy using the F-score measure. In the 
proposed features, x represents the level of depth away from the target net n. “Fan-ins” is a terminology 
used in VLSI which represents the logic-gates at the input side which converge on a point in the system. 
An example of defining the number of fan-ins from x=2 levels away from net n is depicted in Figure 6. 
The 11 features with the best average F-scores are selected for the final training and testing phases, as 
shown in Table 6. The main drawback of their proposed feature selection is the fact that the top-
ranking Trojan features are selected based on F-score without taking the correlation among features 
into consideration. Correlation-based feature selection (CFS) and minimum redundancy & maximum 
relevance (mRMR) feature selection methods can be considered more appropriate as they consider the 
correlation between features with mRMR offering a better feature selection approach (Peng et al., 
2005).  

 

 

 

Figure 6: The number of fan-ins two levels away from net n is 4. 

 

 

 

Table 5: The 51 initial features identified, where  (Hasegawa et al., 2017b). 

Feature No. of features 

The number of logic-gate fan-ins up to x-level away from the net n 5 
The number of flip-flops up to x-level away from the input side of the net n 5 
The number of flip-flops up to x-level away from the output side of the net n 5 
The number of multiplexers up to x-level away from the input side of the net n 5 
The number of multiplexers up to x-level away from the output side of the net n 5 
The number of up to x-level loops from the input side of the net n 5 
The number of up to x-level loops from the output side of the net n 5 
The number of constants up to x-level away from the input side of the net n 5 
The number of constants up to x-level away from the output side of the net n 5 
The minimum level to the primary input from the net n 1 
The minimum level to the primary output from the net n 1 
The minimum level to any flip-flop from the input or output side of the net n 2 
The minimum level to any multiplexer from the input or output side of the net n 2 
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Table 6: The best 11 features ranked based on their importance values (Hasegawa et al., 2017b). 

Rank Features  Importance Value 

1 The minimum level to the primary output from the net n 0.200 
2 The number of up to 5-level loops from the output side of the net n 0.133 
3 The number of flip-flops up to x-level away from the output side of the net n 0.124 
4 The number of multiplexers up to 3-level away from the input side of the net n 0.115 
5 The number of flip-flops up to 4-level away from the input side of the net n 0.084 
6 The number of logic-gate fan-ins up to 5-level away from the net n 0.070 
7 The number of multiplexers up to 4-level away from the output side of the net n 0.070 
8 The number of logic-gate fan-ins up to 4-level away from the net n 0.056 
9 The number of up to 4-level loops from the input side of the net n 0.056 
10 The minimum level to any multiplexer from the output side of the net n 0.048 
11 The minimum level to the primary input from the net n 0.043 

 

Dataset balancing should also be considered for ensuring the maximum classification accuracy as the 
dataset might have many samples representing a particular class and not enough samples representing 
other classes. For hardware Trojan classification, the Trojan data is very limited as compared to regular 
class data as the Trojan circuitry only makes up a very small part in a circuit. Thus, the data imbalance 
will cause biased classification in most cases. Therefore, if possible, oversampling of data in the 
Trojan-class has to be done before proceeding to the training phase. However, merely duplicating the 
minority class as done by Hasegawa et al. (2017b) has no tangible effect on the accuracy as the new 
data generated will only be duplicates of each other, which do not help the classifier to learn better but 
rather might cause it to over-fit. random over-sampling examples (ROSE) (Lunardon et al., 2014) and 
synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) (Chawla et al., 2002) can be considered as 
proven and effective techniques for dataset balancing. Figure 7 illustrates an example the SMOTE 
method balancing the data problem by simulating the data structure and trying to generate new data 
near the border of the existing minority (Trojan) data. In brief, each point of the Trojan-class will be 
connected and new points will be generated along the data boarders. 

 

 
Figure 7: Illustration on how SMOTE helps to solve data imbalance problem for hardware Trojan data 

sets. 
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3.3.2.1 One-Class Classification 
 
In some cases where only the genuine circuits are available and the features of the hardware Trojan 
remain unknown, one-class classification is being employed. The constructed one-class classifier will 
classify the data such that any new data that fall outside of the boundary of the class as outlier are 
considered as non-genuine data from the Trojan-free circuit. 
 
Using the same features as previously mentioned by Bao et al. (2014), Bao et al. (2016) implemented a 
one-class SVM to classify the image of circuits containing any suspicious modifications by randomly 
injecting modifications to the layout of some benchmark circuits to be used as Trojan circuits for 
testing the accuracy of their proposed method. There were three types of Trojans inserted in the circuit, 
including Trojan by deletion (removing of components from the original layout), Trojan by addition 
(adding of components into the original layout) and Trojan by parametric (changes of transistors, gates 
and interconnects parameters). Depending on the type of the Trojan, their proposed method was able to 
achieve a minimum and maximum accuracy of 84 and 100%  respectively.  
 
Jap et al. (2016) proposed using a one-class SVM for detecting side-channel Electromagnetic (EM) 
leakage. Hardware Trojan was injected into a partially reconfigurable FPGA and the EM leakage was 
measured by a high precision EM probe based on the approach proposed by Bhasin et al. (2013), with 
the EM activity of the triggering circuit or payload observed. The EM trace was obtained by measuring 
500 sample points on each EM wave with the trace measurement repeated for 200 times using the 
Trojan free device to generate the testing and training data. The features were then extracted from the 
traces, with the features used being the sum of absolute differences, all sample points in the traces and 
their local peaks. They trained the one-class SVM using the golden chip data, only achieving the 
highest accuracy of 93.7%.  
 
Jin et al. (2012) proposed an on-chip detection method similar to the built-in self-test (BIST) technique 
by incorporating additional sensors and a one-class NN classifier chip into the CUT to analyse and 
classify the waveform from the circuit’s DC voltage. Their proposed method was tested for 
cryptographic circuits inserted with different encryption key leaking Trojans. Their method achieved 
TPR and TNR greater than 97 and 99% respectively in classifying all power signals from each chip. 
 
Wang et al. (2013) proposed using Karhunen-Love (K-L) expansion for the post-processing of power 
traces collected to improve the data quality and then classified the power traces of Trojan contaminated 
ICs from genuine ICs using one-class SVM. They utilised a data encryption standard (DES) circuit by 
simulation and added process variation (PV) noises of 2, 5, and 7% with added extra logic gates into 
the circuit as simple Trojan triggers for testing their method. Using power traces as the feature, the 
proposed method achieved an average of 96.81% TPR, 97.93% TNR and 97.18% ACC in recognising 
the power signals of nine different circuits.  
 
 
3.3.2.1 Two-Class Classification 
 
Lodhi et al. (2016) proposed a Trojan detection method using the timing signature of a few sets of test 
vectors. First, the timing signature from the original circuit is determined and the possible ranges of the 
delay of a normal circuit are obtained. If any delay is outside the defined normal range, it is theorised 
that the Trojans are the cause, while for delays inside the normal range, they are labelled as being a 
possible Trojan according to their respective delays. They obtained the training data by running 500 
iterations per input vector using Monte Carlo simulation tool with Gaussian distribution applied to 
eliminate PV and dimension reduction using principal component analysis (PCA). The DT, BC and k-
NN models were trained using the Rapid Miner machine learning tool.  Their proposed method 
achieved an accuracy of 95.19% and PPV of 95.96% using DT. However, despite the good 
performance, the evaluation only involved their own circuit of macro synchronous micro asynchronous 
(MSMA) architecture pipeline (Lodhi et al., 2014) coupled with a single hardware Trojan. 
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Lodhi et al. (2017) later suggested that the power consumption of each standard reduced instruction set 
computer (RISC) pipeline stage of Trojan-infected and uninfected circuits are different. Thus, a 
machine learning model can be trained by profiling the power consumption of the pipeline for each 
different instruction. To measure the instruction power profile, the power at each pipeline stage was 
measured. However, the authors did not clearly mention how they obtained the power profile of Trojan 
infected circuits. They achieved an accuracy of 99.02% and PPV of 96.62% using k-NN classifier and 
power profile of each pipeline instruction. 
 
Wang et al. (2016) proposed using an extreme learning machine (ELM) based classifier using three 
Trojan-infected circuits with different overheads (area of Trojan occupation) on FPGA. They 
implemented different RS232 Trojan-infected circuits on an FPGA module, the power of the module 
was then examined using oscilloscopes and probes with the power consumption data analysed using a 
computer as illustrated in Figure 8. Their proposed method achieved an average accuracy of 89.549% 
in four different FPGA circuits using the current waveform as a feature.  

 

 
Figure 8: Power consumption data acquisition block diagram as mentioned in Wang et al. (2016). 

 

Using a similar FPGA based platform and data acquisition approach, Li et al. (2016) proposed a back 
propagation (BP) neural network method for detecting the difference of power consumption between 
Trojan- infected circuits and normal circuits without providing any performance figures. The power 
consumption data was sampled into 1,200 points and BP neural network was employed to classify 
them. They proved that BP neural network is able to distinguish the very tiny increase of power 
consumption in Trojan circuits. 
 
Iwase et al. (2015) measured the output power consumption in the time domain and transformed it into 
the frequency domain through discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Then, SVM was used as a classifying 
technique to classify Trojan-infected circuits and normal circuits. Their proposed method successfully 
detected Trojans caused by simple modifications of AES circuit implemented using an FPGA. Their 
method claimed to have correctly identified all the 12 Trojan-intruded circuits and a normal circuit.  
 
Mingfu et al. (2016) proposed a method to inspect fabricated ICs by training a classifier in the design 
phase. To demonstrate the method, they designed 50 simple Trojans made up of a single comparator, 
counter or few gates inserted in to s38417 circuit. During the design phase, the transient power supply 
current (IDDT) of each circuit was simulated and sampled into 500 points to be used as 500 feature 
vectors for the training of classifiers. Adaptive iterative optimisation was used to enhance the learning. 
The trained classifier was then used to classify the IDDT measured from the fabricated ICs. The 
experiment was repeated with PV of 10, 15 and 20%, and achieved TPR and ACC of at least 72% and 
74% respectively using different algorithms. 
 
A real-time detection method specifically designed for hardware Trojans performing a DoS attack on 
inter-core communication was proposed  by Kulkarni et al. (2016a, b). The authors modelled three 
types of DoS scenarios and extracted eight features during the packet transfer between cores for each 
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attack that also includes the distances of routes being chosen during the transferring. They proposed 
using a linear-SVM classifier for classifying the data into Trojan-free and Trojan-infected circuits, but 
not according to the types of attacks. If the route taken during the packet transfer is the same as a 
genuine circuit, then the circuit will be labelled Trojan-free; otherwise, it is classified as a Trojan- 
infected circuit. The training data set was obtained by randomly injecting attacks on the routers and the 
features for each communication were collected. For detection, the frameworks containing the trained 
linear-SVM classifier were placed into an FPGA, making it possible to detect intra-cluster and inter-
cluster attacks separately.  
 
Xie et al. (2017) claimed to have improved the hardware Trojan detection method proposed by 
Salmani (2017) with their proposed modifications illustrated in Figure 9. First, the inter-cluster 
distance between the Trojan and non-Trojan clusters based on CC and CO values is calculated using a 
k-means clustering approach. They theorised that the larger the inter-cluster distance, the more likely a 
Trojan exists in the circuit. Apart from the inter-cluster distance, they added the numbers of primitives, 
AND gates and OR gates as additional features, as it was assumed that the size of the circuit is related 
to the testability measures. These four features were then combined with their labels to form the dataset 
and a weight for each feature was set with an SVM classifier being used for the Trojan detection. Their 
proposed method achieved TPR and TNR of 100% in 28 gate-level Trojan-infected circuits from Trust-
Hub and nine Trojan-free circuits.  
 
 

 

 
Figure 9: Flow of integrating COTD with circuit scale statistics (Xie et al., 2017). 

 
 
Hasegawa et al. (2016) and Inoue et al. (2017) both proposed similar Trojan detection approaches 
using gate-level netlist based on the structural features of the gate-level netlist. Five structural features 
were collected for each net in the netlist with the net labelled as Trojan net or normal net, and used in 
an SVM classifier. They validated their methods using gate-level netlists available on Trust-Hub using 
a leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOCV) approach. The research was then expanded by identifying 
more features with strong correlation based on the Trojan library available from Trust-Hub. Hasegawa 
et al. (2017b) proposed 51 features that likely represented Trojans, as in Table 5, with the feature 
selection done based on F-score computed for each feature using the Random Forest algorithm, with 
the value of 	(logic level from the target net) being fixed as	1 5.  The size of the circuit is not 
taken into consideration as it is expected that when the circuit size increases, the logic level will not 
remain the same. Inoue et al. (2017) obtained accuracies varying from 58.9% to 69.5% using self-
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designed circuits while the method proposed by Hasegawa et al. (2016) obtained an average TPR of 
82.59% utilising 17 Trust-Hub benchmarks. 
 
Hasegawa et al. (2017a) later proceeded using NN to classify Trojan-infected net and normal net based 
on the 11 best features as determined previously (Hasegawa et al., 2017b). After tuning the NN model, 
it was determined the three hidden layers with number of nodes of 200, 100 and 50 at each respective 
layer give the best result. Their proposed method achieved an average TPR of 84.8% and TNR of 
70.1% using the best 11 gate-level structural features (out of the original 51) for 17 Trust-Hub 
benchmarks. 
 
For RTL, a sub-graph isomorphism algorithm for hardware Trojan detection was developed by 
Piccolboni et al. (2017). The RTL coding of the entire design under verification is broken down into 
blocks and converted into sub-control flow graphs (CFG) as shown in Figure 10. Additionally, these 
sub-CFGs may come in a different number of nodes and edges as shown in Figure 11. By comparing to 
the topological structures available for known hardware Trojans, the algorithm is able to identify 
suspicious part inside the RTL coding. However, this does not resolve false positive issues arising for 
Trojans with similar structures with the genuine RTL coding. Therefore, Demrozi et al. (2017) 
proposed using probabilistic neural network (PNN) to assist in classifying the topological structure of 
the sub-CFG in suspicious locations more accurately. First, the PNN is trained using the known sub-
CFG features extracted from the Trojan library with the features comprised of the number of 
occurrences of sub-CFG with a different number of nodes and the statistics with regards to the number 
of nodes and edges found in the graphs. The trained PNN model is used to differentiate between real 
Trojans and possible false positives achieving an accuracy of 100%. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10: Example of conversion of an RTL block to a sub-CFG (Piccolboni et al., 2017).  

 

 
Figure 11: Features available in the structures of different patterns of sub-CFGs (Demrozi et al., 2017). 
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
Table 7 summarises the different hardware Trojan detection methods based on the types of machine 
learning algorithm, features, source of Trojan data and performance. However, a fair comparison 
between these methods is almost impossible as all the circuits being experimented on have different 
aspects of complexity, functionality, and type of Trojans.  

Table 7: Summary of previous works. 

Author  Year Machine 
Learning 
Algorithm 

Features Source of 
Trojan 
Data 

ACC  Other 
Performance 
Measures 

Bao et al.  2016 One-class 
SVM; k-
means 
clustering 

Area difference caused by: 
1. Trojan-free 
2. Trojan-addition 
3. Trojan-deletion 
4. Trojan- parametric 

Self-
designed 

84% ~ 
100 % at 
zero noise 
margin  

- 

Salmani et 
al. 

2017 k-means 
clustering 

CO, CC0, CC1 

Trust-HUB 
gate-level 
netlists 

- 100% TPR and 
100% TNR for 
21 out of 23 
circuits 

Jap et al. 2016 One-class 
SVM 

EM trace 
 

Self-
designed 

81.6% ~ 
93.7%  

- 

Jin et al.  2012 One-class 
NN 

Power consumption 
(Current trace) 

Self-
designed 

- More than 97% 
TPR; more than 
99% TNR 

Wang et 
al.  

2013 one-class 
SVM 

Power consumption trace Self-
designed 

83.85% ~ 
100%  

- 

Lodhi et 
al.  

2016 Decision 
Tree 

Time-latency  Self-
designed 

95.19%  95.96% TPR; 
90.76% TNR 

Lodhi et 
al.  

2017 K-NN Power consumed when 
running certain instructions 

Self-
designed 

99.02%  
 

96.62% PPV 

Wang et 
al.  

2016 ELM Power consumption 
(Current trace) 

Self-
designed 

- 89.55% TPR 

Li et al. 2016 BP Neural 
Network 

Power consumption trace Self-
designed 

- - 

Iwase et 
al.  

2015 SVM Power consumption trace Self-
designed 

- - 
 

Mingfu et 
al. 

2016 Multiple 
algorithms 

Transient power supply 
current (IDDT) 

Self-
designed 

At least 
74% 

At least 72% 
TPR 

Kulkarni 
et al.  

2016 SVM Packet transfer routes and 
destinations 

Self-
designed 

93% - 

Xie et al. 2017 k-means 
clustering 
and SVM 

Inter-cluster distance from 
COTD algorithm and circuit 
scale statistics 

Trust-HUB 
gate-level 
netlists 

- 100% TPR; 
100% TNR 

Inoue et 
al.  

2017 SVM Five gate-level structural 
features 

Self-
designed 

58.90% ~ 
69.50% 

- 

Hasegawa 
et al.  

2016 SVM Five gate-level structural 
features  

Trust-HUB 
gate-level 
netlists 

- Average 82.59% 
TPR 

Hasegawa 
et al. 

2017 NN 11 best Trojan features 
selected from 51 gate 
features based on the score 

Trust-HUB 
gate-level 
netlists 

- 84.80% TPR; 
70.10% TNR 
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of F-measure. 
Demrozi 
et al.  

2017 PNN features of the structures of 
sub-CFG 

Trust-HUB 
RTL netlists 

- 17 out of 17 are 
successfully 
identified 
without FP 

 

We can see that side-channel analysis is most popular among the post-silicon methods while power 
consumption is the most popular approach in-between different side-channel parameters as 
measurement-based data collection is easier and the data is more reliable if proper modelling on the 
noises from PV is done. Contrarily, although the destructive method proposed by Bao et al. (2014) 
gives high accuracy, it is not recommended for hardware Trojan detection as the tested chip is 
destroyed, in addition to the method being costlier and slower than side-channel analysis.  

On the other hand, pre-silicon detection methods all utilise gate-level features. Although the method 
proposed by Xie et al. (2017) claims to achieve the highest accuracy, their claimed accuracy is 
questionable as they extracted only one dataset using one circuit. This means that the dataset utilised 
would have been very limited and the results are unlikely to be as accurate as other methods such as the 
method proposed by  Salmani (2017). Moreover, there is no discernible relation between the number of 
gates and inter-cluster distance or Trojan features with the results depending on the controllability and 
observability. Utilising testability measures as features based on the proposal by Salmani (2017) is 
highly relevant to the Trojans but issues with false negatives and false positives are still of concern as 
mentioned earlier. Thus, it is recommended that testability measures be used alongside other gate-level 
features such as structural features proposed by Hasegawa et al. (2017a) for reducing false negatives 
and false positives. 

Besides the accuracy, it should be mentioning that most researchers focus on true positive rate as a high 
true positive rate ensures that all Trojan-free circuits are identified with the false positives not being 
considered as the main concern as it is more important not to let any suspicious circuit evade the 
inspection rather than to falsely accuse a normal circuit. Machine learning based methods can greatly 
reduce the time and effort associated with this detection. There have been very few proposed detection 
methods for a register-transfer level or higher abstraction levels using machine learning concepts. This 
could be a focus for future hardware Trojan research as there are a lot of features available utilising 
RTL netlist. Additionally, it is possible to combine multiple level features for classification as it can 
help to reduce the false positive problems. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Cryptography makes the transmitted message unreadable to unauthorised users. DNA cryptography 
is being explored worldwide and even in being in its primitive stages, it has revolutionised the area of 
network security. In this work, we take inspiration from DNA encryption schemes and use the 
biological alphabets to manipulate information. In this paper, we present a hybrid algorithm for 
cryptography using DNA and compare the performance of various DNA algorithms with the Nth 
degree truncated polynomial ring (NTRU) algorithm. Our research shows that the hybrid DNA 
algorithm performs better than three DNA based algorithms and the NTRU algorithm that we have 
mentioned in this paper in terms of key length, execution time and throughput 
 
Keywords: DNA cryptography; encryption-decryption algorithm; Nth degree truncated polynomial 

ring (NTRU) algorithm; message encryption; hybridisation. 
 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
The process of converting messages from plain text to cipher text iscalled cryptography. 
Cryptography is a technique of achieving security for communications by encoding plain text 
messages to make it unreadable (Bazil et al., 2014; Thangavel et al., 2017). DNA cryptography, a 
new branch of cryptography utilises DNA as an informational and computational carrier with the aid 
of molecular techniques (Manisha, 2015). Cryptography and data security help to secure transmission 
and storage of information via insecure internet. Most cryptographic systems apply encryption of 
valuable information and produce an encrypted output that may be meaningless to an eavesdropper 
who has no knowledge of the key. It is simply a technique for hiding the true meaning of the 
information from unauthorised users. The worst case of an attack within communication is complete 
control of the encryption system by illegitimate users. This happens by accessing the encryption 
algorithm to decrypt the data and access sensitive information. Cryptography relies on uncertainty in 
encoding the message to its cipher format (Roy et al., 2011; Ubaidur Rahman et al., 2015).  
 
Symmetric or secret key can be classified as stream ciphers or block ciphers. Stream ciphers operate 
on a single bit (byte or computer word) at a time, and implement some form of feedback mechanism 
so that the key is constantly changing. A block cipher encrypts a block of data at a time using the 
same key on each block (Gupta et al., 2013). DNA based bimolecular cryptography design is a 
technique that uses the huge parallel processing capabilities of bio-molecular computation that 
converts short messages from hexadecimal and ASCII forms and then back to encrypt and decrypt the 
information (Amin et al., 2009). This has been used on different applications, but we consider using 
this technique to safeguard sensitive information with the addition of the key generation technique 
from the bio-molecular properties of the DNA sequences (Wilson et al.,1999). 
 
In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for message encryption, which is a hybridisation of three 
different DNA based algorithms. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes 
related work, while Section 3 describes the different algorithms used for DNA cryptography. Section 
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4 describes the proposed algorithm, while Section 5 describes the experimental analysis of the 
proposed algorithm and its comparison with all other algorithms that we have mentioned in this paper. 
Section 6 describes the conclusion and future scope 
 
 
2. RELATED WORK 
 
DNA refers to de-oxyribo nucleic acid, which is a nucleic acid that contains genetic information 
(Ning, 2009; El-Seoud et al., 2017). It is a collection of the most complex organic molecules. The 
instructions in DNA is required to the construct other components of cells such as protein, 
ribonucleic acid (RNA) molecules, etc. DNA and RNA are appealing media for data storage due to 
very large amounts of data that can be stored in compact volume. They far exceed the storage 
capacities of conventional electronic, magnetic and optical media. For instance, a gram of DNA 
contains about 108 terabytes. Hence, a few grams of DNA may have the potential of storing all the 
data stored in the world (Chen et al., 2003) DNA strand encoding include four bases that are 
represented by the letters A (Adenine), T (Thymine), C (Cytosine) and G (Guanine) (Aggarwal et al., 
2014). Each alphabet is related to a nucleotide is very long. For instance, the DNA sequence of length 
of 10 nucleotides long can be represented as ATCGAATTCG. 
 
mRNA is a messenger RNA (mRNA) is a large family of RNA molecules that convey genetic 
information from DNA to the ribosome, where they specify the amino acid sequence of the protein 
products of gene expression. tRNA is a transfer RNA (tRNA) is an adaptor molecule composed of 
RNA, typically 76 to 90 nucleotides in length, which serves as the physical link between the mRNA 
and amino acid sequence of proteins (Najaftorkaman et al., 2015). 
 
DNA computing and cryptography came into picture in 1990s. DNA computing was initialised by L 
Adleman in 1990 where he solved a directed Hamiltonian path problem. It indicated the feasibility of 
a molecular approach to solve combinatorial problems (Ubaidur Rahman et al., 2015). DNA 
computing in the fields of cryptography and steganography have been identified as a possible 
technology that may bring forward a new hope for unbreakable algorithms. The following are 
advantages of DNA computing (Najaftorkaman et al., 2015) 
 

1. Speed: Conventional computers can perform approximately 100 MIPS (millions of 
instruction per second). Combining DNA strands as demonstrated by Adleman made 
computations equivalent to 10 to the power 9 or better, arguably over 100 times faster than 
the fastest computer. 

2. Minimal Storage Requirements: DNA stores memory at a density of about 1 bit per cubic 
nanometre, where conventional storage media requires 10 to the power 12 cubic nanometres 
to store 1 bit (Wang et al., 2009 ). 

3. Minimal Power Requirements: There is no power required for DNA computing while the 
computation is taking place. The chemical bonds that are the building blocks of DNA happen 
without any outside power source. There is no comparison to the power requirements of 
conventional computers (Wang et al., 2009). 
 

 
3. CRYPTOGRAPHY BASED ALGORITHMS BASED ON DNA AND NTRU 
  
This section describes the three algorithms used in DNA cryptography and the Nth Degree Truncated 
Polynomial Ring (NTRU) algorithm. We have implemented all those algorithms and compared their 
performance with our proposed algorithm. 
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3.1 Algorithm 1 (Ubaidur Rahman et al., 2015) 
 
There are two stages in this algorithm - Encryption and Random Key Generation. In the first stage, the 
source data is encrypted, which is the input to the second stage. In second stage, random key is 
generated, say Pk, which is used for the next level of encryption 
 
The input for stage one is the source data, which is in the text format. Each character of the source 
data is converted to its corresponding ASCII value, which is in turn converted to its binary value. This 
process is explained in detailed in Algorithm 1. 
 
 

 
 
A random key, say Pk (Step 22) in the range 1 to 256, is generated for further encryption. 
Corresponding to each value of Pk, an index table of size 256 is generated, where each value of the 
table corresponds to a combination of A, T, G and C, as shown in Table 1, 44 = 256, hence size of 
index table is 256, which corresponds to the permutation of four characters, A, T, G and C. As the 
value of Pk varies, the index table will also vary. The encrypted binary data from the Stage 1 is the 
input for this stage. First, the input data is selected as pairs. Each pair is replaced by the DNA 
nucleotides, A, T, G, and C, corresponding to the values 00, 01, 10 and 11. From the index table, the 
index key corresponding to the combination of A, T, G, and C is obtained, which is, the final 
encrypted value corresponding to the character of source data. 
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Table 1: Index table generated from combination of letters ATGC 

 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Algorithm 2 (Ubaidur Rahman et al., 2015) 
 
This algorithm uses the complementary pair approach. In the RNA sequence, we often have the so-
called base pairs (Aggarwal et al., 2014). We may just define our own complementary pairs. That is, 
for each alphabet, we assign a unique counterpart for it. For instance, we may have the following base 
pair rule: (A T) (C A) (G C) (T G). Then, the complementary sequence of AATGC will be TTGCA. 
In the sequence "ATCTGAATGCTTGTCTATTGCATCAAT", complementary substrings occur, as 
indicated by the bold characters. To find the longest complementary substrings, we may use the 
dynamic programming approach. This process is explained in Algorithm 2 
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3.3 Algorithm 3 (Chen et al., 2003) 
 
The encryption algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3, which converts plaintext to cipher text. Before 
encryption starts, the encoding process is carried out for plaintext to DNA sequence conversion 
(Manisha, 2015). 

 
 

 
 

3.4 NTRU ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM (Hoffstein et al., 1998) 
 
NTRU is an open source public-key cryptosystem that uses lattice-based cryptography to encrypt and 
decrypt data (Hoffstein et al., 1998). NTRU is a lattice-based alternative to the RSA (Rivest, Adi 
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Shamir and Leonard Adleman) and ECC (Elliptical Curve Cryptography) algorithms, and is based 
on the shortest vector problem in a lattice. In 2009, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE) approved the NTRU Cryptosystem for standardisation. The IEEE standard for 
NTRU algorithm is IEEE P1363. This algorithm is based on polynomial rings and used for message 
encryption (Singh et al., 2016) 
  
NTRU operates by mixing and reduction modulo of two prime numbers. NTRU operates primarily on 
the use of polynomials, which undergo the following operations: sum, product, inverse and modulus. 
NTRU operates in the convolution ring R, which denotes the set of such polynomials, with a 
maximum degree of (N − 1) and N terms, where N is the parameter size (Gaithuru et al., 2016).  
 

NTRU considers a few properties of a polynomial ring [ ] / ( 1)NZ x x  . (Gaithuru et al., 2016). The 
elements of this ring are polynomials of degree at most N -1 with integer coefficients. Ring addition is 
performed component wise and the product is the convolution product of polynomials: 
 
For 

 0 1 2 2 1
0 1 2 2 1... N N

N Na a x a x a x a x a x 
      .       (1) 

and 
0 1 2 2 1

0 1 2 2 1... N N
N Nb b x b x b x b x b x 
             (2) 

This is calculated as: 
1

0 ( )

* ( )
N

i
j k

i j k i N

a b a b x


  

                                                                                              (3) 

 
For example:  

2 5 2 4 2 4 6 7 9 2 4 6(1 2 )*( 3 5 6 3 1 4 5 6x x x x x x x x x x x x                     (4) 

is a polynomial ring of 7[ ] / ( 1)Z x x  (Meskanen, 2005) 
                            
System parameters: The cipher would have three integer parameters, n, p and q. The integer n has to 
be 2l, p is a small prime, and q is large prime such that the greatest common divisor, gcd( , ) 1p q  , 
and p < q. Table 2 displays the system parameters required for this algorithm (Huang et al., 2018). 
Algorithms 4 and 5 show the key generation and encryption algorithm for NTRU. 
 

 
Table 2: System parameters. 
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4.             PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 
Our proposed algorithm is a hybridisation of the three DNA algorithms that was discussed in the 
previous section. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of our proposed algorithm and Algorithm 6 shows the 
steps for our proposed algorithm. Consider the message the M to be transmitted to the receiver, the 
different steps for encryption is as follows: 
 
Step 1: The text to be transmitted is first converted to ASCII code (in decimal format). 
 
Step 2: The ASCII message (decimal values) is then converted to binary format (0s and 1s).  
 
Step 3: The binary format is converted into DNA sequence. DNA strand encoding includes four 
bases, which are represented by the letters A (Adenine), T (Thymine), C (Cytosine) and G (Guanine). 
Each alphabet is related to a nucleotide. The encrypted binary data from the Step 2 is the input for this 
stage. First, the input data is selected as pairs. Each pair is replaced by the DNA nucleotides A-00, T-
01, G-10, and C-11. 
 
Step 4: The DNA sequence obtained in Step 3 is converted to mRNA sequence by replacing Thymine 
(T) with Uracil (U). 
 
Step 5: The mRNA sequence is converted into tRNA sequence by replacing every DNA alphabet with 
its complement DNA alphabet. For e.g. A-U, U-A, G-C, C-G conversions are carried out. 
 
Step 6: The tRNA sequence is converted into DNA sequence by replacing Uracil (U) with Thymine 
(T) in the tRNA sequences. This process is a simulation of biological reverse transcription. 
 
Step 7: The DNA sequence from reverse transcription is right shifted  
 
Step 8: Assume a reference string S=ACGG of length k (random number) and a complimentary 
reference string S’=TACC obtained by replacing ((A-T) (C-A) (G-C) (T-G)). 
 
Step 9: Append the reference string S before the message bits and the complimentary reference string 
S’ after the message bits.  
 
Step 10: Replace DNA sequence obtained with corresponding values in the index table as shown in 
Table 1. 
 
Step 11: The resultant sequence is the encrypted message. 
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Figure 1: The proposed algorithm. 
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5.          EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this section, we present the experimental analysis and comparison of our proposed algorithm with 
Algorithms 1, 2 and 3, and the NTRU algorithm. We implemented all these algorithms in Java on an 
Intel I-3 processor system with 2 GB RAM. We considered a string having length of 128 characters 
for our experimentation. 
 
Figure 2 shows the key sizes for the different algorithms. We have considered 128- and 256-bit 
encryption standards for our experiments. The experiments show that the key length of the proposed 
algorithm is almost same as that of the NTRU algorithm, but nonetheless smaller than all the other 
algorithms. 
 
Figure 3 shows execution times for encryption of a string with 128 characters. The experiment shows 
that the execution speed of the proposed algorithm is smaller than the other algorithms. 
 
Figure 4 shows the throughput of the proposed algorithm. The experiments show that the throughput 
of the proposed algorithm is higher than all the other algorithms. The basic terminology is that as 
throughput increases, the power consumption decreases. Hence, the proposed algorithm consumes 
less power as compared to the other algorithms. 
 
Table 3 shows the comparison of all algorithms that we have mentioned in this paper. The comparison 
shows that the number of lines of codes required for the proposed algorithm is less as compared to the 
other algorithms. For the proposed algorithm, the index of coincidence is smaller than the other 
algorithms. 
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Figure 2: Key sizes with different security levels. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Execution time (speed) of the algorithms. 
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Figure 4: Throughput of the algorithms. 

 

Table 3: Comparison of the algorithms. 

 Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2 Algorithm 3 NTRU Proposed 
Time complexity N n2 n n n 
Space complexity N 2k nk n n 
Lines of codes 151 171 310 165 160 
Index of coincidence 0.3111 0.2688 0.3023 - 0.2679 
Cipher pattern Fixed Variable Fixed Fixed Fixed 

 
 
6.       CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In this paper, we have pointed out that DNA sequences have the special properties that we can utilise 
for encryption purposes. We have given three methods that based upon a reference sequence known 
only to the sender and the receiver. We have presented three algorithms using DNA cryptography and 
NTRU algorithm for message encryption. We also have proposed a new algorithm based on 
symmetric key encryption after understanding the previously implemented algorithms. The proposed 
algorithm performs better than the other DNA based algorithms and NTRU algorithm in the context 
of time requirements for encryption, index of coincidence, key length, and throughput (power 
consumption). 
 
In the future, we will analyse the performance of our proposed algorithm with large sized text. In 
addition, we will extend our work to encrypt images and compare its performance with other 
algorithms used for image encryption. 
` 
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ABSTRACT 
 

An improvised explosive device is regarded as one of the primary threats that can cause fatalities to 
armoured vehicle occupants. Upon detonation, the shock wave injures the crews as they are in direct 
contact with the blast impact through their feet and seating position. It is crucial to disperse the shock 
wave within a short time thus reducing the potential injury towards the vehicle’s occupants. 
Traditional experimental processes typically use an actual vehicle and specialised anthropometric 
test dummy which is costly and non-repeatable if the asset is damaged during tests. This paper 
presents a scaleddown blast testing approach which comprises of an instrumented general-purpose 
dummy and a blast capsule. The capsule was designed to accommodate dummy at different seating 
position and a recumbent position. The main structural component of the blast capsule was designed 
and analysed using the strength of materials principle. Accelerometers were installed on specific 
areaof the blast capsule and an instrumented dummy for data measurement. The blast testing was 
performed using PE4 and at a fixed standoff distance under the capsule hull. Results have shown that 
the measured data have similarity in terms of shock history curves with other published works. 
Results obtained can also be used in validation of future simulation work. 
 
Keywords: Capsule; dummy; explosion; injury criteria; blast. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Improvised explosive devices (IEDs) have contributed about 50% of fatalities among military 
personnel in Afghanistan, whereas in Iraq the casualty percentage recorded was 10% higher for 
similar threats. For mine related attacks, the distinctive injuries sustained by vehicle crew were 
reported at the lower leg and brain region (Galarneau et al., 2008; Nguyen et al., 2018). Typical anti-
tank landmine contains about 9.0 kg of high explosive, and upon the detonation, it creates tremendous 
impulses which may damage the vehicle body. Nowadays, an armoured vehicle with 150 mm thick 
plate is susceptible to IED or landmine with shaped charge capability (Sliwinski, 2011). Critical 
injury or even death can occur whenever the shock waves are not effectively dissipated and the impact 
load is higher from the prescribed threshold injury value (Maciej et al., 2018). The insurgent attacks 
in Afghanistan and Iraq has gained a lot of interest amongst researchers in vehicle crews protection 
systems. 
 
Several studies have been made by other researchers on the vehicle occupant blast response which 
involved numerical simulation and experimental investigation(Arepally et al., 2008; Bir et al.,2008; 
Panowicz et al., 2010; Sławiński et al., 2013; Mackiewicz et al., 2016). They performed finite 
element analysis using Hybrid III male anthropometric test dummy (ATD) model from Livermore 
Software Technology Corporation (LSTC). Bailey et al. (2013) had conducted lab-based 
experimentations to simulate the effect of occupants’ response inside a vehicle from the mine blast. 
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Their study had adopted the sled impact test procedure that focused mainly on the lower extremities 
part of the human anatomy. However, the sled impact test can be considered an alternative testing 
method other than the blast capsule type of experiment. Vlahopoulos et al. (2010) and Dooge et al. 
(2011) studied the vehicle crew response using the blast capsule approach. Both studies had designed 
a custom-built capsule system to evaluate the anthropometric test dummy in a typical seating position. 
In this paper, a blast capsule design and an ATD blast response are discussed. The capsule was 
designed with consideration of the crew position at sitting and recumbent position. Recumbent 
position depicted the scenario of an injured occupant placement inside an armoured vehicle 
(ambulance variant). 
 
 
2. CAPSULE DESIGN  
 
The blast capsule design should resemble the characteristics of an armoured vehicle. For this work, 
the ground clearance for the capsule was determined in reference to SIBMAS AFSV 6x6 armoured 
vehicle. The vehicle base clearance was measured at 400 mm from the ground. Aside from the 
SIBMAS AFSV vehicle, NATO AEP-55 testing standard for armoured vehicle mine protection 
evaluation was also referred for ATD seating arrangements (NATO, 2011). A general purpose test 
dummy equipped with accelerometers (installed at the sole, pelvic and head region) was used as the 
test object in the proposed blast testing procedure. The positioning of the ATD at seating and 
recumbent position was used in determining the capsule overall length, width, and height. 
 
A chassis structure was constructed using T-beam structural elements. The length of the total capsule 
was established by arranging three chassis structures (front, center, rear) according to the length of a 
field stretcher, in order to accommodate the ATD at a recumbent position. Figure 1(a) exhibits the 
design of the capsule main structure with respect to the rear, upper and seating height limit. Figure 
1(b) depicts the arrangement of the three main structures prior to the length of the standard NATO 
stretchers arrangement (NATO, 2013). 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: (a) Side view of the positioning of ATD prior to capsule frame reconstruction. (b) Top view of 

the recumbent position of ATD on a stretcher with frame structures. 
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2.1 Chassis Structure 
 
T-beam structure was selected as the main capsule frame due to its availability in the local market. 
The loading condition for the T-Beam was based from several published works which reported the air 
blast pressure ranges from 80 to 100 MPa (Chung et al., 2012; Karlos & Solomos, 2013; Saeimi-
Sadigh et al., 2014).The reported load distribution was then used in the determination of the T-Beam 
sizes. The maximum bending point of the T-BEAM was computed using the equation reported by 
Young et al.(2012): 

 
 2 3
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L aa
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  (1)  

where R is the reaction force at the beam support, M is the bending moment, E is the modulus 
of elasticity of the T-beam material,  is the angle of the elastic slope, x is the distance in 
between each support, L is the length of supported beam, w  is the distributed load at 
designated point and I  is the moment of inertia of the cross section about the neutral axis of 
the T-beam. The T-Beam free body diagram and its designated parameters are shown in 
Table 1. The required beam dimension was determined from Table 1, which was calculated 
using Equation 1.  

The T-beam with the smallest deflection and with the lowest mass was selected as the frame 
structure. The selected T-beam properties are shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Free body diagram for simple analytical chassis structure and calculated parameters. 

Parameter Unit Parameter Unit 

Reaction Force 1, 1R  68.85 kN Reaction Force 1, 2R  68.85 kN 

Reaction Moment 1, 1M  -19.5075 kN Reaction Moment 1, 2M  -19.5075 kN 

Maximum deflection, maxy  0.00128 m Maximum Bending Stress,

max  

66.2 Mpa 

Distributed load at a , aw  81 kN Distributed load at L , Lw  81 kN 

Web height, H 135 mm Web thickness, b 10 mm 
Flange width, B 150 mm Flange thickness, h 15 mm 
Distance, a  0 m Distance, L  1.7 m 
Distance, x 0 to 1.7 m Material A36 steel 

 
 
2.2 Capsule Shape Design and Testing 
 
The blast capsule hull was fabricated using A36 steel of 5 mm thick panels for the side-wall and roof 
section. The capsule floor was fabricated using 10 mm thick A36 steel panel in order to withstand the 
full impact of the blast. A steel instrumentation box with a spring-based absorber system was installed 
at the capsule rear section. The function of the box was to secure any instruments or data logger unit 
during the testing event. The shock wave acceleration data from the published work of Dooge et al. 
(2011) and Denefeld et al. (2014), reported at 175 G to 350 G, were used in the selection of the spring  
absorber system. From obtained values, a helical spring system produced by Socitec, United Kingdom 

Free Body Diagram 
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was selected for the project. The helical spring (product code: CB1400-50IM) can withstand the 
maximum static force of 206 daN and shock force of 618 daN to 1648 daN depending on tension or 
compression mode. The complete design of the blast capsule is as shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: (a) Side view of the capsule with seat installed to the wall of the capsule. (b) Isometric view of 

the capsule with the stretcher placed on the capsule floor. 
 

Based from Table 1, the physical properties such as mass, the centre of gravity and moment of inertia 
values of the blast capsule was estimated using a computer-aided drawing software. The computed 
properties are shown in Table 2. The capsule fabrication work was outsourced to a local vendor and 
the testing was conducted at a military site as shown in Figure 3. 
 

Table 2: Physical properties of the blast capsule. 

  Center of gravity 

Properties Data 
Mass 1556.425kg 

Moment of inetia along x-axis, Ix 1296.885kgm2 

Moment of inetia along x-axis, Iy 1651.034 kgm2 
Moment of inetia along x-axis, Iz 2002.567kgm2 
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   Figure 3: Fabricated blast capsule: (a) Side view (b) Rear view. 

For the testing procedure, an explosive charge was placed under the capsule. The weight of the charge 
was estimated according to the Hopkinson-Cranz scaling law (Caçoilo et al., 2018), as shown in the 
following equation: 

 
3

R
Z

W
     (2) 

where Z is the scaled distance, R is the stand-off distance and W is the scaled TNT weight. The 
explosive mass (PE4) of 200 g was used in the testing scheme. The PE4 mass has the equivalency of 
1.002 kg TNT blast tenacity at a target distance of 1 m. The blast testing was performed using an 
ATD as per specified in NATO AEP-55 standard. The ATD (rigged with several accelerometers and 
load cells) was tested in two categories; ATD at sitting position and ATD at horizontal recumbent 
position (as shown in Figure 4). The explosive charge PE4 of 75 g was placed inside a steel pot under 
the blast capsule with standoff distance of 400 mm. The ATD was restrained at the seat using a 
SABELT 5 point harness belt whereas for the recumbent position, the ATD was strapped to the 
stretcher at the chest, pelvic and knee region. The explosive material was detonated using an electrical 
detonator as shown in Figure 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Dummy positioning: (a) Sitting (b) Horizontal recumbent 

(a) 

(a) 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 5: Blast testing of the capsule and ATD. 

 
 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The blast responses were measured using PCB Piezotronics, Inc. accelerometers (350B03 and 
350B01) and the data was recorded using NlPXle-1078 data acquisition module. Figure 6(a) depicts 
the blast capsule floor acceleration in “g” or shock endured of 4,752 g when the blast wave impacted 
the hull at 0.175 ms. The shock wave from the blast was transmitted to the dummy pelvic and head (in 
horizontal recumbent position). Data obtained from the sensor showed the peak shock of 4.36 g and 
8.02 g respectively at approximately 0.19 ms, as shown in Figures 6(b) and (c).  
 
Based from the result, it can be assumed that the stretcher to floor gap distance and the stretcher poles 
hollow structure were able to produce a significant shock attenuation capability. These parameters 
reduced the transmitted shock wave from the floor to the dummy.The ATD pelvic endured less shock 
transmission than the head section because the pelvic region is located farther from the blast location 
as compared to the head. Badshah et al. (2017) reported that hollow structures and stand-off distance 
plays a very effective role in shock wave energy absorption and attenuationof blast protection. 
 
Figure 7(a) shows the blast capsule floor acceleration measured at 5,621 g when the blast wave 
impacted the hull at 0.170 ms. The slight difference of the shock value when compared to Figure 6(a) 
maybe attributed to the packing density of the PE4 and the atmospheric condition during the 
detonation period. The shock wave from the blast was transmitted to the dummy pelvic and head (at 
sitting position). Data obtained from the sensor showed the peak shock values of 172 g and 7.2 g at 
approximately 0.19 ms, as shown in Figures 7(b) and (c).  

 
The foot region exhibits higher shock value due to the foot’s close contact with the flooring section. 
As the shock wave travels through the ATD structure (foot, tibia, knee, torso to the pelvic), the wave 
propagation is attenuated by the ATD material and structures. This trend was similarly observed by 
Tabiei & Nilakantan (2007) in their work.  
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Figure 6: Recumbent position shock history curves for: (a) Blast capsule floor (b) ATD pelvic (c) ATD 

head. 
 
 

 
  

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 7: Seating position shock history curves for: (a) Blast capsule floor (b) ATD foot (c) ATD pelvic. 

 
 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
Investigation of occupant response (using an ATD as surrogate) during mine blast detonation was 
conducted at designated site. The scaled down experimental approach was found to be feasible in 
order to simulate actual vehicle occupant’s response. In this work, the capsule design was able to fit 
an ATD at seating and recumbent position. An analytical calculation was performed to estimate the 
maximum deflection of the capsule chassis structure, which was computed at 0.00128 m. From the 
blast test results, the pelvic, head and foot data showed trends similarly observed in other published 
works. The ATD foot region exhibited the highest shock value due to its close proximity to the blast 
capsule floor. The experimental results obtained can be used to validate future numerical simulation 
work related to mine blast survivability. 
 
  

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Aiming for the selection of carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) and glass fibre reinforced 
polymer (GFRP) hybrid composite with the best combination of strength, weight and cost, the 
analytical hierarchy process (AHP) method was applied. Ten composite configurations were arranged 
with different design criteria such as flexural strength, flexural modulus, strain to failure, density and 
cost and were then ranked by AHP method. AHP results revealed that C1with relative PV of 23.24% 
was the preferred hybrid composite for CFRP/GFRP design configuration. It was also concluded that 
the flexural strength of the design criteria was the most significant property which may affect the 
mechanical properties of the hybrid composite. 
 
Keywords: Hybrid composite; carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) and glass fibre reinforced 

polymer (GFRP); optimisation; analytical hierarchy process (AHP). 
 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 

In engineering field, design techniques and analysis often become complicated when it comes to 
design improvement and optimisation (Ab Ghani & Mahmud, 2017). For example, in order to 
improve the mechanical properties of composite sandwich structure, the design variables that should 
be taken into considerations include ply orientations, face sheets stacking sequence, and thickness of 
the core. Thus, the analysis and design of the sandwich structure is far more complicated than the 
traditional sandwich structure with isotropic material properties. To cope with these complexities, the 
techniques and methodologies of design optimisation should be developed.  
 
The optimisation of composite laminates has been initiated by the American aerospace industry with 
fibre volume and orientation angles as design variables. This method of optimisation is also restricted 
to simple laminates design and load cases only (Schläpfer, 2013). The optimisation could unlock the 
next level of hybrid composite capabilities because the large number of design variables could be 
provided. This will bring a great potential for tailoring the composite laminates properties to meet 
certain requirements but it will implies a complex engineering problem. Thus a better solution in 
optimisation that requires less time can be found by using computational optimisation method 
(Schläpfer, 2013).  
 
A few modern approaches for the design of composite structures have been studied by Axinte et al. 
(2013) which covered genetic algorithm (GA), simulated annealing method (SAM), particle swarm 
optimisation (PSO) and ant colony optimisation (ACO). Another powerful tool that has been used for 
optimisation of composite material is analytical hierarchy process (AHP) (Mansor et al., 2014; 
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Zafarani et al., 2014). Baragetti (2014) stated that AHP is capable in formulating and handling a 
complex problem hierarchally. 
 
Certain constrains can be found in a number of research dealing with optimising the hybrid composite 
materials Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) and Glass Fibre Reinforced Polymer (GFRP). 
One of the most studied industries for composite application is the defence industry where numerous 
researchers attempt to improve the existing part in the defence industry such as body armour and 
ballistic composite components (Supian et al., 2018). In addition, Sapuan et al. (2011) systematically 
organised the database of material selection for natural fibres that can be used in the application of 
AHP for development of automotive dashboard panel. Throughout the study, the kenaf 60% + 
polypropylene (PP) shows a domination of three out of four simulated scenarios in AHP. The 
sensitivity analysis that have been conducted to verify the results have also shown similar results thus 
the AHP approach was proven as a useful method to solve decision problem by providing clear 
criteria and priority during material selection process. The reduction of weight and manufacturing cost 
of automotive armrest is achievable by replacing the steel frame with Vinylester resin when the AHP 
approach was implemented. AHP was used to evaluate the data and select the best alternative based 
on the criteria to decide the thermoset matrix for natural fibre composites automotive armrest (Rosli et 
al., 2017). 
 
In this study, the process and methodologies for optimisation process were developed and briefly 
discussed from the design configurations of composite material until the selection of the best 
composite design configurations. The finite element analysis was implemented, and the steps involved 
were explained in detail including flexural analysis modelling step and failure criteria. In addition, 
this section explains the optimisation method by using AHP approach to determine the optimised 
design configurations of composite material. 

 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 
 
2.1 Material Properties 
 
The composite laminates structure consisted of CFRP and GFRP layup, represented by orange region 
– CFRP and blue region – GFRP in Figure 1. The mechanical properties of CFRP and GFRP are 
tabulated in Table 1. There are ten different arrangement of composite structure with the purpose to 
investigate the behaviour under the same condition. All cases consist of unidirectional fibre direction 
and symmetry arrangement as shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
 

Table 1: Material database for CFRP and GFRP. 

Mechanical Properties CFRP GFRP 
Longitudinal elastic modulus, E1 (GPa) 128.80 45.20 

Transverse elastic modulus, E2 (GPa) 9.30 14.10 

Major Poisson’s ratio, V12 0.34 0.29 

Shear Modulus, G12 (GPa) 3.37 6.30 

Thickness per layer (mm) 0.20 0.187 
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Figure 1: Ten composite laminates configurations. 

The cost for each composite material CFRP and GFRP was based on the current price from Rockwest 
Composite (TORAY T700S Data Sheet, 2018). The cost of the hybrid composite material is 
calculated based on its weight and the price of material per unit weight. The price is then calculated 
according to the dimension of the sample in this study which is 40 mm × 15 mm.  

 
2.2 Finite Element Analysis (FEA) 

In FEA simulations, the composite structure was divided into finite number of elements. The stress 
and strain results under flexural loading were obtained by FEA using ANSYS APDL. Composite 
specimen was modelled with dimension of 40 mm in length, 15 mm in width and specific thickness 
according to each case. An example of hybrid composite CFRP/GFRP finite element model under the 
three point bending in ANSYS APDL is shown in Figure 2. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Composite model in ANSYS APDL. 
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In order to replicate three-point-bending test in the experiment, the model was mapped mesh at the 
area with quad element and refined at each node.  The element type is SHELL181. Distributed load 
with sinusoidal distribution was applied which include downward distributed load (P) in the load 
point, and half of an upward distributed load (P/2) at the left and right ends of bottom surface. The 
two central points at each end of laminate (z=h/2) were restrained as UX=UY=UZ=0 to eliminate the 
DOFs. Load was applied gradually along the middle nodes as line load (Force/Width) until the whole 
layers failed by using the concept of Last Ply Failure (LPF). Failure criteria are presented using the 
notion of failure index, IFin ANSYS APDL where failure is predicted if the IF> 0 for all layers in the 
composite laminates. The flexural strength (σF), strain to failure (ԐF) and flexural modulus (EF) are 
determined given by Equation 3.1, Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3 respectively (Standard ASTM 
D790, 1997):                                      
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where L, b and h are the span length, width and thickness of the specimen, m is the slope of the 
tangent to the straight line of load vs. deflection curve, D is the maximum deflection before failure, 
and Fmaxis the maximum load before specimen failure.  

 
2.3 Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

AHP is one of the decision-making tools developed by Prof. Thomas L. Saaty in 1980. AHP is 
implemented when there are multiple and conflicting criteria present, as well as when both of the 
qualitative and quantitative aspects of a decision need to be considered. It is an effective choice in 
dealing with a complex decision making since it reduces complex decision to a series of pair-wise 
comparison. AHP works by considering a set of evaluation criteria along with the alternatives 
scenarios to decide which decisions is the best. 

For decision making process, a weight for each evaluation criterion and scenario is generated 
following the information provided and the ranking of the scenarios will be determined. There are 
three fundamental steps in AHP, (i) defining a multi-criteria problem hierarchically, (ii) assigning 
relative priorities to the various elements using pair-wise comparison techniques and (iii) integrating 
these priorities to converge at an overall evaluation of decision alternatives. The concept of relative 
importance by Saaty (1980) in Table 2 is used when assigning weights to the alternatives as well as 
criteria for constructing the decision matrix and pair-wise comparison matrices. 
 
In AHP, the decision matrix and pair-wise comparison matrices are in the form of square matrices. 
Eigen values and Eigen vectors are used to check the consistency of the judgment values assigned to 
the decision alternatives and criteria and if required, the decision-maker revises and modifies 
judgment values. Before evaluation process takes place, the goal in this study is to analyse and 
evaluate different design configurations of composite laminates to obtain the most optimum design. 
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Table 2: Intensity of relative importance. 

Intensity of relative importance Definition 

1 Equally important 

3 Moderately preferred 

5 Essentially preferred 

7 Very strongly preferred 

9 Extremely preferred 

2,4,6,8 
Intermediate importance between two adjacent 

judgments 

 

In this study the selection of the best design configurations of the composite laminates CFRP/GFRP 
depends upon six evaluation criteria. The optimisation of hybrid composite can be measured in terms 
of flexural strength, flexural modulus, strain to failure, density and cost. All the evaluation criteria 
were selected based on the most studied criteria for hybrid composite material based on the literature 
study. Table 3 displays the identified criteria with their operational definitions. 
 

Table 3: Selected criteria for optimisation of hybrid composites. 

No. Criteria and Code Operational Definition 

1. Flexural Strength, F1 Highest stress experienced within the material at its moment of yield. 

2. Flexural Modulus, F2 Tendency for a material to resist bending. 

3. Strain to Failure, F3 The maximum elongation of material, i.e. at break. 

4. Density, F4 Ratio of weight of the composite 

material to the volume of the composite material 

5. Cost, F5 Composite materials costs 

 

Ten composite plate configurations (Figure 1) are considered and coded as C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, 
C8, C9 and C10. It is presumed that the behaviour/performance of these ten alternatives (composite 
configurations) with respect to each of the six criteria is known. The list of the set of design 
configurations is listed in Table 4. 

Next, the pair-wise comparison matrices were developed for each design criterion in Figure 3 to 
identify the ranking of importance of design criteria. Pair-wise comparison begins with comparing the 
relative importance of two design criteria by using relative pair-wise comparison by AHP template 
from SCBUK. The decision matrix was developed by assigning weights to each design criteria based 
on the relative importance of its contribution according to the nine-point scale. The judgments or 
assigned values are based on the experience, knowledge, through journals and handbooks.   
 
For each of the pair-wise comparison matrices, the normalised score (NS) is determined to calculate 
the priority vectors (PV) for decision matrix. The sum of each of the column is multiplied by the 
corresponding PV value as in Figure 3. Calculation of the sum of these products, i.e., the principal 
eigen value (λmax) is done in order to check the consistency index and consistency ratio. The 
consistency is less than 10% thus the judgment is acceptable.  
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Table 4: List of the set of design configurations (C1 to C10). 

Case  Laminate Configuration Symbol 

Case 1 [C2/G4]s C1 

Case 2 [C2/G4/C1]s C2 

Case 3 [C4/G1]s C3 

Case 4 [G6/C1]s C4 

Case 5 [G2/C2/G4]s C5 

Case 6 [G4/C2/G2]s C6 

Case 7 [C4/G5]s C7 

Case 8 [G4/C2/G4]s C8 

Case 9 [C2/G8]s C9 

Case 10 [G10/C1]s C10 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Pair-wise comparison matrix for design criteria. 

 

 

A consistency indicates how a given matrix compares to a purely random matrix in terms of their 
consistency indices, and acceptable consistency is when Consistency is ≤ 10%. Thus, larger 
consistency value requires the judgment to be reiterated until Consistency of < 10% is reached 
(Mansor et al., 2014). Priority vectors (PV) indicates how important a criterion is among the other 
criteria. For instance, the flexural strength (F1) contributes the highest to the goal with priority vector 
of 48.8% while the strain to failure (F3) contribute the lowest with the priority vector of 3.4% only.  

This means that flexural strength is the most important consideration with respect to the hybrid 
composite laminates criterion to the other criteria. The ranking of the design criteria decisions are 
shown in Figure 4. It shows that the most important criteria is flexural strength, followed by flexural 
modulus, density, cost and strain to failure.  
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Figure 4: Priority vector (PV) for criterion decision matrix. 

The criteria that influence the selection process factor of design configurations were then translated 
into the hierarchy structure in Figure 5. The pair-wise comparison for design configurations for each 
design criteria is performed. Based on tabulated data in Table 5, the weights to each of the alternatives 
(design configuration) were assigned, based on its relative importance, according to nine-point scale. 

 

 

Figure 5: Hierarchy structure of design criteria and design configurations. 

Table 5: Criteria values for AHP. 

Case  Flexural 
Strength 

(MPa) 

Flexural 
Modulus (GPa) 

Strain to 
failure 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

Cost ($) 

1 1714.8442 73.2451 0.0234 2.9036 0.2194 

2 1447.3580 68.3092 0.0212 2.7201 0.2631 

3 1611.6300 90.4862 0.0178 2.0263 0.2079 

4 1384.6897 39.4143 0.0351 3.2779 0.2416 

5 1705.1704 51.3319 0.0332 3.0661 0.2853 

6 1683.5860 43.3880 0.0388 3.0661 0.2853 

7 1162.7038 66.4912 0.0175 2.6897 0.3398 

8 1641.2523 41.3398 0.0397 3.1646 0.3512 

9 1349.1650 54.0735 0.0250 3.1646 0.3512 

10 1225.2328 33.9737 0.0361 3.3816 0.3735 
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3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

The ten design configurations of composite laminates CFRP/GFRP were evaluated in order to 
determine the most optimum composite laminates design concept which has high flexural properties, 
and at the same time possess low cost and low densities. In general, AHP composed of three basic 
steps; decomposition, comparative judgment and synthesis. The pair-wise comparison that has been 
made to the design configurations for each design criteria are shown in Figure 6 – Figure 10.   

 
Figure 6: Pair-wise comparison of design configurations with flexural strength. 

 
Figure 7: Pair-wise comparison of design configurations with flexural modulus. 

 
Figure 8: Pair-wise comparison of design configurations with strain to failure. 
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Figure 9: Pair-wise comparison of design configurations with density. 

 

 

Figure 10: Pair-wise comparison of design configurations with cost. 

 

The composite priority (CP) of the design configurations were then determined by multiplying the PV 
values for a particular criterion with the corresponding PV value of that criterion, and adding up these 
products. Design configurations that have the highest CP showed the design configuration that is best 
in terms of evaluated criteria.  The result for CP for all design configurations is shown in Table 6. 

Based on the % of CP, the ranking of the design configurations decisions are determined as shown in 
Figure 11. Among all design configurations, C1 is the only one that has the % CP of above 20% 
which is the largest one considering there is ten competitive configurations. Between the composites 
configurations with the same % of CFRP and GFRP, same manufacturing cost, and same density (C5 
& C6; C8 & C9), the controlling parameter is the flexural strength, flexural modulus and strain to 
failure. It showed that the design concept Case 1 (C1) with a % CP of 0.2325 (23.25%) is the first 
choice, the second choice is the design concept Case 3 (C3) with a %CP of 0.1662 (116.62%) and 
third choice is the design concept Case 5 (C5) with a % CP of 0.1274 (12.74%). 
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Table 6: Composite Priorities. 

 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 Total % CP 

 0.488 0.281 0.034 0.12 0.077 

Case 1 0.302 0.201 0.044 0.102 0.193 0.232454 23.2454 

Case 2 0.059 0.153 0.033 0.139 0.106 0.097749 9.7749 

Case 3 0.076 0.27 0.025 0.267 0.264 0.166176 16.6176 

Case 4 0.042 0.025 0.113 0.035 0.142 0.046497 4.6497 

Case 5 0.191 0.061 0.083 0.072 0.072 0.127355 12.7355 

Case 6 0.147 0.044 0.201 0.071 0.072 0.104998 10.4998 

Case 7 0.018 0.113 0.019 0.19 0.052 0.067987 6.7987 

Case 8 0.11 0.033 0.27 0.048 0.037 0.080742 8.0742 

Case 9 0.032 0.083 0.061 0.048 0.037 0.049622 4.9622 

Case 10 0.024 0.019 0.151 0.026 0.026 0.027307 2.7307 

 
 

 

Figure 11: Ranking for design configurations. 
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The design configurations were found to have great influences on flexural properties of CFRP/GFRP 
hybrid composite. From Table 6, even though Case 1 has dominated only one out of the five evaluated 
criteria, however, Case 1 showed the highest global priorities followed by Case 3 and Case 5. The 
stacking sequence of composite laminates like Case 1 with CFRP plies placed at the outer layer of 
hybrid composite laminates could promote to the higher flexural strength that can withstand higher 
stress experienced within the composite laminates at its moment of yield. Besides that, by altering the 
stacking sequences of CFRP/GFRP hybrid composite, the lesser cost with lighter weight of composite 
laminates can be achieved. This can be shown with the comparison between Case 1 and Case 5. Case 
1 possess a lighter weight and cost less than Case 5 with higher flexural properties which proved that 
the stacking sequence like Case 1 could promote more advantages compared to stacking sequence like 
Case 5. 
 
Thus, it can be concluded that Case 1 is the best hybrid composite design configuration to be 
considered for the hybrid composite laminates formulation that satisfy all the required design 
specification for the intended application, which has the highest flexural properties while maintaining 
low cost and density. Similarly, the potential of configuration of Case 1 as the best design of 
composite laminates was also reported by Subagia et al. (2014) through the case study on effect of 
stacking sequence on flexural properties by hybrid composites reinforced carbon and basalt fibres. 
Their findings revealed that the interply hybrid composite with carbon fibre at the compressive and 
tension sides exhibited higher flexural strength and modulus than when basalt fabric was placed at the 
compressive side (Subagia et al., 2014). 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 

The aim of this work is to select the optimal composite configurations that have the best combination 
of strength, weight and cost which is significant in structural applications in defence, automotive and 
aerospace industries. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) was selected to be used as the multi-criteria 
decision making method. Ten design configurations of composites laminates were evaluated with the 
same design criteria which are flexural strength, flexural modulus, strain to failure, density and cost. 
Findings from AHP method showed that the choice of C1 with relative density of 23.24% is the 
preferred alternative. It also showed that flexural strength is the most significant design criteria which 
can affect the mechanical performances of the hybrid composites CFRP/GFRP due to its highest PV 
among the design criteria. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Composite materials have gained wide acceptance among industries since the past decades. They 
have been widely employed in a wide variety of engineering applications. In this research, the 
influences of fibre stacking configurations on the indentation behaviour of pineapple leaf/glass fibres 
reinforced polypropylene hybrid composites were investigated. The indentation behaviours of hybrid 
composites were then compared to non-hybrid composites. Composites were fabricated through the 
hot press moulding compression technique using hydraulic hot press machine. The indentation 
behaviours of composites were presented in terms of maximum indentation force, energy absorption 
and specific energy absorption. The damage mechanism of composites was also studied after the 
indentation test. From the findings, it was concluded that the partial incorporation of glass fibre in 
the composite laminates improved the indentation resistance and energy absorption. In overall, non-
hybrid glass fibre reinforced composite laminates showed the highest indentation resistance and 
energy absorption. However, the hybrid composites with the substitution of middle glass fibre with 
pineapple leaf fibre had a comparable indentation resistance and energy absorption to the non-hybrid 
glass fibre based composites. Therefore, these results have evidenced the potential of hybrid 
composites to supersede non-hybrid glass fibre based composites.       
 
Keyword: Hybrid composites; pineapple leaf fibre; fibre stacking configuration; indentation 

behaviour; energy absorption. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Metallic alloys are contemporary materials being widely employed in structural applications. 
However, the material requirements in the engineering applications have inclined towards lightweight 
and high specific properties. Therefore, effort has been given to search for alternative materials with 
high specific properties. It was evidenced that composite materials have demonstrated excellent 
specific properties over metallic alloys (Feng et al., 2018). Thus, composite materials have received 
great attention for engineering applications due to their excellent specific properties. It is undeniable 
that the increasing exploration of natural fibres is because of the awareness on increasing product 
performance by employing lightweight components (Arpitha et al., 2017). Apart from the high 
specific properties in composite materials, the substitution of metallic alloys to composite materials 
could offer the flexibility to tailor the materials properties by the specific industrial applications. 
Currently, composite materials have been the well-known materials that are widely used in outdoor 
and load-bearing applications such as automotive, aerospace, sports equipment and marine structures 
(Sivakumar et al., 2016; Pickering et al., 2016; Habibi et al., 2018). In spite of various advantages by 
using composite materials, they have arisen several environmental issues since the main 
reinforcement used is dominated by glass fibres owing to their high mechanical strength and they are 
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inexpensive. In the military application, glass fibres are widely used to make military mine hunters 
(Chawla, 2006). The extensive use of glass fibre could lead to severe occupational health issues (Le 
Duigou et al., 2010). Due to the shortcomings of synthetic fibre based composites, several attempts 
have been provoked to explore alternative materials to resolve such problems (Yang et al., 2011; Feng 
et al., 2017; Ng et al., 2017).  
 
To rectify the drawbacks of synthetic fibre based composites, the use of natural resources as the 
reinforcement is indispensable. Renewability, recyclability and biodegradable are those desired 
properties for alternative environmental friendly materials. Most of the natural fibres are abundant, 
low cost, lightweight and encompass relatively good mechanical properties and thus shows a high 
potential to be used in composite materials. Besides, natural fibres are insensitive to fatigue loading, 
non-abrasive, carbon dioxide neutral, consuming less energy and having high specific properties 
(Asgarinia et al., 2015; Feng & Malingam, 2019). Owing to their advantages, natural fibres have 
recently received the interest among technologist and scientists particularly for military applications 
(Alam et al., 2014). In this context, pineapple leaf fibre (PALF) is among the potential cellulosic fibre 
which possesses high mechanical strength relative to other natural fibres while having a lower density 
than glass fibres. PALF is considered as a secondary fibre crop as the plants are mainly grown for its 
fruit rather than their fibres. Owing to the high availability and good mechanical strength, PALF has 
shown a great potential to replace the glass fibres. Nonetheless, PALF is similar to other natural fibres 
which are susceptible to high moisture sensitivity due to their intrinsic hydrophilic behaviour. The 
high moisture sensitivity eventually retards the use of natural fibres in industrial applications. 
Therefore, hybridisation of natural fibres with synthetic fibres represents a great alternative technique 
in this context.  
 
Recently, there is a growing interest in exploring the mechanical properties of hybrid composites. 
Hybrid composites are formed through the blending of two or more types of fibres into a single 
polymer matrix. There are three distinct types of hybrid composites, namely, synthetic/synthetic, 
synthetic/natural and natural/natural hybrid composites. However, the most commonly studied hybrid 
composites are based on synthetic/natural fibres. Previous works have concluded hybrid composites 
offer many benefits compared to non-hybrid composites such as reduction in the moisture uptake and 
improvement in the mechanical properties (Karahan & Karahan, 2015; Malingam et al., 2018). The 
hybridisation of two different types of fibres within a single matrix could lead to positive hybrid effect 
in which the advantage of one fibre could compensate for the shortcomings of other fibres. Thus, 
balance properties such as lightweight, high mechanical strength, modulus and toughness could be 
achieved. Although the environmental friendliness of the composites could be reduced, this is 
compensated with the improvement in the mechanical properties and a reduction in the moisture 
sensitivity.       
 
In general, composite materials have been subjected to localised impact load through the solid objects 
during their service (Zhou et al., 2017). This localised load eventually leads to damage to the 
structures, which is known as indentation behaviour. Furthermore, it is stated that the indentation 
resistance of the composite materials also indicates the energy dissipating characteristic of the 
structures under out-of-plane loading without the consideration of rate effects. To date, several 
research studies have been conducted on the indentation behaviour of composite materials at the 
quasi-static rate. Bulut & Erklig (2018) investigated the quasi-static indentation behaviour of 
laminated composite plates based on carbon, glass and Kevlar fabrics with different stacking 
sequences. They concluded non-hybrid carbon fibre reinforced epoxy composites showed higher 
energy absorption compared to glass and Kevlar reinforced composites. In overall, hybrid composite 
laminates demonstrated the highest indentation force and absorbed energy in comparison with non-
hybrid composites. Mohamad et al. (2017) studied the quasi-static indentation of sandwich panels 
based on polyurethane and kenaf foam. The fibre content was in the range of 0 % to 30 % while the 
thickness of the foam was fixed at 15 mm, 30 mm and 45 mm. The findings showed fibre content of 
20 % and foam thickness at 45 mm evidenced the highest indentation resistance. Salman et al. (2018) 
conducted an indentation test at a quasi-static rate on the kenaf/Kevlar fibre reinforced polyvinyl 
butyral hybrid composite laminates. They revealed that the hybrid composites had higher energy 
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absorption compared to non-hybrid kenaf reinforced composites. Furthermore, hybrid composites 
showed a comparable energy absorption to those of non-hybrid aramid fibre reinforced composites. 
Yahaya et al. (2014) studied the effect of hybridisation on the quasi-static indentation behaviour of 
woven kenaf/aramid reinforced epoxy composite laminates. They found the hybrid composites 
absorbed more energy than non-hybrid kenaf and aramid fibre reinforced composites. Erkendirci & 
Haque (2012) compared the indentation behaviour of S-2 glass and E-glass fibres based composites 
using different types of polymer matrices. The results showed high density polyethene based 
composites exhibited lower indentation properties than epoxy based composites.     
 
Majority of the energy absorbed during low velocity, high velocity and even ballistic is due to the 
static deformation (Lin & Fatt, 2006). Thus, quasi-static indentation behaviour of composite materials 
is vital in determining the impact characteristics of such materials. The aforementioned studies have 
shown the potential of thermoset based hybrid composites in terms of indentation resistance and 
energy absorption. Nevertheless, there are still very limited studies that focus on the thermoplastic 
based hybrid composites. Moreover, the quasi-static indentation behaviour of PALF/glass fibre 
reinforced polypropylene still remains unexplored. Therefore, this study aims at exploring the 
influence of fibre stacking configurations on the quasi-static indentation behaviour in terms of 
maximum indentation force, energy absorption, specific energy absorption and the associated damage 
mechanism.  
 
 
2. METHODOLOGY 

 
2.1 Materials 

 
Plain weave PALF and glass fabrics as shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b) were employed as reinforcement 
in this study. Woven glass fabric with an areal weight of 600 g/m2 was supplied by ZKK Sdn. Bhd, 
Malaysia. Woven PALF fabric with an areal weight of 315 g/m2 was provided by Mecha Solve 
Engineering, Malaysia. Polypropylene (PP) granules with a density of 0.91 g/cm3 were purchased 
from Al Waha Petrochemical Company, Saudi Arabia. The tensile properties of PALF and glass fibre 
are shown in Table 1.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Plain weave woven: (a) PALF (b) glass. 
 

Table 1: Tensile properties of PALF and glass fibre (Gurunathan et al., 2015; Dittenber & GangaRao, 
2012). 

Properties PALF Glass fibre 

Tensile strength (MPa) 170 – 1627 2000 – 3500 

Tensile modulus (GPa) 60 – 82 70 – 76 

Strain at break (%) 1 – 3 1.8 – 4.8 

Density (g/cm3) 1.5 2.5 

10 mm 

(a) 

10 mm 

(b)
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2.2 Composite Preparation 
 

PP granules were mixed with 3 % of Maleic Anhydride Polypropylene (MAPP) before the composite 
fabrication. According to Beg & Pickering (2008), optimum fibre-matrix adhesion could be achieved 
by the introduction of 3 - 5 % of MAPP in the composites. The mixing process of PP granules with 
MAPP was conducted using an internal mixer (Haake Rheomix OS) at a temperature of 175 ºC. The 
mixture was then pelletized and compressed to form PP films. Non-hybrid and hybrid composite 
laminates were then formed through hot press moulding compression technique using hydraulic hot 
press machine. 
 
Non-hybrid and hybrid composite laminates with a nominal thickness of 3 mm were fabricated by 
stacking the woven fabrics and PP films alternatively to allow optimum fibre impregnation. The stack 
was arranged in the picture frame mould with a dimension of (250 mm X 250 mm X 3 mm). After 
that, the stack was subjected to the heat compression moulding at a temperature of 175 ºC and 
pressure of 3.5 MPa. Preheating for 2 minutes was conducted prior to the heat compression moulding 
process to ensure the heat was evenly distributed throughout the composite laminates. Subsequent 
cooling process was performed on the composite laminates until room temperature before it was taken 
out from the hot press machine.  
 
A total number of four fibre stacking configurations were fixed in the composite laminates. Non-
hybrid PALF and glass fibre reinforced PP composite laminates consist of three layers of woven 
PALF and glass fibre, which are referred as [P/P/P] and [G/G/G]. One of the hybrid composites was 
arranged by replacing the outermost skin layers of woven glass fibre with woven PALF, which is 
represented as [P/G/P]. Another hybrid composite laminate, [G/P/G], was fabricated by substituting 
the middle woven glass fibre with woven PALF. Figure 2 shows the fibre stacking configurations in 
composite laminates. The fibre weight and volume fraction of non-hybrid and hybrid composite 
laminates are summarised in Table 2. The standard deviations of the fibre weight and volume fraction 
are included in the parentheses. The fibre volume fraction of was determined in accordance with 
Equation 1. 
 

PALF  PALF  Glass  Glass 

PALF Glass PALF Glass 

PALF PALF Glass Glass 

[P/P/P]  [P/G/P]  [G/P/G]  [G/G/G] 

Figure 2: Fibre stacking configurations in composite laminates. 
   

Table 2: Fibre weight and volume fraction in composite laminates. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      (1) 

Fibre layup 
Fibre weight 
fraction (%) 

Fibre volume fraction (%) 

PALF Glass Total 

[P/P/P] 31.07 (2.65) 21.09 (0.15) – 21.09 (0.15) 

[P/G/P] 36.08 (0.58) 13.75 (0.27) 7.86 (0.16) 21.61 (0.43) 

[G/P/G] 42.56 (1.68) 7.16 (0.37) 16.35 (0.86) 23.51 (1.23) 

[G/G/G] 47.08 (1.32) – 24.47 (0.98) 24.47 (0.98) 
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where  is the weight of PALF,  is the weight of glass fibre,  is the weight of PP, 

 is the density of PALF,  is the density of glass fibre and  is the density of PP. 

 
2.3 Experimental Works 
 
The indentation test in edge support configuration was conducted according to ASTM D6264 at room 
temperature using the universal testing machine, Instron 5585 with 150 kN load cell. Non-hybrid and 
hybrid composite laminates with various fibre stacking configurations were cut into the dimension of 
100 mm X 100 mm (Length X Width) for the indentation test. The quasi-static crosshead 
displacement rate was fixed at 1.27 mm/min. The specimen was clamped between the top and bottom 
support plate, which was tightened using four screws to avoid slippage during the test. The setup of 
the quasi-static indentation test for composite laminates is depicted in Figure 3. A hemispherical tip 
indenter with a diameter of 12.7 mm was used to perform the indentation. The experiment was 
repeated three times for each fibre stacking configuration to obtain the average findings. The force-
displacement curves from the indentation test were then recorded to evaluate the energy absorption 
and the maximum indentation load of each composite laminate.  The damage mechanism of the front 
and rear fracture surfaces of each composite was subsequently investigated.  
 

 

Figure 3: Setup of the quasi-static indentation test. 
 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1 Quasi-Static Indentation Properties 
 
The quasi-static indentation test was conducted on the non-hybrid and hybrid composite laminates to 
study the indentation resistance and energy absorption behaviours. The indentation properties in terms 
of maximum indentation force, energy absorption and specific energy absorption of non-hybrid and 
hybrid composite laminates are summarised in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Indentation properties of non-hybrid and hybrid composite laminates. 

Fibre stacking 
configurations 

Maximum 
indentation force 

(N) 

Energy absorption 
(J) 

Specific energy 
absorption 
(J.m2/kg) 

[P/P/P] 860.76 8.47 2.76 

[P/G/P] 939.62 8.92 2.78 

[G/P/G] 1372.97 13.43 3.77 

[G/G/G] 1474.55 15.10 3.95 

 
 

Top and bottom 
support plates Indenter 
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The force-displacement curves of the non-hybrid and hybrid composite laminates are represented in 
Figure 4. The overall trend of the force-displacement curves is similar irrespective of the fibre 
stacking configurations. The indentation force increased along with the increase of the displacement 
up to the maximum point where the failure of the composite laminate occurred. As noticed in Figure 
4, the indentation force increased at the initial stage until the maximum value, leading to the matrix 
cracking and initiation of the delamination. Then, it was followed by the penetration and fibre 
breakage which drastically reduced load carrying capacity of the fibres. Subsequently, the composite 
laminate was subjected to the perforation that resulted in the friction between the sample and the 
indenter prior to the final failure. Similar behaviour could be observed in the research study by 
Abisset et al., (2016) who found the indentation force increased initially until the load drop, which 
was followed by the delamination and finally fibre failure. 
 

 

Figure 4: Force-displacement curves of non-hybrid and hybrid composite laminates. 
 
The maximum indentation force and the energy absorption of each non-hybrid and hybrid composite 
laminate are shown in Figure 5. The energy absorption for each composite laminate was determined 
by obtaining the area under the force-displacement curves. From the findings, it was evidenced that 
non-hybrid glass fibre reinforced composites had the highest indentation force and energy absorption 
compared to other composite laminates. In contrast, non-hybrid PALF reinforced composites 
demonstrated the lowest indentation force and energy absorption. The maximum indentation force and 
energy absorption of non-hybrid glass fibre reinforced composites were 1474.55 N and 15.10 J which 
are 71.31 % and 78.28 % respectively higher than non-hybrid PALF reinforced composites However, 
the partial incorporation of glass fibre in the PALF based composites resulted in the positive hybrid 
effect where the overall indentation force and energy absorption were increased. When one middle 
layer of PALF was replaced by glass fibre, the maximum indentation force and energy absorption 
were improved by 9.16 % and 5.31 %. Furthermore, the maximum indentation force and energy 
absorption were enhanced by 59.51 % and 58.56 % when glass fibres substituted the outermost PALF 
fibre layers. 
 
It is interesting to note that composite laminates with [G/P/G] fibre stacking configuration exhibited 
comparable maximum indentation force and energy absorption to those of [G/G/G] composite 
laminates. The maximum indentation force and energy absorption of [G/P/G] composite laminates 
were merely 6.89 % and 11.06 % lower than [G/G/G] composite laminates. These trends indicate the 
potential of hybrid composites to replace non-hybrid glass fibre reinforced composites. Besides, it was 
also noticed that the [P/P/P] composite laminates had comparable indentation properties to those of 
[P/G/P] composite laminates. It can be observed that the indentation properties of composite 
laminates are governed by the skin layers instead of the middle fibre layer. The skin layers in the 
composite laminates are the primary load carrier instead of the intermediate layer. The intermediate 
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fibre layer has a minor contribution to the indentation properties of composite laminates. Besides, the 
indentation behaviour of composite laminates depends on the bending stiffness of each fibre layer. 
Therefore, the incorporation of high strength glass fibre as the skin layers could provide higher 
indentation resistance to the composite laminates.       
 
 

 

Figure 5: Maximum indentation force and energy absorption of composite laminates under quasi-static 
indentation. 

 
 

Since lightweight characteristic is the advantage of natural fibres in comparison to synthetic fibres, 
thus it is paramount to study the specific indentation behaviour of the PALF based composite 
laminates. Figure 6 depicts the specific energy absorption of composite laminates subjected to 
indentation. The specific energy absorption of each composite laminates was obtained by dividing the 
total energy absorption (E absolute) by the areal density, which is attested in Equation 2.  
 

     (2) 

 

 

Figure 6: Specific energy absorption of composite laminates subjected to indentation. 
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The results indicate the difference in the specific energy absorption of each composite laminate was 
diminished with an increasing amount of PALF in the composite laminates. In spite of [G/G/G] 
composite laminates still demonstrated the highest specific energy absorption, however, the difference 
in the specific energy absorption between non-hybrid [G/G/G] composite laminates and [G/P/G] 
composite laminates reduced. The specific energy absorption of [G/P/G] composite laminate is only 
4.53 % lower than [G/G/G] composite laminates. A similar trend was observed in the [P/P/P] and 
[P/G/P] composite laminates in which the specific energy absorption of [P/P/P] composite laminates 
is only 0.49 % lower than [P/G/P] composite laminates. Due to the intrinsic lower density of PALF as 
compared to glass fibre, therefore the incorporation of PALF in the composite laminates is considered 
beneficial to the specific properties.   
 
 
3.2 Damage Assessment 

 
The fracture mechanism of the non-hybrid and hybrid composite laminates was evaluated after the 
quasi-static indentation test. The fracture surfaces of the indented and rear sides of each composite 
laminate are shown in Table 4. The overall observation shows the fracture mechanisms of composite 
laminates are highly dependent on the fibre type in the outermost layers of composite laminates.   
 
 
 

Table 4: Fracture surface of composite laminates subjected to quasi-static indentation. 

Composites Front Rear 

[P/P/P] 

  

[P/G/P] 
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[G/P/G] 

  

[G/G/G] 

  
 
From Table 4, it was observed that [P/P/P] and [P/G/P] composite laminates exhibited similar fracture 
mechanism. Meanwhile, the fracture mechanism of [G/P/G] and [G/G/G] composite laminates was 
similar. The fracture mechanism of PALF based composite laminates demonstrated larger crack 
propagation as compared to glass fibre based composite laminates. However, the crack propagation 
was reduced when one layer of PALF was substituted by glass fibre. In overall, the crack propagation 
of composite laminates with glass fibre as the skin layers was significantly smaller compared to those 
composite laminates with PALF as the skin layers, which was evidenced in Table 4. The failures due 
to the quasi-static indentation are compression-shear and tension-shear which could occur at the 
indented and rear surface respectively. During the indentation, the failure occurred first at the 
indented surface with a dent which was followed by the crack initiation and propagation on the rear 
surface. The crack length on the rear surface increased with the increase of indentation displacement. 
Moreover, the crack on the rear surface was more severe than the indented surface, implying that rear 
surface exhibited more damage and deformation during the indentation. 
 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
In this research work, the influence of the fibre stacking configuration on the indentation behaviour of 
pineapple leaf/glass fibre reinforced PP composite laminates was investigated. The indentation 
behaviour of hybrid composites was compared to those of non-hybrid composites. From the results 
obtained, the following conclusions were drawn. 
 
1. The quasi-static indentation behaviour of composite laminates was highly dependent on the fibre 

stacking configurations. Non-hybrid glass fibre reinforced composite laminates demonstrated the 
highest indentation force over other composite laminates. On the contrary, the lowest indentation 
force was noticed in non-hybrid PALF based composite laminates. The indentation force and 
energy absorption of hybrid composite laminates were in between non-hybrid composite 
laminates. However, hybrid [G/P/G] composite laminates exhibited a comparable indentation 
force and energy absorption which was only 6.89 % and 11.06 % lower than the [G/G/G] 
composite laminates.  
 

2. In terms of the energy absorption, the same trend was observed in which the [G/G/G] composite 
laminates showed the highest value, which was followed by [G/P/G], [P/G/P] and finally [P/P/P] 
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composite laminates. The partial incorporation of glass fibre indeed leads to the positive hybrid 
effect which improved the energy absorption of the PALF based composite laminates. The 
results evidenced that the energy absorption was enhanced by 5.31 % when one middle PALF 
layer was replaced by glass fibre. In addition, the replacement of the outermost PALF layers with 
glass fibre resulted in the improvement up to 58.56 %. 

3. When the areal weight of each composite laminate was taken into consideration, the advantage of 
incorporating PALF in the composite laminate become prominent due to the lower density of 
PALF compared to the glass fibre. In comparison with the absolute energy absorption, it was 
shown that the difference in the specific energy absorption of composite laminates was 
diminished with an increasing amount of PALF. The specific energy absorption of hybrid 
composite laminates with [G/P/G] fibre stacking configuration was only 4.53 % lower than 
[G/G/G] composite laminates while the specific energy absorption of [P/P/P] composite 
laminates was merely  
0.49 % lower than [P/G/P] composite laminates. These findings have shown the potential of 
PALF based hybrid composites as a substitution for the non-hybrid glass fibre based composites.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Banana fibre is a secondary crop fibre that could be profitably used in the manufacturing of fibre 
reinforced composites because they possess attractive mechanical and physical properties. The 
mechanical properties of banana-glass fibre reinforced polypropylene composite were studied. The 
composites were prepared using a hot press with four types of stacking sequence. Mechanical tests 
were carried out according to American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D3039 for tensile 
test, ASTM D790 for flexural test and ASTM D6264 for quasi-static indentation. The results showed 
that banana fibre (B) reinforced composite was enhanced by incorporating glass fibres (G) by 
302.27% and 24.45% for GBG, in terms of tensile and flexural strength respectively. For quasi-static 
indentation, the energy absorbed increased by 122.22% with the incorporation of glass fibre for 
GBG. The results show a positive hybrid effect on the mechanical properties, where hybrid GBG is 
comparable to GGG in the flexural application. 
 
Keywords: Natural fibre; hybrid composite; mechanical properties; banana fibre; glass fibre. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Environmental consciousness, as well as government legislations around the world, has encouraged 
the academic and industrial researches to develop eco-friendly, sustainable, and biodegradable 
composite materials, thus often referred to as green composites (Baillie, 2005). Natural fibre 
reinforced composites are currently dominating the composite field, which support the notion of 
creating a greener future. Natural fibres offer better specific stiffness and strength,  biodegradability, 
availability, sustainability in production, and low cost per unit volume (Herrera-Franco & Valadez-
Gonzalez, 2004). Many types of natural fibres such as kenaf, jute, hemp, sugar palm, sisal, pineapple 
leaf, coir, abaca and kapok, have been used as reinforcement in polymer composites (Mohammed et 
al., 2015). Environmentally friendly composites are more frequently applied to military applications, 
transportation, building and construction industries (Saba et al., 2014).  Extensive research and 
investigations are dedicated to natural fibre reinforced polymer composites due to their advantageous 
features, such as biodegradable, recyclable, lightweight and cost-effective (Subramonian et al., 2016). 
Physical and mechanical properties of composites are dependent on the length of the fibre, matrix 
ratio, fibre arrangement, number of layers and fibre directions (Arthanarieswaran et al., 2014; 
Subramaniam et al., 2017). 
 
One way to improve the mechanical properties of natural fibre reinforced composite is through 
hybridisation. There is a growing need for composite materials for use in military and civil 
applications, and there is a global search for materials with desirable structural characteristics (Razali 
et al., 2017). The study of woven banana and kenaf fibre composites by Alavudeen et al. (2015) 
showed that hybridisation of kenaf with banana fibres increase the mechanical properties which are 
superior to those of the individual fibres. Woven hybrid composites namely jute / sisal / glass and jute 
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/ banana / glass were tested, and the results showed that high strength hybrid composite made of jute / 
banana / glass has better mechanical properties and is applicable for a wide range of applications 
(Parandaman & Jayaraman, 2015). Venkatasubramaniam et al. (2014) studied the mechanical 
properties of the randomly oriented mats of abaca, banana and glass fibres and their hybrids. The 
result showed that abaca-glass composite had the highest tensile properties while abaca/glass/banana 
hybrid composite had better flexural and impact properties. Srinivasan et al. (2014) investigated the 
mechanical properties of woven flax, banana, glass and their hybrids. The results showed that the 
banana / glass composite had a higher tensile strength than the flax / glass composite. However, the 
flexural and impact properties of the banana / glass composite were slightly higher (15.79%) and 
lower (8.33%) respectively lower than the flax / glass composite. Navaneethakrishnan et al. (2015) 
investigated the mechanical properties of glass / banana fibre reinforced silica nano-particles with 
epoxy composites. The impregnated layers were made for six different types of composites with 0 - 5 
% of silica, where each type composed of two layers of banana fibre and four layers of glass fibre. 
The results showed that the composite with 3% silica had the highest tensile strength. It was 
concluded that banana fibre in combination with glass fibre has proven to be excellent for making a 
cost-effective composite material. Samal et al. (2009) investigated the performance of banana / glass 
fibre reinforced polypropylene hybrid composites. The samples were fabricated using melt blending 
with different fibre ratio. The results showed that the mechanical properties of hybrid composites 
were enhanced to the maximum when the fibre was 15%:15% (glass: banana). Thiruvasagam et al. 
(2016) evaluated the mechanical properties of woven roving hybrid banana, jute and glass fibre 
reinforced polyester composite.  The result showed that glass / banana / jute had the highest tensile 
properties followed by glass / banana and glass / jute.  However, for the flexural test, glass/banana 
composite had the highest flexural strength since its strength increases with an increase in interfacial 
adhesion.  
 
Rodriguez et al. (2016) studied the water uptake, chemical characterisation and tensile behaviour of 
modified woven banana plantain fibre and their polyester composites. The results showed that silane 
treated banana fibre increased the tensile strength by 11.32%. Kumar et al. (2013) investigated the 
mechanical properties of short banana fibreglass reinforced hybrid polypropylene composites with 
different fibre weight fraction. Based on the results, the tensile strength was maximum when the fibre 
weight fraction was 7.5%, and 10% for flexural strength. The composite can be regarded as a useful 
lightweight engineering material and reduces the manufacturing cost by adding banana fibre 
hybridised with glass fibre to the matrix. Rahman et al. (2018) investigated the mechanical properties 
of chemically treated banana and pineapple leaf fibre reinforced hybrid polypropylene composites. 
The short fibres of banana and pineapple leaf were alkali treated before fabrication. The results 
showed that the best mechanical properties were obtained when polypropylene was reinforced with 5 
wt.% pineapple leaf and banana fibre at a ratio of 3:1. This is due to pineapple leaf fibre containing 
higher cellulose content as compared to banana fibre, thus making composite with more pineapple 
leaf fibre having better bending properties.  
 
Boopalan et al. (2013) studied the mechanical and thermal properties of cross-ply jute and banana 
fibres reinforced in epoxy resin. The results showed that the mechanical properties increased up to a 
certain limit, then decreased due to poor interfacial bonding. The highest tensile and flexural strengths 
were observed for the composite with a 50/50 weight ratio of jute / banana fibres. Amir et al. (2017) 
studied the effect of fibre configuration on the mechanical properties of banana fibre / polypropylene  
(PP) / maleic anhydride grafted polypropylene (MAPP) reinforced composites. The composites were 
reinforced with different types of banana fibres; raw fibre, banana yarn and banana in mat form. The 
results showed that the PP / banana yarn had the highest tensile and flexural properties. This was 
because the yarn fibre is continuous in the composite and commingled by its configuration. Heckadka 
et al. (2018) compared the mechanical properties between jute / glass and banana / glass reinforced 
epoxy composite laminates. In this research, the tensile and flexural strengths of jute / glass composite 
was higher than the banana / glass composite. The hybridisation of natural and synthetic fibres 
enhanced the mechanical properties of the composite through the acquirement of the advantages of 
one fibre to overcome the disadvantage of another fibre, such as hydrophilicity (Dhar Malingam et al., 
2017; Subramaniam et al., 2017).  
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However, thus far, the research on the hybridisation of cross-ply banana-glass fibre thermoplastic 
composites is scarce, especially on the effect of stacking on the mechanical properties. Thus, this 
paper investigates the mechanical properties of hybrid banana-glass fibre reinforced polypropylene 
composite in terms of its tensile, flexural and quasi-static indentation properties.  
 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
2.1 Materials 
 
J.C. Overseas Incorporation, India supplied cross-ply (0/90°) banana (B) fibre with the areal weight of 
342.5 g/m2. ZKK Sdn Bhd, Malaysia supplied cross-ply (0/90°) glass (G) fibre with the areal weight 
of 600 g/m2. Al Waha, Saudi Arabia supplied polypropylene (PP) pellets with a density of 0.95 g/cm3. 
The typical properties of banana fibre, glass fibre and polypropylene are tabulated in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1: Typical properties of banana fibre (Agarwal et al., 2003; Paul et al., 2008; Bhatnagar et al., 
2015;), glass fibre (Wallenberger et al., 2001) and polypropylene (Maddah, 2016). 

Properties Banana Fibre Glass Fibre Polypropylene 
Tensile Strength (MPa) 550 1700-3500 22-41.4 
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 22-32 65-72 1.5-2 
Elongation at break (%) 3-4 3 3-700 
Diameter (µm) 80-250 5-25 - 
Density (g/cm3) 1.35 2.58 0.89-0.95 
Cellulose (%) 60-65 - - 
Hemicellulose (%) 6-19 - - 
Lignin (%) 5-10 - - 
Softening point, Tg (°C) - - -10 to -23 
Melting point, Tm (°C) 163 - 160-176 

 

2.2 Composite Preparation 
PP granules were compressed at 168 °C and pressure of 4.9 MPa in a hot press to form a thin film 
with a nominal thickness of 0.2 mm. The cross-ply glass and banana fibres were cut and stacked in 
four different sequences alternated with PP thin film in a picture mould frame with dimensions of 250 
x 250 x 3.5 mm. A total of three layers of cross-ply fibres were fixed in a single composite laminate. 
The mould was then placed in a hot press and preheated at 170 °C for 5 min. Then, the composite was 
compressed at 170 °C for another 10 min at a constant pressure of 3.5 MPa and then left to cool for 
15 min. The composites were divided into hybrid and non-hybrid composites, referred to as banana / 
banana / banana (BBB), banana / glass / banana (BGB), glass / banana / glass (GBG) and glass / glass 
/ glass (GGG), as illustrated in Figure 1. BBB and GGG are the non-hybrid banana and glass fibre 
reinforced polypropylene composites. BGB is a hybrid composite with banana fibre as the skin layer, 
while GBG is the hybrid composite with glass fibre as the skin layer.  
 
Table 2 shows the fibre and matrix volume fractions of the composites. The following Equation 1 is 
used to calculate the fibre volume fractions (Vfibre): 
 

	                                                          (1) 

 
where  and  are the weight and density of banana fibre,  and  are the 
weight and density of glass fibre, and  and are the weight and density of PP.  
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Figure 1: Stacking sequence of the composites. 

Table 2 : Fibre and matrix volume fractions in the composites. 

Composite Fibre volume fraction (%) Matrix volume fraction (%) 
BBB 24.36 75.64 
BGB 22.99 77.01 
GBG 19.35 80.65 
GGG 18.92 81.08 

 

2.3  Mechanical Properties  

Tensile and flexural tests were conducted according to American Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) D3039 and ASTM D790 using a universal testing machine (UTM) model Instron 8872 with 
a 25 kN load cell. The composites were cut into dimensions of 200 x 25 mm and tested with a 
crosshead speed of 2 mm/mm until fracture. For the quasi indentation test, the samples were cut into 
dimensions of 100 x 100 mm according to ASTM D6264. The test was conducted using a UTM 
Instron 5585 with 150 kN load cell at a crosshead speed of 1.27 mm/min using a custom made fixture 
and 12.7 mm diameter stainless steel hemispherical tip indenter. Five samples were tested for each 
type of composite. The penetration energy absorbed by the composites was calculated based on the 
area under the penetration force-displacement curves. Following these tests, the tensile, flexural and 
quasi-static indentation fracture surfaces were examined using scanning electron microscope (SEM).  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1   Tensile Properties  

Figure 2 shows that the tensile strength of the composite increases when the layer of glass fibre 
increases. The ultimate tensile strength for each layering sequence was determined, and the highest 
value was found for GGG at 191.27 MPa, while the lowest was observed for BBB at 38.80 MPa. The 
tensile strength for the BGB was 123.12% higher than BBB. GBG tensile strength was 80.29% and 
302.27% higher than BGB and BBB respectively. This is due to the incorporation of glass fibre with 
higher strength and modulus as compared to banana fibre. The strength of the layered hybrid 
composites depends on the fibre stacking sequence in the composites (Dhar Malingam et al., 2018a). 
The load applied on the composite was carried axially by the high strength fibres before multiple 
fractures occurred and beyond, where the load was redistributed to the PP matrix. The composite with 
higher fibre strength at the skin material is prone to yield an optimum mechanical property (Agarwal 
et al., 2003). The normalised tensile strength also followed the same pattern of tensile strength, where 
non-hybrid GGG had the highest value of 1,235.59 MPa/ (g/cm³), followed by the GBG, BGB and 
BBB composites with 1,059.57, 617.49 and 285.54 MPa/ (g/cm³). Figure 3 shows the tensile modulus 
of the fabricated composites. The BBB sample exhibited the lowest tensile modulus of 0.37 GPa. The 
addition of glass fibre in the BGB sample showed an increase in the value of tensile modulus by 
56.76%, while for the GBG sample, there was a 232.43% increase when compared to the BBB 
sample. The composite stiffness increased with the increase of glass fibre layup.  
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Figure 2: Tensile strength and specific tensile strength of each stacking sequence. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Tensile modulus of each stacking sequence. 
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3.2  Flexural Properties  

Flexural strength is the combination of tension and compression stress, which vary with the inter-
laminar shear strength. Figure 4 shows the flexural strength of each type of samples. The increasing 
glass fibre in the composites increased the shearing resistance and thus, increased the flexural 
performance (Sreekala et al., 2002). However, the GGG composite had a flexural strength of 68.26 
MPa, which is 16.40% lower than the hybrid GBG composite due to poor interfacial adhesion 
between the fibre and matrix. Higher flexural strength in the hybrid composites is due to higher 
dispersion of banana fibre, where the glass fibre can pack well in the interstitial spaces available 
leading to a close-packed composite structure (Haneefa et al., 2008). Kretsis (1987) reviewed the 
flexural properties of hybrid fibre reinforced plastics, who found that flexural properties not only 
depend on the hybrid composition but also the arrangement of the material layers. The results depict 
that hybrid GBG has the highest flexural strength of 81.65 MPa when compared to hybrid BGB. This 
enhancement in flexural strength may be attributed to the ability of the fabric to withstand bending 
forces during the three-point bending test (Dan-mallam et al., 2015).  The increased flexural strength 
of the hybrid composites with the loading of glass fibre was mainly owing to the increased resistance 
to shearing of the composites due to the inclusion of rigid glass fibre (Haque & Hasan, 2016). Failure 
of the composite was characterised by fibre breakage and matrix cracking, which was initiated from 
the tension side of the specimen, with fracture occurring in the middle of the beam (Jawaid et al., 
2011). Once the compression failure occurs, the flexural stress in the composite is reduced as the fibre 
breakage, and matrix cracking continues to propagate along the fibre-matrix interphase. As stated in 
Sathish et al. (2015), composites made from banana fibres have high flexural strength and hence, can 
be used in various automotive applications such as seat trims and transmission covers. The flexural 
modulus in Figure 5 increased with increasing glass fibre in the composite. Joseph et al. (1999) 
attributed the increase in the flexural strength and modulus to the increasing fibre-to-fibre contact 
when the fibres were impregnated. 

 

 

Figure 4: Flexural strength and specific flexural strength of each stacking sequence. 
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Figure 5: Flexural modulus of each stacking sequence. 

 

3.3  Quasi-Static Indentation Properties 
 
The average load-displacement curves of the indentation of the hybrid and non-hybrid composites are 
shown in Figure 6. The results of the test were analysed based on the force-displacement curves, total 
energy absorption and normalised energy absorption. Initially, the curve showed a linear behaviour, 
where it increased along with displacement until reaching a maximum peak load. This is due to a dent 
forming on the top surface of the composite, which eventually initiated a crack (Subramaniam et al., 
2017). The indenter then moved through the thickness of the composite by pushing the matrix and 
fibres through the rear surface. Then, when the indenter penetrated the rear surface of the composite, 
the curve dropped drastically, which indicates that the specimen has failed (Saw et al., 2011).  
 
Based on Figure 6, the GGG composite has the highest resistance to indentation for up to 6.65 kN. 
This is due to the strength of glass fibres, which resist the formation of a shear plug (Dhar Malingam 
et al., 2018b). However, the peak loads of the hybrid composite GBG was only 24.5% less than the 
GGG composite at 5.02 kN, followed by BGB and BBB at 3.07 and 2.25 kN respectively. 
 
The area under the load-displacement curves in Figure 6 was calculated up to the peak load to 
determine the indentation energy absorbed by the composites. Figure 7 illustrates the energy absorbed 
and normalised energy absorption of the composites. The trend showed a positive hybrid effect where 
incorporation of glass fibre as the skin layer had greater energy absorption and load resistance. The 
glass fibre requires more force and elongation to fail, thus placing glass fibre as the skin layer of the 
composite enhance the energy absorption. The highest energy of 46.14 kJ was absorbed by GGG, 
followed by GBG and BGB with 32.30 kJ and 16.82 kJ respectively. BBB had the lowest energy 
absorption capability of 13.19 kJ. BBB had the lowest normalised energy of 0.36 kJ/g followed by 
BGB, GBG and GGG at 0.43, 0.80 and 1.04 kJ/g respectively. Hybrid GBG was 86% higher than 
hybrid BGB.  
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Figure 6: Load-displacement curve for each stacking sequence. 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Energy and specific energy absorbed for each stacking sequence under quasi-static indentation. 
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3.4  Characterisation 

Figure 8 depicts the SEM images of the failure surface of cross-ply composite due to tensile loading. 
The interlocking mechanism in both natural and synthetic fibres play an important role in resisting the 
load applied (Dhar Malingam et al., 2017). Based on Figure 8(a), it is apparent that fibre pull-outs 
occurred making the stress transfer between matrix and fibre less efficient. Figure 8(b) also shows 
banana fibres pull-outs and fractured glass fibres in BGB. Figure 8(c) has fewer fibre pull-outs but has 
traces of some delamination and matrix cracking in the composite GBG. Incorporation of glass fibres 
into the banana fibre reinforced composite increased the mechanical properties of the composites as 
the stresses were efficiently transferred from the matrix to the fibres for tensile and quasi-static. The 
staggered fractured matrix surface indicates the ductile behaviour of the matrix. Figure 8(d) shows the 
smooth surface of glass fibre, which indicates inefficient fibre wetting and matrix fracture. The matrix 
surface has few edges, which indicates that the composite is more brittle than the GBG composite in 
Figure 8(c) and thus, immediate failure occurred. A stronger fibre at the skin layer has better 
properties as compared to hybrid and BBB composites, thus resulting in hybrid GBG exhibiting better 
tensile properties when compared to hybrid BGB.  

 

(a) (b) 
 

(c) (d) 

Figure 8: SEM micrograph of each stacking sequence (a) fibres pull-outs in BBB composite (b) banana 
and glass fibres in BGB composite (c) good adhesion between fibre and matrix of GBG composite (d) 

glass fibres in GGG composite. 

Fibre pull‐out 

Fibre pull‐out 

Matrix cracking

Fibre pull‐out Staggered matrix 

surface 

Fibre pull‐out
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
Tensile, flexural and quasi-static indentations of hybrid banana / glass fibres in different stacking 
sequences were investigated. The tensile, flexural and quasi-static indentation properties were 
compared between hybrid and non-hybrid composites. The highest tensile strength was achieved by 
non-hybrid GGG composite with 191.27 MPa, which is 392.96% higher than non-hybrid BBB 
composite. Incorporation of glass fibres in the banana fibre reinforced composite showed 
enhancement of 302.27% and 123.12% for GBG and BGB respectively. The highest flexural strength 
was observed for hybrid composite GBG with 81.65 MPa, which is 21.32% higher than hybrid BGB. 
The highest energy absorbed is seen in the non-hybrid GGG composite with 46.14 kJ, which is 
249.81% higher than non-hybrid BBB composite. The hybrid GBG composite had 32.30 kJ, which is 
92.03% higher than hybrid BGB. Based on the results, the hybrid banana / glass fibres showed better 
mechanical properties with the incorporation of glass fibres, especially in flexural properties.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Low noise level in car cabin has always become an important target for automotive manufacturers. If 
low exterior noise is bounded by environmental regulation, low interior noise is subjected to 
customer’s satisfaction, which thus offers a competitive advantage in the automotive industry. 
Common noise control treatment in car cabin is by applying sound absorbing materials attached to 
various vehicle components such as floor, roof and door panel. In this paper, the study is presented to 
discuss the performance of natural fibres as the noise control treatment materials. A three-
dimensional plate attached with natural fibres namely kenaf, coir, oil palm and ijuk was simulated 
using VA-One and the sound transmission loss calculated based on the statistical energy analysis 
method is presented. The performances are then compared to that of felt materials, usually used in the 
current commercial vehicles. Parametric simulation was then conducted to study the effect of various 
designed parameters of the natural materials such as the thickness and flow resistivity. The 
methodology is presented and the results are discussed. 
 
Keyword: Transmission loss; statistical energy analysis (SEA); kenaf; parameters; natural fibre. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Towards green technology, natural fibres have been extensively studied as substitute materials to the 
existing synthetic materials which can be harmful to the environment in a long period. Natural fibres 
are gaining popularity, not only because of their non-toxic nature, but also their performances, such as 
structural integrity, thermal conductivity and sound absorption (Asdrubali et al., 2012). 
 
One of the natural fibres which has been extensively studied is extracted from kenaf, where this plant 
has been cultivated in many countries including Malaysia. The fibres come from its stem, which 
consist of long bast fibres and short fine fibres. These fibres are used from engineering composite to 
pack materials (Khalil et al., 2010).  Tan et al., (2016) found that coir, kenaf, and kapok fibre could be 
used as the acoustical panels for the reduction of noise. Recently, Ying et al. (2016, 2018) showed 
that kenaf fibre also has excellent performance as sound absorber materials. Figure 1 shows the kenaf 
fibres compressed in the form of mat. 
 
The objective of this paper is to study the sound transmission loss (TL) of the kenaf fibre to observe 
its feasibility as the noise control treatment (NCT) material in cars. The TL is calculated using 
Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) technique in VA-One software. A three-dimensional SEA model of 
a rectangular plate is created together with a layer having material properties of kenaf fibres attached 
to the plate. The results of TL by varying the parameters of the kenaf layer are discussed in this paper. 
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Figure 1: Kenaf fibre in the form of mat. 
 
Figure 2 shows the common noise propagation from the source room to the receiver room. The noise 
transmitted to the receiver room can be either directly through air or can be through the vibration of 
structures, which produces noise radiation. The former is called airborne noise and the latter is called 
structure-borne noise. If the vibration of the partition of the room (which causes noise radiation to the 
receiver room) is due to the excitation of sound from the source room, the noise is called indirect 
airborne noise.  
 
 

 

Figure 2: Sound transmission paths between a source and receiver room. 

 
Sound transmitted through of a partition is categorised as the indirect airborne noise. Figure 3 shows 
the illustration of sound transmission through a partition. The sound waves produced in the source 
room strikes the partition where the sound energy is partially absorbed by the partition (due to 
damping), some energy is transmitted into the receiver room and the rest is reflected back into the 
source room. The sound transmission loss (TL) can be defined as the decrease of sound energy when 
it is transmitted. 
 
 
 
 

Front View 

Air‐borne  
noise

Structure-borne  
noise 

Side View 
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Figure 3: Basic concept of sound transmission through a partition. 

 

 

 

Sound transmission loss (TL) is given by 

10 log  

where  denoted as the incident sound power and  denoted as the transmitted sound power. The 
incident sound power assuming the source room forms a diffuse field is given by, 
 

	
4

	  

where  is the mean sound pressure,  is the density of air (1.21 kg/m3) and  is the speed of sound in 
the air (343 m/s) and S is the surface area excited by the sound. 
 
Theoretically, the TL of a partition can be divided into four regions as shown in Figure 4. The first 
region is the stiffness-controlled region at very low frequencies, where it is the stiffness of the panel 
which determines the level of TL. The second region is resonance-controlled region at low to medium 
frequencies. In this region, the response is identified by the static stiffness of the panel. Resonance can 
also occur depending on the internal damping in the panel which decreases the TL. The third region is 
the mass-controlled region, where the response is governed by the mass of the panel and the curve 
follows a typical 6 dB/octave slope. By doubling the mass of the panel, the TL increases by 6 dB. The 
fourth region is the coincidence region at high frequencies the acoustic wavelength is the same as the 
structural wavelength. 
 

(2) 

(1) 
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Figure 4: Theoretical TL for an isotropic plate. 

 
2. METHODOLOGY 
 
2.1   Model of SEA Plate 
 
The Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) was first introduced in 1959 and has been extensively used to 
predict the transmission of acoustic and vibration of complex structures, especially in a motor vehicle. 
The method breaches the structures into sub-systems consisting of plates, beams and cavity, and each 
of this subsystem acts as an energy reservoir. The SEA assumes that each subsystem must store 
energy with sufficient modal energy density so that statistical average at high frequencies is valid 
(Lyon, 1975). The subsystem must be dominated by the reverberant field and the direct field is 
neglected (Putra et al., 2015). To fulfil this requirement, the SEA is only valid when the propagating 
acoustics or vibration wavelength is much smaller than the dimension of the structure. Recently, a 
hybrid FE-SEA was proposed to accommodate the presence of low modal density structures and thus 
covers the analysis from low-to-high frequencies (Shorter & Langley, 2005).   
 
In this study, a three-dimensional model of a rectangular plate is constructed in VA-One with an 
aluminium plate of dimensions 10 cm x 10 cm and thickness of 5 mm. The SEA cavities (dimensions 
of 10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm) are applied to both side of the plate as the storage for the sound energy, 
representing source and the receiver subsystems. The diagram is shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5: The SEA model of sound transmission loss of a rectangular plate. 

SEA Cavity  
(Receiver Room) 

Diffuse acoustic 
field (DAF) 

SEA Cavity  
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The plate facing the source cavity is excited with a diffuse acoustic field (DAF) of 1 Pa sound 
pressure (as in Eq. (2)), which represents a diffuse acoustic pressure load acting over the surface area 
of a subsystem. The maximum solving frequency is set to 6 kHz. Coupling linkages between the SEA 
plate and SEA cavities (i.e. the contact area) are set with SEA area junction to represent the area of 
acoustic energy transmission between SEA plate and a SEA acoustic cavity. 
 
2.2   Application of Natural Fibre to SEA Plate 

 
Noise Control Treatment (NCT) material is defined as a single or multi-layered material attached to 
the surfaces of the SEA plate to absorb or to block the incoming sound energy. In this simulation, the 
natural fibre is applied to the receiver side of the SEA plate as shown in Figure 6. This simulates the 
NCT of a car body, where felt materials are applied in the inner side of the car body panels as the 
interior sound absorber and also to reduce the noise transmission from the exterior. 
 

 
Figure 6: NCT attached to the SEA plate. 

 
 
The NCT materials can provide substantial local subsystem damping when they are applied on a 
panel. They can affect: (i) the mass and stiffness (or reactive impedance) of the panel and (ii) the 
energy flows that occur between panel and any adjacent acoustic cavity subsystem. 
 
This study is to simulate the performance of sound insulation of the kenaf fibre. Before the discussion 
is focused on the kenaf, performances of other natural fibres are presented. Table 1 lists the properties 
of the natural fibres, namely kenaf, coir, oil palm and ijuk extracted from existing studies. This 
includes the felt used as the baseline for the TL. The density can be seen to be different for each 
material. 
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Table 1: Material properties of natural fibres. 

Item Unit Felt Kenaf 
Oil palm 
mesocarp 

Ijuk Coir 

Density, ρ kg/m3 50 40 247 300 821 

Flow Resistivity, σ N.s/m4 40000 6215 37415 11383 1359 

Porosity, Ø - 0.92 0.99 0.85 0.85 0.89 

Tortuosity, α - 1.50 1.05 1.09 1.09 1.06 

Viscous Characteristic Length, ʌ ϻm 56 68 97.81 70 133.5 

Thermal Characteristic Length, ʌ’ ϻm 122 177 195.62 180 266.9 

Reference - 
VA One 
(2015) 

Shravage 
(2009) 

Latif et al. 
(2016) 

Sambu 
et al. 

(2016) 

Jailani 
et al. 

(2010) 

 
 

 

2.3   Simulation of Natural Kenaf Fibre as NCT Material in Car Interior 
 
Transmission of noise from the engine, tyre and other exterior noise into the car cabin directly 
depends on the treatment applied to the car body as illustrated in Figure 7. This includes the acoustic 
trim materials and also the damping layer to the body panel. In the market, most car manufacturers 
use synthetic fibres, known as felt as the NCT as well as for the interior design of a car cabin. 
 

 
Figure 7: Locations of damping treatment in a car body (Furukava et al., 2009). 

 
In this study, a simulation is performed where kenaf fibre is used as the NCT material in a car. Figure 
8 shows the 3D model of the car designed in the VA One software. The car body is divided into 
plates/shells representing the floor, dash, roof, windows, doors and firewall. The properties are listed 
in Table 2. The interior was subdivided into acoustic spaces where they are classified into front cavity 
and rear cavity.  
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The material properties of Kenaf and Felt can be seen in Table 1. In the simulation, Kenaf was 
replaced in the position of Felt to study the sound absorption of both materials and placed in floor, 
roof, firewall, door and window’s frame. 
 
Sound excitation using diffuse acoustic field (DAF) is applied on the outer surface of the firewall to 
represent the noise from the engine, on the floor to represent the noise from tires and on the side door 
and windscreen to represent the wind noise. The sound pressure level (SPL) in the front cavity and 
rear cavity is calculated. The results are compared for the case where no NCT is applied (white body) 
 

 
Figure 8: The 3D car model of SEA subsystems in VA One (shrink mode). 

 
 

Table 2: Properties of car panels in VA One. 

Structure Material Thickness (mm) 

Roof panel Steel 1 

Floor panel Steel 1 

Door panel Steel 1 

Pillars Steel 1 

Glass panel Glass 1.5 

 
 

Passenger’s  
head cavity 

Driver’s  
head cavity 

Sound 
excitation 

Glass 

Panel 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1   The Simulated Transmission Loss of SEA Plate 

Figure 10 shows the TL of the SEA panel obtained for five different fibres as listed in Table 1. All 
fibre layers are simulated with the same thickness of 5 mm. It can be seen that the TL of the plate 
increases when NCT materials are applied to the plate. The felt material can be seen to have superior 
insulation performance. Here, only the oil palm fibres have similar TL with that of the felt material. 
From Table 1, although both materials have different density, they have similar flow resistivity and 
are the greatest among other fibres. The direct relationship between the density of the fibrous material 
and its flow resistivity is given by 
 

R = AρB 
 
where ρ denoted as mass density of the material (mass per unit of volume) and A and B are the 
coefficients which depend on the type of the fibres. 
 
Figure 10 shows the coincidence frequency of the panel can be seen to be at 1.6 kHz, which is the 
critical frequency of the 5 mm aluminium panel (see again Figure 4). The effect of different fibres can 
be observed to mostly affect at above the coincidence frequency, with almost no significant difference 
at the mass-controlled region below 1.6 kHz. This due to the weight of the fibres which is much 
smaller compared to weight of the aluminium panel. The effect of porosity and flow resistivity are 
discussed in the next sections and the focus is only for the kenaf fibres to observe the potential of this 
material for the future NCT in automotive. 
 

 
Figure 10: Results of TL of the SEA plate with noise control treatment of various fibres  

(based on data in Table 1 and with 5 mm thick). 
 
  

(3) 
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3.2   Parametric Study of Kenaf fibres as NCT 
 
Based on the designed model, the felt material used in automotive is set as the baseline performance 
and the sound insulation performance of the proposed natural kenaf material is compared against that 
of the felt. This study includes the NCT thickness, flow resistivity, porosity and tortuosity. Shravage 
et al., (2010) shows that flow resistivity, porosity and tortuosity are one of the most important 
parameters of acoustic behaviour of the porous material compare to elastic parameters which does not 
affected the acoustic behaviour of the poroelastic materials. 
 
 
3.2.1   Effect of Thickness 

The average thickness of the felt in automotive used was roughly 5.0 mm. To study the thickness 
effect on the STL of the plate, the analysis was performed using three different thickness of the kenaf 
fibres; 5.0 mm, 7.0 mm and 9.0 mm. In Figure 11, it can be seen that with additional of 2 mm fibre 
thickness (total thickness of 7 mm), the TL of the kenaf fibres can have the same performance to that 
of the felt for the frequency range from 100 Hz to 5 kHz.  

 
Figure 11: Effect of thicknesses on sound transmission loss. 

 
The data use the same density of fibres, i.e. 40 kg/m3, which means by increasing the thickness, more 
fibres are added to maintain the density. In this way, increasing the thickness means increasing the 
mass, and thus improvement at mass law region can thus be observed below 1.6 kHz. 
 
Tan et al., (2016) also showed in their study that the most effective way to enhance the transmission 
loss of fibrous panel is by increasing the mass of the fibres.  
 
 
3.2.2   Effect of Flow Resistivity 
 
The flow resistivity can be defined as the viscous resistance to the steady flow of air in the acoustic 
material. Shravage et al., (2010) studied about the effect of flow resistivity on absorption and 
transmission loss of the poroelastic materials. Their study shows that by increasing the flow resistivity 
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up to a certain value, significant increase in sound absorption coefficient is obtained in the mid-
frequency range and as well as in the TL. 
 
In this study, flow resistivity of the material is varied from 6,215 to 40,000 N.s/m4, while other 
parameters are kept constant. From Figure 12, it can be observed that by increasing the flow 
resistivity, the improvement is only effective above the coincidence frequency (above 1.6 kHz), while 
almost no improvement at the mass law region . The lower frequency can easily pass the through the 
fibre (the incoming acoustic wavelength is larger than the thickness of the panel), while the higher 
frequencies have greater resistance inside the fibre.   
 
As the flow resistivity is proportional to the density of the fibres (Eq. (3)), the results above 1.6 kHz is 
consistent with those in Figure 11. The negligible effect obtained below 1.6 kHz is because the panel 
thickness is kept constant at 5 mm. 

 
Figure 12: Effect of flow resistivity of kenaf fibres on sound transmission loss. 

 

3.2.3   Effect of Porosity 

The porosity refers to the degree of pores in the panel. As also observed by Shravage et al., (2010), 
the porosity has more influence on the TL at mid to high frequencies. The TL increases with increase 
in porosity. 
 
Porous materials generally have porosity near 0.7-0.9. Here the porosity is varied from 0.5 to 0.9. 
From Figure 13, the TL improves as the porosity increases. The greater the porosity, the easier the 
sound penetrates the panel.  
 
Note that the simulation assumes the panel to have a constant bulk density, i.e. constant ratio between 
the mass of the fibres to the total volume of the panel (including the air in the porous). In practice, 
increasing the porosity while maintaining the thickness of the panel can reduce the mass of the panel. 
Meanwhile, increasing the density of the fibres to maintain the mass can reduce the porosity as the 
fibres become more compact in the panel (Putra et al., 2013).   
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Figure 13: Effect of porosity on sound transmission loss. 

 
3.2.4   Effect of Tortuosity 
 
Tortuosity defines the curliness or complexity of pores of the material, which means the more 
complex the material path, the more time the sound wave is in contact with the fibres and the more 
energy dissipation obtained.  
 
In this study, tortuosity of 0.8, 1 and 1.5 are used.  In Figure 14, it is shown that the smaller the value 
of this parameter, the greater the TL. The simulation shown by Shravage et al. (2010) indicates the 
fluctuation of TL as the function of tortuosity values due to resonance and anti-resonance phenomena. 
The choice of 0.8-1.5 values here may be in the range of where the TL decreases as the tortuosity 
increases. 
 
The difference of TL compared to the TL of felt is however is not significant as in Figure 14. The TL 
difference is almost negligible below 2 kHz, and only differs by less than 1 dB above 2 kHz.   
 
 
3.3   Effectiveness of Kenaf Fibre as NCT 
 
In this simulation, the performance of the kenaf and felt layer as the sound insulator is compared in 
terms of the sound energy built up in the car cabin due to the input of sound excitation from the 
exterior. Besides the sound energy is reduced due to insulation, it is also damped due to the sound 
absorption from the layer. The absorption coefficient for the felt is obtained from the study of 
Ricciardi & Lenti (2010) and for the kenaf is from Lim et al. (2015).  
 
Figures 15 and 16 show the built-up sound pressure level (SPL) at the driver’s and passenger’s 
cavities, respectively. It can be seen that the performance of kenaf layer is almost similar to that of the 
felt layer, except at around 400 Hz - 1 kHz where the felt outperforms the kenaf by roughly 5 dB in 
average. This is due to the absorption coefficient of the felt is greater than the kenaf fibre for the 
frequency above 400 Hz. 
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Figure 14: Effect of tortuosity on sound transmission loss. 

 
 

 
Figure 15: Effect of NCT on front driver cavity. 
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Figure 16: Effect of NCT on rear passenger cavity. 

 
 

Note that the simulation is modelled with the NCT layer directly attached to the car body panel. In 
practice, the inner car body consists of other layers of additional steel panel or plastic-like materials 
before it is finished with felt layer, and thus the built-up SPL should be much lower than those shown 
in Figure 15 and 16.   

The sound excitation in the simulation also assumes diffuse acoustic field with the sound energy level 
almost constant across the frequency. For the experiment with the input of real engine noise, the 
engine order of 2X (where X is the frequency related to the engine speed) will be the dominant peak 
frequency in the SPL spectrum. The transition of the airborne and structure borne sound transmission 
at frequency 300-500 Hz will also be evidence showing the effectiveness of partition (including NCT 
materials) to effectively block the airborne noise above this transition frequency (Putra et al. 2012).   
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
The performance of kenaf fibres used as the noise control treatment in a car has been discussed in this 
paper. The results show that the natural kenaf fibres have a comparable performance with the 
commercial felt materials. For the same layer thickness, the felt still have greater sound transmission 
loss, but the difference is only within 1-2 dB with that of the kenaf fibres. The kenaf fibres can 
outperform the felt by controlling the acoustical parameters of the fibres, particularly by increasing 
the density of the fibres. This paper presents the initial stage of results for the performance of kenaf 
fibres as the noise control treatment in a motor vehicle towards utilising green material. The next 
study can be extended to present the data on the experiment and the treatment of the fibres to have the 
same quality as of the commercial felt, especially in terms of fire retardancy. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Nickel-cobalt (Ni-Co) alloy coatings were deposited on mild steel surface from the alkaline bath with 
triethanolamine as the complexing agent. The effect of cobalt content was investigated on phase 
structure, surface morphology, mechanical properties and corrosion behaviour of the composite 
coating. It was observed that the cobalt content in the coatings increased correspondingly with 
increasing cobalt concentration in the bath. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns revealed that peak 
intensities were significantly varied by adding cobalt in the electrolyte. The phase structure of the 
deposits was changed from face-centred cubic (FCC) to FCC and hexagonal closed packed (HCP). 
The crystallite size became smaller at high Co content coatings, which produced smaller grains in 
their surface morphologies. It was found that higher Co content generated coatings with better 
microhardness values due to the grain refinement effect by modification of grain size. The adhesion 
strength of the coatings also increased with high Co content, with the critical load for cracking and 
chipping increasing with increasing Co content. However, high Co content tends to diminish the 
corrosion resistance of the coating due to phase structure and grain boundary. 
 
Keywords: Nickel-cobalt (Ni-Co); alkaline bath; phase structure; surface morphology; mechanical 

properties.  
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Electrodeposition is a process of incorporating metals to a substrate using the electrochemical method. 
The electrodeposition technique offers several advantages, such as precisely controlled near room 
temperature operation, low energy requirements, capability to coat complex component geometries, 
low cost, and simple scale-up (Saha & Khan , 2010; Shakoor et al., 2014). The ability of the technique 
to coat various types of materials, such as oxide, nitride, carbide and metallic, in a metal matrix allows 
it to provide coatings for multiple applications (Bakhit & Akbari, 2013). The advantages of this 
technique have encouraged researchers to further explore its potentials. 
 
Studies on Ni-Co coating have suggested that the properties of this coating strongly depend on their 
cobalt content (Srivastava et al., 2006; Bakhit & Akbari 2013). Changes in the surface morphology 
from pyramidal to branch structure and microstructure changes from face-centred cubic (FCC) to 
hexagonal closed packed (HCP) are the findings reported from cobalt increment (Wang et al., 2005; 
Bakhit, 2015). On the other hand, deposit structure and texture also depends mainly on solution pH 
(Rafailović & Minić, 2009). The changing of coating microstructure not only influences their 
mechanical properties, but also their corrosion behaviour as reported by Srivastava et al. (2006) and 
Bakhit & Akbari (2013). Controlling the cobalt content is necessary in order to obtain the best coating 
performance. The amount of cobalt can be controlled by experimental parameters such as electrolyte 
composition, nickel cobalt ratio, temperature, agitation, current density and pH (Srivastava et al., 
2006).  
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Nickel-cobalt (Ni-Co) is commonly deposited from acid bath, whereby the solution pH is varied 
between 3.5 to 5 (Tian & Cheng, 2007; Zhang et al., 2014). The other applicable method to deposit 
metal coatings is using an alkaline bath. In the beginning, the alkaline baths were developed from 
cyanide base chemicals which have been reported to be harmful to human health (Feng et al., 2015). 
The alternative methods were developed to provide the non-cyanide alkaline bath such as 
pyrophosphate, glucoheptonate, EDTA and others. However, the baths had not been applied 
commercially since the coatings had bad adhesion to the substrate (Ibrahim & Bakdash 2015).  Zn-Fe, 
Zn-Ni and Fe coatings were widely prepared in alkaline bath ( Lan et al., 2006; Long et al., 2013; 
Feng et al., 2015). This alkaline bath has been reported to be used for steel parts of complex 
dimension due to uniform metal distribution in the deposit (Feng et al., 2015). However, it is difficult 
to develop an eco-friendly alkaline bath for the electrodeposition process. Conversely, limited data is 
available in the literature concerning the properties of Ni-Co coating deposited from the alkaline bath. 

 
In the present work, Ni-Co coatings were deposited from the alkaline bath using triethanolamine 
(TEA) as a complexing agent. Moreover, the effect of cobalt content was investigated on the coating’s 
microstructure, composition and mechanical properties, including microhardness and adhesion. 
Simultaneously, the corrosion behaviour of the composite coating was examined using the 
electrochemistry method in order to estimate the corrosion rate of the substrate. The aim was to 
produce Ni-Co composite coatings with better mechanical properties and corrosion resistance. 
 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 
The bath composition for electrodeposition processes is listed in Table 1. Samples were prepared with 
five different Ni and Co concentrations, with the total concentration of active species (Ni2+ and Co2+) 
being 0.5 M. The substrate was prepared from 5 cm2 of ASTM A36 mild steel plates, polished to a 
mirror finish surface by different grades of abrasive paper from 1,000 to 2,400, degreased with 20 
wt% sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution in ultrasonic bath for 5 min, then activated with 20 wt% 
hydrochloric acid (HCl) for 60 s. These were used as cathodes, which were weighed before and after 
electrodepositing. A pure nickel plate was used as an anode. The required pH of the bath was adjusted 
by 10 wt% hydrogen sulphate (H2SO4) solution. A hot plate that was equipped with a mechanical 
stirrer was used for bath agitation and temperature control.  
 
 

Table 1: The bath composition for electrodeposition process. 

Bath composition and process parameters Value 
NiSO4.6H2O  0.45, 0.4, 0.35, 0.3, 0.25 M 
CoSO4.7H2O 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 M 
Triethanolamine (TEA) 1 M 
K2CO3 0.7 M 
Na4P2O7.10H2O 0.1 M 
pH 9-10 
Current density 50 mA/cm2 
Temperature 50 °C 
Agitation speed 400 rpm 

 
 

The phase compositions of the coating was characterised using a Bruker AXS X-ray diffractometer 
(XRD). The XRD patterns were obtained using CuKα radiation. The diffraction data was collected 
over a 2θ range of 0 to 80° with a step width of 0.04° and a counting time of 1s per step. The crystallite 
size of the coating was calculated using the Scherrer equation (Zhao et al., 2015): 
 

D = kλ / βcosθ                                                                             (1) 
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where D is the average grain size of the coatings, β is the full width at the half maximum intensity 
(FWHM), θ is the reflectance angle and k is the shape factor. The surface morphologies of the 
deposits were studied using a Phenom Pro scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with energy 
dispersive X-ray analyser (EDX) for elemental analysis. To measure the microhardness of the 
coatings, a HMV-2T Shimadzu microhardness tester was used with indentation load of 0.25 N and 
indentation time of 10 s. The average value of ten different measurements was reported as the 
microhardness of the coating.  
 
The adhesion of the deposits was measured using a scratch tester (DUCOM, DUCOM Instruments 
Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore, India). The scratch load was increased from 1 up to 180 N with a loading rate of 
2 N/mm, strike length of 9 mm and speed on 0.1 mm/s. The image of the wear track after testing was 
examined using SEM. 
 
The electrochemical corrosion test of coating samples was performed in a three electrode cell using a 
graphite electrode as a counter electrode (CE), saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as reference 
electrode (RE) and the coated sample as the working electrode (WE). 3.5wt% NaCl solution was used 
as the test solution and maintained at room temperature. 
 
   
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1 Phase Identification and Microstructure 
 
The XRD patterns of the electrodeposited Ni-Co coatings prepared from the electrolytes with different 
Co concentrations are shown in Figure 1. The acquired XRD patterns were verified by referring to the 
Joint Committee for Powder Diffraction Studies – International Centre for Diffraction Data (JCPDS-
ICDD), which was stored in EVA software by Bruker. All coatings exhibit a single phase of Ni and 
Co matrix with FCC crystal structure. The crystal planes of (111), (200) and (220) are observed at 
angular positions of 44.45, 51.8 and 76.3° respectively, for all electrodeposited Ni-Co coatings. 
According to Yang et al. (2010), the preferred orientations for pure Ni coating is (200), while the 
presence of Co element within the coating changed the preferred orientation to (111). As the Co 
content increased, the intensities of the (111) plane clearly decreased. Diffraction peaks (200) and 
(220) remarkably decreased when the Co concentration in the solution increased from 30 to 50 wt%, 
as shown in Figures 1(c) to (e). The presence of low diffraction peak corresponding to HCP phase 
structure is observed when the Co concentration in the electrolyte is more than 40 wt%. The (100) and 
(101) diffraction peaks of the HCP phase structure occurred at angular positions of 41.7 and 47.5° 
respectively, as shown in Figures 1 (d) and (e), due the change of Co phase structure, with higher Co 
concentration present within the coatings. The Co element becomes dominant as the phase structure 
commonly found in coatings provided from pure Co solutions (Wang et al., 2005). Consequently, it 
can be reported that a single FCC phase structure turns to a mixture of FCC and HCP phase structures 
with increasing Co ion concentration within the electrolyte, which increases the Co content within the 
coating. 
 
The mean crystallite sizes for the major crystallite plane (111) of the coatings were determined using 
Equation 1. For the preferred orientation (111), it is shown that the coatings exhibit nanostructured 
properties since the mean crystallite sizes were estimated to be in the range of 7.1 to 11.5 nm. 
Furthermore, it was found that the mean crystallite size of the crystal plane (111) would decrease by 
increasing the Co concentration within the coating, as shown in Table 2. 
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(a)   (b)   

(c)   (d)   

(e)   

Figure 1: XRD pattern of Ni with (a) 10, (b) 20, (c) 30, (d) 40 and (e) 50  wt% Co concentration.

 

Table 2: The crystallite sizes of coatings as a function of Co content at different crystal 
planes. 

Co content (%) Crystallite size (nm) 
 (100) (111) (101) (200) (220) 

10 - 10.5 - 6.8 12.0 
20 - 11.5 - 5.9 8.8 
30 - 11.3 - 6.3 8.5 
40 22.9 9.1 - 126.2 112.3 
50 33.6 7.1 18.2 15.7 20.9 

 

The SEM technique was employed to study the surface morphological structure of the coatings with 
respect to Co ion concentration within the electrolyte. The SEM micrographs obtained for the results 
of Co ion concentrations are shown in Figure 2. The size and shape of the grains formed on the 
coating surface are consisting of grains with a rounded shape, covered by needle-like dendritic 
particles. The increment of Co concentration provided smaller grains together with more compact 
needle-like structure that was uniformly distributed. The changes on surface morphologies were 
prominent at the Co concentration of 40 wt%, as can be seen from Figure 2(d). Further increase of Co 
concentration to 50 wt% provided a cauliflower-like structure, whereby small rounded grains were 
embedded in a big rounded grain, as shown in Figure 2(e). It is clearly observed that the formation of 
Ni-Co coating morphology was strongly influenced by the chemical composition of the coating. The 
needle-like dendritic structure mostly appears due to the presence of Co. A higher Co content in the 
bath concentration would lead to increase of more Co to be deposited as applied current use provided 
for higher overpotential on Co deposition. Besides that, the size of crystal nuclei decreased, which 
increased their nucleation rate as describe previously (Rafailović et al., 2010; Tian et al., 2011). 
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Figure 2: Surface morphologies of the Ni coatings with (a)10, (b) 20, (c) 30, (d) 40 and (e) 50 wt% Co 
concentration at low and high magnification. 

 

3.2 Cobalt Content 
 
Figure 3 shows the variation of the cobalt content in the Ni–Co coatings as a function of the cobalt 
concentration in the electrolyte. There is a significant growing trend in the cobalt content within the 
coating as a function of Co content in an electrolyte. The ratio of Co content within the coatings also 
does not differ much from the ratio of cobalt concentration in the electrolyte. However, these findings 
contradict the findings from previous studies (Bahadormanesh & Dolati 2010; Srivastava et al., 2006; 
Sarac et al., 2015). The 'anomalous co-deposition' or preferential deposition of less noble metal (Co) 
against noble metal (Ni) resulted in the Co content within the coating being higher than the Co 
concentration in an electrolyte, which was not significant in these studies. 
 

 

Figure 3: Percentage of Co in a solution as compared to the percentage of Co within the coatings. 

 

3.3 Mechanical Properties of Ni-Co Coatings 
 
The influence of Co content on the Ni Co coating microhardness is illustrated in Figure 4. The 
literature values for microhardness of pure Ni coating prepared in the alkaline bath are 380 to 450 HV 
depending on the deposition parameters (Bund & Thiemig, 2007). The Ni-Co coatings prepared using 
the alkaline bath in this study showed microhardness values greater than 550 HV. The increase in the 
percentage of Co from 10 to 20 wt% did not show a significant change in the microhardness value. 
Nevertheless, further increase of Co from 20 to 50 wt% Co demonstrated improvement in the 
microhardness properties of up to 740 HV. A few factors have been discussed previously that 
influence microhardness values. Marita et al. (2014) and Bakhit (2015)  suggested that smaller grain 
size gives better effect to the microhardness value. According to the Hall-Petch relation, the 
nanocrystalline structure will possibly improve the coating microhardness (Pande & Cooper 2009). 
Coating microstructure also has its own contribution to the microhardness value, whereby the 
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columnar structure is superior than globular, as reported by Tury et al. (2007). Nonetheless, the 
increase in the microhardness value in this study is related more to the grain refinement effect due to 
the alteration of grain size by Co content as shown in Table 2. The morphology of all the coatings 
provided rounded shapes with no compromise to the percentage of the Co that was added to the 
coating.  
 

 

 

Figure 4: Coating microhardness as a function of Co content in the solution. 

 

 

In order to measure the coating adhesion, the scratch test has achieved the most extensive use in 
assessing the mechanical stability and adhesive strength of coating / substrate interface (Narasimman 
et al., 2011; Schwarzer et al., 2011). The scratch caused deformation to the coating film from elastic 
to plastic until damage in the surface region. The damage on the surface is commonly characterised 
into several types, such as cracking, spalling and chipping, which can be determined by microscopic 
examination (Sander et al., 2011). The load at which a certain failure occurs is referred to as critical 
load (LC). The scratch test conducted on the Ni-Co coatings revealed the failure modes that occurred. 
A few modes of failure clearly appear resulting from linearly increasing load from 1 to 180 N. Figure 
5(a) shows that plastic grooves occurred at the beginning of the test followed by coating crack. At 
higher loads, the coating began to chip and peel off from the substrate. In order to confirm the point of 
coating deformation, elemental analysis was conducted using energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 
(EDX). Figure 5(b) shows the EDX spectrum spotted at the initial point where the coating 
deformation occurs. The presence of ferum (as a major element of the substrate) indicates that the 
coating layer was demolished. The Fe element trace at the initial point of the plastic groove was very 
low while at the point of crack began to show higher percentage of Fe. The highest percentage of Fe 
could be found when the coating starts to chip or peel off.   
 
The adhesion of the Ni-Co coatings with different Co concentrations was tested by the scratch test as 
shown in Figure 6. The critical load Lc1 represents the load where the coating started to crack while 
Lc2  corresponds to the load where the coating began to peel off. The coating with 10 wt% Co content 
started to crack when the normal load applied was greater than 54 N. Further increase of the load of 
up to 90 N had broken off the coating layer. Higher vol.% of Co within the coating had increased the 
Lc1 and Lc2. The coating with 30 wt% Co gave Lc1 value of 60 N and Lc2 value of 104 N, while the 
coating with 50 wt% Co provided Lc1 value of 80 N and Lc2 value of 114 N. This behaviour is 
consistent with the hardness test results and demonstrates that higher Co content contributes to better 
adhesive strength of the coatings. 
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(a)   

(b)   

Figure 5: (a) SEM images of the grooves from the scratch test  and (b) elemental analysis using EDX on the 
marked areas. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: The critical load (Lc) obtained from the scratch test conducted on the Ni coatings with 10, 30 
and 50 Co content. 

 

3.4 Corrosion Behaviour of Ni-Co Coatings 
 
The potentiodynamic polarisation curves of the mild steel substrate and Ni–Co alloy coatings with 10, 
30 and 50 wt% of Co subjected to corrosive medium 3.5wt% NaCl solution are presented in Figure 7. 
The electrochemical parameters, such as corrosion potential (Ecorr), corrosion current (Icorr) and 
corrosion rate, obtained from the potentiodynamic polarisation curves (Figure 7) are summarised in 
Table 3. The corrosion rate was determined using a software based on the following equation (Yusoff 
et al., 2013):  
 

Corrosion rate (µm/year)= 3.27*EW*icorr / dA                                                   (2) 
 

where EW = equivalent weight (g/equivalent), d = density (g/cm3) and A= sample area (cm2). 
 

Initial point of plastic groove  Initial point of cracking  Initial point of chipping 
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The Ecorr of mild steel was observed to be −487 mV. A positive shift of Ecorr values would indicate 
better corrosion resistance, while a negative shift would indicate a vice versa effect.  The shift 
observed for Ni 10 wt% Co was found to be -456 mV, indicating improved corrosion resistance of the 
coating. As the Co content was further increased to 30 and 50 wt% Co, the Ecorr shifted towards a 
more negative value. This indicates that the corrosion resistance of the coatings deteriorated with the 
further addition of Co content. For the coating with 50 wt% Co, the corrosion resistance had clearly 
deteriorated as compared to the uncoated mild steel. Furthermore, the higher Co content within the 
coating accelerated the corrosion rate of the mild steel from 622 µm/year to the maximum of 853 
µm/year. The degradation of corrosion protection provided by the Ni-Co coatings could be due to 
several factors. Chemical composition, phase structure and grain size are factors which have effective 
influences on the corrosion behaviour of composite coatings (Bakhit et al., 2014). Ni-Co composite 
coatings have been reported to give better corrosion resistance as compared to single Ni coating due 
to uniform and compact surface structure (Srivastava et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2010). However, high 
Co concentrations within the coating had changed their structures. Grain size was clearly diminished 
by increasing Co content, thus increasing the grain boundaries. It is well known that the grain 
boundaries are prone to corrosion attacks especially for the multi-phase structure materials (Cai et al., 
2015). Other than that, the presence of different phases between coating and substrate encourages the 
galvanic corrosion to occur particularly when the Co concentration is high. Cobalt content could lead 
to an increase in electrochemical activity of the Ni–Co alloy matrix (Bakhit & Akbari 2012; Bakhit et 
al., 2014). This occurrence explains the cause of higher corrosion rate between high Co content of Ni-
Co coated mild steel than uncoated mild steel. 
 

 

Figure 7: Potentiodynamic polarisation curves for Ni-Co composite coatings in 3.5wt% NaCl solution. 

 
 

Table 3: The electrochemical parameters obtained from the Tafel 
slope. 

 

Icorr (µA) Ecorr  (mV) Corrosion Rate (µpy) 

A36 252 -487 622 

Ni 50 wt%Co 300 -500 739 

Ni 30 wt%Co 294 -485 853 

Ni 10 wt%Co 109 -456 313 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 

The electrodeposition of Ni-Co coatings were successfully deposited on mild steel substrates prepared 
in an alkaline bath. The effects of cobalt content was characterised in terms of phase structure, 
crystallite size and coating surface morphology. In addition, the properties of the coatings were 
studied with respect to the microhardness value, adhesion strength and corrosion behaviour of the 
coated steel. Increase of the cobalt content in the solution correspondingly increased the cobalt 
content within the coating. Consequently, the single FCC phase structure turned to a mixture of FCC 
and HCP phase structures. The crystallite size became smaller at high Co content coatings, which 
produced smaller grains in their surface morphologies. Higher Co content generated coatings with 
better microhardness value due to the grain refinement effect by modification of grain size. The 
adhesion strength of the coatings also increased with high Co content, with the critical load for 
cracking and chipping increasing with increasing Co content. However, high Co content tends to 
diminished corrosion resistance of the coating due to changes in their phase structure and grain 
boundary. Ni with 10wt% Co concentration would be suggested to offer good mechanical strength 
together with corrosion protection to the mild steel. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper presents the wear performance of amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a-C:H) deposited on 
helical gears through wear debris analysis. Helical gears are tested on a power recirculating test rig 
with constant loads of 100 Nm and speed of 1,000 rpm. The tests are conducted for 9 million cycles or 
an initial pitting of 25% covering the surface of the teeth. Samplings are obtained for approximately 
60 ml of the lubricant for every 3.6×105 cycles, which are then analysed through oil analysis that 
includes wear debris analysis as well as particle counting. The results reveal that the a-C:H coated 
gear reduces the particle generation by a factor of 3.11 as compared to the baseline testing. However, 
a-C:H does not affect the condition of the lubricant. It is found that the a-C:H gear had reduction in 
micro-pitting formation as compared to the uncoated gear. This study demonstrates an extension of 
the life of gears through the application of a-C:H coating. 
 
Keyword: Diamond-like carbon; helical gear; condition monitoring; fatigue life; power recirculating 

gear test rig. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Gears are one of the main mechanisms for power transmissions in almost all machines. The primary 
purpose of gear systems is to implement motion transmission, as well as to increase or to decrease the 
speed of shafts carrying rollers or loads. Recent developments on design and manufacturing of 
gearboxes strive for a more compact design that yields a larger capacity of power transmission. Due to 
the nature of the power transmission that involves variable speed of rotary mechanism and heavy 
loads, gears tend to experience failures at various cycle of the machine operation. The common failure 
modes of gear typically include bending fatigue, contact fatigue, scuffing, wear, cracking, fracture and 
plastic deformation (AGMA, 2014). However, countless analyses have identified that the factors in 
most occurring failure modes are tooth-bending fatigue, contact fatigue, scuffing and abrasive tooth 
wear (Edwards, 2004).   
 
Surface technology is a feasible solution towards improving the service life of gears and is now 
extensively developed, which includes various methods such as surface hardening, shot penning and 
nitriding. Surface coating is a promising method to improve surface performance. The current 
generation of popular hard coatings is the “diamond like carbon” (DLC), where it has been proven to 
have profound tribological advantages in sliding-rolling contact components. Manier et al. (2010) 
found that the amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a-C:H) and the tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) 
coating surpasses the ceramic coating performance under slip rolling condition at a high Hertzian 
contact stress of 3.5 GPa. Various studies have also been conducted on the influence of DLC coatings 
towards the improvement of the common failure mode resistance, such as contact fatigue and scuffing 
resistance. Krantz et al. (2004) demonstrated an extension of life of tungsten DLC (a-C:H:W) coated 
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gears by a factor of six through accelerated fatigue testing. However, it is discovered that the 
performance of DLC coated gears changed with the load condition applied. Under low load 
conditions, the gears exhibited longer fatigue life, while in high load conditions, the fatigue life is 
comparatively shorter or equal to the non-coated gear (Fujii et al., 2010). Although DLC coating 
provides an advantage on maximising resistance towards gear failures, the complex interactions for 
various parameters, such as the elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL), temperature and contact 
pressures yields various results of enhancements as well as deterioration.  
 
The utilisation of a-C:H coating on the influence of gears is rarely discussed as most of the existing 
studies are conducted using a-C:H:W coating (Joachim et al., 2002; Kalin & Vižintin, 2005; Kržan et 
al., 2006; Michalczewski et al., 2013a; Tuszynski et al., 2015; Velmurugan & Vijayakumar, 2017). 
An experimental testing of a-C coating on cylindrical gears applied with a high contact stress was 
presented by Xiao et al. (2014), which suggested that the prolongation of the gear life is achievable by 
a factor of three. The study on a-C:H coating on spur gears lubricated under ecological oil is 
demonstrated by Michalczewski et al.(2013b), where the coated gears had an increased scuffing load 
capacity. Another a-C:H coating study was published by Fujii et al., (2011), where fatigue testing is 
conducted on gears under vacuum condition. The study also suggested improved scuffing load 
capacity in comparison with the uncoated gear.  
 
This paper focuses on the wear behaviour of a-C:H coated helical gear in terms of the wear debris 
generation as well as the surface fatigue formation. Its effect on the lubricant condition is also 
discussed. 
 
 
2. METHODOLOGY 
 
2.1    a-C:H Specification and Gear Specification 
 
Prior to experimental investigation, the DLC coatings are selected based on the optimum condition for 
helical gear testing using pareto optimal analysis and weighted decision matrix. Tables 1 and 2 show 
the selected DLC coating and gear specification used in the experiment.  

 
Table 1: a-C:H specification. 

Coating Material 
Thickness 
range µm 

Microhardness 
HV 0.05/ 
Hardness 

(GPa) 

Coefficient 
of friction 

Service 
temperature 

(°C) 

Deposition 
temperature 

(°C) 

Tribobond 
43 

a-C:H 1-5 
2500-4000/ 12-

20 
0.1 300 160-200 

 

The gears are made from low carbon steel (AISI 1020), which after hobbing are carburised at 
temperatures higher than 900 °C with an as-ground surface for the physical vapour deposition (PVD) 
deposition of the a-C:H coating. The standard specification of the AISI 1020 steel gives a hardness 
value of 130 HV, but through testing using a Shimadzu HMV-G Micro Vickers Hardness Tester, it 
was recorded that the core hardness was at 261 HV. Due to the low-cost consideration of gear 
fabrication, pack carburisation is utilised where the case depth proved to be difficult to control. 
Nevertheless, the range was approximately 1.2 to 1.5 mm. The carburised gear has a case hardness of 
546 HV, whereby the a-C:H deposition has a case hardness of 769 HV. The adhesion layer of 
chromium (Cr) is deposited as an interlayer through the PVD process, which is followed by the 
deposition of a-C:H coating via plasma assisted chemical vapour deposition (PACVD) process. Table 
1 and 2 shows the a-C:H specification as well as the test gear parameters respectively. 
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Table 2: Gear specifications. 

 Specifications 

Type of Gear Helical 

Helix angle 17.75 
Pressure angle 20 

Centre to centre 
distance 

113 mm 

Module of gear 3 

Number of teeth 36 

Face width 15 mm (preliminary) / 7 mm (pitting) / 3 mm (pitting) 

Tip diameter 116.25 mm 

Pitch diameter 110.25 mm 
Applied Tangential 

Loading 
1818 Nm 

Lubricant DEXRON III Pennzoil 

Gear Material AISI 1020, Casehardened 

 
 
2.2 Selection of Machine and Experimental Setup 
 
Figures 1 and 2 shows the setup and schematic diagram of the power recirculating test rig. The test rig 
for the wear analysis in the experiment utilised the power recirculating gear system consisting of four 
helical gears. The shafts have four stubs of 250 mm of length and 25 mm in diameter. As the gears 
were installed, the shafts were locked in a close loop mesh, which allowed torsional loading to be 
applied. A special coupling to apply torsion by twisting the stub on the driven shaft was introduced. 
The coupling consisted of two concentric flanges, in which one side of the coupling possessed a 
triangular platform where set screws forced the stubs to be twisted. This causes angular misalignment 
or commonly known as torsion, which in turn causes the gear to be loaded with tangential force. 
Accelerated wear is the aim for the construction of this type of test rig. The main shaft was fitted with 
a torque transducer via rigid couplings connected to the stubs, which measured the applied torsion for 
a precise loading. A 10 HP DC motor drove the main shaft with a variable speed of up to 2,900 rpm.  
 

 

Figure 1: Power recirculating test rig. 
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Preliminary testing was conducted for a Hertzian contact stress of 551 and 957 MPa to identify the 
capacity of the test rig. The actual experiments were conducted under a loading of 1,231 MPa for 9 
million cycles for both AISI 1018 carburised gear and a-C:H coated gear at a constant speed of 1,000 
rpm and a lubricant starting temperature is at room temperature. Samples were taken for every 
3.6×105 cycles at approximately 60 ml per sample through the sampling port of the rig.  

 

 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the gear test rig with lubricant path. The elements are: [a] AC motor, [b] 
tooth belt, [c] slave gear oil sump, [d] slave gear, [e] torque transducer, [f] flexible coupling, [g] drive 

shaft, [h] test gear, [i] test gear oil sump, [j] needle bearing casing, [k] 10 µm oil filter, [l] magnetic pump, 
[m] lubricant path, [n] torsional coupling, [o] driven shaft. 

 
2.3    Wear Debris Analysis, Optical Imaging Analysis and Oil Analysis 
 
The collected samples were analysed using a CSI Spectro 5200 trivector analyser for wear debris analysis 
and Q1000 Fluidscan for oil analysis using IR spectroscopy. Both equipment adhere to ASTM D7416 and 
ASTM D7889 respectively. A Dino-Lite AM4515 digital microscope was used to capture the surface 
conditions of both the uncoated and coated gears for the natural progression of pitting under accelerated 
loading conditions at the same interval as lubricant sampling. The results were then compared for both the 
uncoated and coated gears with progression of up to 9 million test cycles. At the end of the test cycles, as 
Axioskop 2 optical image analyser was utilised to capture the surface of isolated tooth at a 5x to 100x 
magnification for both gear surface conditions. The determination of the cumulative wear rate is given by:  

 
	 	 	                   (1)  

 

where Q is the number of cumulative particles counted, M is the cumulative mass of the particles and 
tt - tt-1 is the cycle of gear revolution for each test. The cumulative wear is used to determine the wear 
stages of both gear surface conditions through the quantitative analysis of particle counting. 

 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The overall wear performance in each test is assessed from the progression of micro-pitting damage, 
particle generation and lubricant condition. The results are limited to the formation of micro-pitting on 
the surface of the gear for both the uncoated and coated gear due to the test rig having a limitation of a 
low load output. 
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3.1    Particle Generation of Micro-Pitting Damage 

The most significant factor in the particle generation is the ferrous index, which determines the 
ferrous composition of the particles dispersed in the lubricant. It is noted that the progressive nature of 
the micro-pitting on gear surfaces is a crucial feature for determining the wear performance of a gear 
under contact fatigue damage, thus provides useful information for predictive maintenance (Moorthy 
& Shaw, 2012). 
 
Figures 3 to 5 present the particle generation for both the uncoated and coated gear. The particles are 
divided into three size categories, namely small diameter (SD), medium diameter (MD) and large 
diameter (LD). The details are listed in Table 3. The SD particles are associated but are not limited to 
various wear mechanisms comprising of rubbing wear, cutting wear, combined rolling and sliding 
wear as well as rolling fatigue, which involve pitting and spherical particles. However, SD particles 
are more prominent in the generation of spherical particles, which is generated through rolling fatigue 
wear and rubbing wear. These wear modes generally produce particles with sizes of 3 to 10 µm and 5 
to 15 µm respectively.  
 

Table 3: Particle size categories. 

Particle Diameter Size 

Small Diameter (SD) ≤10 µm 

Medium Diameter (MD) ≤28 µm 

Large Diameter (LD) ≥32 µm 

 
The MD particle generation categorised by its sizes are the result of various wear mechanisms faced 
by the gear during its operational life. The wear mechanism includes cutting wear, rolling fatigue 
generating spall and laminar particles, as well as combined rolling and sliding wear. However, MD 
particles is determined to be generated prominently via rolling fatigue generating laminar particles, 
and combined rolling and sliding wear, where both mechanisms produce particles of sizes 20 to 50 
µm and 2 to 20 µm respectively. The combined rolling and sliding wear generate a complex fusion of 
particle morphology and thus, it is difficult to be categorised by size only. It is also worthy to note that 
severe sliding wear occurs only in MD particle sizes onwards. The wear modes resulting in the 
generation of the LD particles are determined to be of rubbing wear, cutting wear, rolling fatigue 
producing spall and laminar particles, and severe sliding wear (Anderson et al., 1991). 

 

Ferrous index is sensitive to conductive, ferromagnetic particles that increase linearly with both 
particle size and concentration. The index measures recent, severe wear of oil-wetted steel and iron 
parts due to the surfaces of such particles that are likely to be conductive. Figure 3 shows the SD 
particle distribution. For the uncoated gear, the ferrous index was observed to increase significantly at 
the start of the test reaching a maximum ferrous index value and then decreased rapidly until the test 
reached 5.34 million test cycles. A small value of ferrous index is then observed at 6.54 million test 
cycles and between 7.26 and 7.62 million test cycles. The ferrous index measurements suggest that 
the particles generated at this specific point in the gear life cycle are of ferrous composition. As for 
the coated gear, the ferrous index remains at lower values observed throughout the gear cycles, which 
indicates that very little concentration of ferrous particles was removed from the coated gear gradually 
over the test cycle.  Most of the particles are of non-ferrous composition. 
 
The results in Figure 3 determines that the uncoated gear experienced wear mechanisms that are 
assumed to be rolling fatigue wear and rubbing wear. Uncoated gears produced larger particle sizes of 
6 and 10 µm in the SD particle distribution as compared to those from the coated gear. Possible 
particle morphologies generated for these particle sizes include spherical particles and platelets 
(Anderson et al., 1991). Similar trends can also be observed for the case of MD and LD particles in 
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Figures 4 and 5 respectively. For the MD particles, the possible particle morphologies would be of 
laminar particles, striated particles, and a complex fusion of wear debris due to combined rolling and 
sliding wear. For the LD particles, the possible particle morphologies experienced are spherical, 
ribbons, chunks, platelets and striated particles, as shown in Figure 6. 
 

 

   (a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3: Small diameter (SD) particle generation progression: (a) AISI 1020 carburised and (b) a-C:H 
coated AISI 1020 carburised. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4: Medium diameter (MD) particle generation progression: (a) AISI 1020 carburised and (b) a-
C:H coated AISI 1020 carburised. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5: Large diameter (LD) particle generation progression: (a) AISI 1020 carburised and (b) a-C:H 
coated AISI 1020 carburised. 
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A cumulative wear rate of all the particle sizes are compared for the coated and uncoated gears as 
shown in Figure 7. From the trend, it can be clearly observed that the uncoated gear had three wear 
stages, which are run-in wear, steady-state wear and the initial failure zone, while the coated gear has 
an extended run-in wear that leads to a steady state wear. The run-in zone for the uncoated gear was 
determined to last for 1.62×106 gear revolutions, which then entered a steady state wear that lasted for 
5.04×106 revolutions and subsequently entered an initial failure at 6.54×106 of gear revolution.  
 
The coated gear showed an absolute divergence of wear debris generation behaviour as the run-in 
zone extended for 6.66×106 revolutions and then entered the steady state wear. This behaviour is 
consistent with the gear surface damage shown in Figures 9 and 10, which is discussed in more detail 
in Section 3.3. This finding determines the prolongation of the helical gear life by a factor of 3.11 
through running-in quantification comparison. 
 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6: Wear debris particles: (a) Platelets (annotation indicates platelets with striation marks)  
(b) Chunks (c) Spherical. 
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Figure 7: Cumulative wear rate of a-C:H coated gear vs uncoated gear. 

 
 

3.2    Oil Analysis 
 
The a-C:H coating has an insignificant impact on the condition of the lubricant, where the oxidation 
and viscosity has miniscule enhancement as compared to the uncoated gear lubricant through the 
progression of the test cycles, which can be observed in Figure 8. The uncoated gear has oxidation 
level ranges from 19.2 to 20.1 abs/0.1 m, while for the coated gear, it ranges from 19.3 to 19.9 abs/0.1 
m. The degradation of oil due to oxidation or ageing is mainly caused by high temperatures of the 
lubricant, thus the behaviour shown in these experiments suggests that a high temperature during the 
experimentation did not occur.     
 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8: Oil analysis of a-C:H coated gear vs uncoated gear: (a) Oxidation (b) Viscosity. 
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However, the viscosity of the lubricant differs from the influence of oxidation, where the uncoated 
gear debilitates over the course of the test cycle, while the viscosity of the coated gear remains 
constant towards the end of the experiment. As high temperature did not occur during the experiment, 
this result suggests that the uncoated gear lubricant may contain contamination. 
 
 
3.3    Gear Tooth Image Analysis 

Figures 9 and 10 present the gear surface image captured for the Nth test cycle. From the images, the 
wear mode can be identified with the formation of micro-pitting.  
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Figure 9: AISI 1020 carburised uncoated gear surface image (the arrows annotate the formation of 
micropitting). 
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Figure 10: a-C:H coated AISI 1018 carburised gear surface image (the arrows annotate formation of 
micropitting). 
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A significant difference can be observed as the formation of micro-pitting occurred at an earlier cycle 
for the uncoated gear in Figure 9, while in Figure 10 the coated gear is shown to have experienced 
peeling at the earlier cycle and micro-pitting occurred only at 6×106 cycles onwards. 
 
Through this observation, it is revealed that the a-C:H coating improves the scuffing and pitting 
resistance of the coated gear substantially in comparison with the uncoated gear where for the latter, 
prominent formation of micropits and scuff marks are scattered throughout the gear teeth. For the 
peak contact stress of 1,231 MPa in the experiment, it is found that for the uncoated gear, the 
generation of surface damage occurred frequently on the dedendum, indicating that the most severe 
mesh sliding condition prevail similar to the study demonstrated by Fernandes & McDuling (1997).  
 
The uncoated gear showed progressive micropitting observed at the dedendum of the gear, which 
includes the gear tooth root and contact pitch line, as shown from optical imaging of the gear surface 
in Figures 11 (b) and (c). It can also be observed that scuffing mark occurrence is more prominent in 
the contact pitch line, lessens at the tooth root and is non-existent at the tooth tip. Microcracks are also 
observed solely at the tooth tip, which is also a sign of the initiation of micropits, as shown in Figure 
11 (a). 
 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
Figure 11: Optical stereo images of uncoated gear surface at the end of the test with peak contact stress of 

1,231 MPa: (a) Tooth tip   (b) Tooth root  (c) Contact pitch line. 
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The a-C:H coated gear exhibited completely different damage on its surface, where micropitting and 
scuffings are observed solely on the gear tooth tip, as shown in Figure 12 (a) albeit at a smaller scale 
and the coating partially remained intact. The tooth root suffered from large scale microcracks at the 
end of the test with partial peeling of the coating observed, as shown in Figure 12 (b). At the contact 
pitch line of the gear, no microcracks are observed.  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 
Figure 12: Optical stereo images of coated gear surface at the end of the test with peak contact stress of 

1,231 MPa: (a) Tooth tip  (b) Tooth root  (c) Contact pitch line. 
 
The surface of the gear became smoother as a result of the interaction of the coating and gear surface 
after extended sliding and rolling mechanisms (Moorthy & Shaw, 2013). The surface coating is found 
to be completely removed as shown in Figure 12 (c). However, a polished surface would promote a 
decrease in material removal of the surface gear as no asperities or valleys are involved during the 
sliding and rolling mechanism of the gear. 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 

The wear behaviour of a-C:H coated AISI 1018 carburised gear at peak Hertzian contact stress levels 
of 1,231 MPa in Pennzoil oil using power recirculating gear test rig was discussed in this manuscript. 
The results strongly suggest a significant improvement towards wear resistance of the carburised AISI 
1018 gear. Through the particle generation analysis, it was concluded that the a-C:H coating 
influences the wear stages of the gear, where it was found that the running-in wear was experienced at 
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a relatively low wear rate with an extended cycle in comparison with the baseline testing. It was 
revealed that the a-C:H coating improved the life of the gear by a factor of 3.11 as compared to the 
uncoated gear. The a-C:H coating was observed to have no influence on the degradation of the gear 
lubricant. Peeling also occurred due to low adhesion between the deposited a-C:H and gear surface. 
The reduction of micro-pitting was significant for the a-C:H coated gear, which in our study occurred 
at 6×106 cycles. Thus, it can be concluded that a-C:H coating improved the material removal rate of 
the gear leading to a low wear debris generation due to its properties of high hardness and low 
coefficient of friction. 
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